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a b s t r a c t
In the computer science community, data structure design is mainly conducted at a high
level of abstraction under the implicit assumption that the platform contains a monolithic
memory. Exploiting platform-related knowledge such as available on-chip and off-chip
memory sizes, the cache size, and the number of SDRAM banks is mainly conducted in the
systemengineering communitywhen the refined data structure has already been chosen. A
convergence of both communities is desirable since this can lead to powerful optimizations.
To achieve the convergence mentioned above, data-related transformations have been
researched extensively in the recent past. Many of these transformations have a direct and
large impact onmemory footprint, execution time and energy consumption. Unfortunately,
however, themost effective transformations are appliedmanually (e.g. in C code) and these
result in a very time-consuming and error-prone design process. To overcome this burden,
our general research goal is to develop a computer-aided design tool, called EASYMAP,
that helps the designer to correctly construct the C code of an efficient but difficult-to-
understand data structure. The formal design of EASYMAP is the topic of this article with
the emphasis on Cha, the internal language of EASYMAP. Cha is based on a novel extension of
Separation Logic’s spatial conjunction operator (∗), allowing it to concisely describe access
operations of an irregularly accessed complex data organization. Cha is the basic building
block of EASYMAP; it serves the purpose of automating EASYMAP’s refinement process and
proving that it is correct by construction.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Implementing a computer in general, and an embedded system in particular, requires functionality from different,
sometimes, overlapping application domains. For instance, the implementation of a mobile phone relies on functionality
from graphics, computer games, protocol processing, etc. Code in these domains typically contain complicated dynamic
data structures such as linked lists, quad trees, association tables, dynamic queues, etc. The corresponding applications run
on systems that have a memory hierarchy, consisting of on-chip and off-chip memories, caches, SDRAMs, etc. This hierarchy
typically forms the bottleneck of the system. Refining a high level specification of the application onto a specific memory
hierarchy is an important concern. This refinement process is technically feasible today, but can be improved substantially
by addressing one or more of the following problems:
(1) Reducing the design time, e.g. by automating the refinement process.
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(2) Obtaining close-to-optimal implementations in termsof systemcost, such asmemory footprint, execution time, or energy
consumption.
(3) Guaranteeing that the final implementation is correct, e.g. that it does not contain any software bugs.
Various refinement processes or design methodologies exist today, none of which are all completely automated, optimal,
and bug free. Due to these imperfections, current design practice is based, to a large extent, on reusing code from previous
projects, thereby avoiding the need to traverse the imperfect design trajectory. An example is reusing a graphics library,
implemented in C code, in another application. The C code is an already refined specification, in which, say, a linked list has
been chosen to represent the pixels that are projected onto the video screen of the computer.
Code reuse is intended to shorten the design time but has a major drawback: reused code, even if it is optimal for
the original context, can be very suboptimal for another context in comparison to code that is obtained by complete
re-implementation. For example, if the graphics functionality, introduced above, is completely re-implemented for the
application under study, then it is very unlikely that the graphics code uses a linked list. Instead, another data structure,
such as a quad tree, may be used because it is more optimal for the specific application under study. Stated more generally,
the actual design choice of a close-to-optimal data structure depends on how the graphics functionality is used by the
application. Also the hierarchical memory of the computer influences the design choice. Both the application and the
hierarchical memory can change drastically from one project to another.
The previous explanation motivates the need to automate the refinement process, such that the high level specification
of the graphics library can be automatically refined into both the linked-list code and quad-tree code. The designer can
then choose which C-code implementation to use for the intended application. Consequently, the designer can immediately
validate his choice, by executing the code.
In previous work [18] we have manually explored the design space of different data organizations, such as those of the
linked list and quad tree, mentioned previously. Each data organization, and the operations that are applied on the data
organization, together represent the refinement of a high level specification.
Our current research, on the other hand, is related to the complete design of the EASYMAP precompiler: a correct-by-
construction refinement tool that semi-automatically generates efficient C code from a high level specification. We briefly
state below what EASYMAP can do in practice; but we emphasize that the main topic of this article is EASYMAP’s underlying
formalism.
The EASYMAP precompiler:
• Can refine the same high level specification (e.g. of the graphics library) into a linked-list or a quad-tree implementation,
not achievable by current design tools and compilers.
• Can achieve one to two orders of magnitude decrease in system cost on top of traditional low level optimizations, such
as loop optimization, clustering, etc. (see Appendix B for examples)
• Generates provably correct C code.
• Targets the embedded-systems industry, but can also prove beneficial to the general-purpose community.
In general, the novelty of EASYMAP’s formalism lies in the combination of the following four concepts:
• An explicit notion of memory hierarchy.
• An explicit distinction between abstraction levels.
• The internal language Cha, to some extent inspired by Separation Logic, but novel with respect to the essential notion of
change.
• A correct-by-construction design approach.
The particular technical novelty of EASYMAP and, hence, of this article, lies in the formalization of the language Cha (i.e. the
third concept mentioned above).
The rest of this section introduces the reader to Separation Logic, a prerequisite to Section 2 where we explain the main
ideas of EASYMAP. Section 3 constitutes the core of the paper: the denotational semantics of Cha. Section 4 covers an extensive
amount of related work. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.
The four appendices of this article can be described as follows. Appendix A explains how to use EASYMAP in practice.
Appendix B presents a real-life case study, illustrating the use of Cha. Appendix C describes the related field of geometric
modeling. Appendix D explains, both formally and with examples, how the language Cha is translated into EASYMAP’s target
language (a subset of C), followed by an operational semantics of the target language.
An introduction to separation logic
Separation Logic [49,59] is a significant extension of Hoare Logic [31], the main difference being the usage of a spatial
form of conjunction (∗). This connective allows the spatial orientation of a data structure to be captured without having to
use auxiliary predicates (as is the case in conventional logics). Two examples follow by using the notation of a variant of
Separation Logic [1].
As a first example, consider the following formula in Separation Logic: 4@x ∗ x@y where @x reads “at location x”. The
formula describes Fig. 1 where the top two cells are stack cells and the lower two cells are heap cells. In particular, the
formula states the following properties:
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Fig. 1. The data organization described by 4@x ∗ x@y.
Fig. 2. A data organization of a Singly Linked List.
• Value 4 is stored in a heap cell at a location l1 that is characterized by (stack) variable x. In other words, the value of
variable x is the location l1 of the heap cell which contains the value 4.
• The value of variable x (i.e. location l1) is stored in a heap cell at a location l2 that is characterized by (stack) variable y. In
other words, the value of variable y is the location l2 of the heap cell which contains the value of variable x.
• The location l1 (i.e. the value of variable x) differs from location l2 (i.e. the value of variable y). This constraint is implicitly
present due to the ∗ connective.
Ifwewere to use classical (predicate) logic to describe the same spatial orientation,wewould have to state the third property
explicitly by using an auxiliary predicate: 4@x ∧ x@y ∧ ¬ (x = y). As the spatial characteristics of the data structure increase,
the classical formulae become more complex due to these auxiliary predicates [1].
Our second example is the Singly Linked List (or list for short) in Fig. 2. We denote the empty list as . A list containing
the elements a, b, c, . . . is denoted as a.αwhere a denotes the first element of the list and α denotes the rest of the list (i.e.
elements b, c, . . .).
The list’s spatial orientation can be described elegantly in Separation Logic:
(1) 〈p, r〉@i ≡ p@i ∗ r@i+1
(2) list ε (i) , emp ∧ (i = nil)
(3) list (a.α) (i) , ∃j. 〈j, a〉@i ∗ list α (j)
Line 1 states that 〈p, r〉@i is syntactic sugar (≡) for p@i ∗ r@i+1. That is, pointer p is stored at location i and record r is stored
as a neighbor at location i+1. Lines 2 and 3 inductively define (,) the predicate list. Line 2 corresponds to the base case and
is presented in the left half of Fig. 2. It states that the list is empty (emp) and that the value of variable i is equal to nil. Line 3
corresponds to the inductive case (cf. right half of the figure). It states that there exists a pointer j such that j and a correspond
to the head of the list and j points to the rest of the list. The occurrence of ∗ in Line 3 expresses the disjointness of the head of
the list with respect to the rest of the list. Again, if classical logic were to be used instead of Separation Logic, then a quadratic
increase in inequalities would be required in order to state the equivalent of lines 2 and 3 (as illustrated in Appendix C).
2. The main ideas underlying EASYMAP
We now extend the previously presented notation of the linked list in various ways, in order to explain the main ideas
underlying EASYMAP. Sections 2.1–2.5 clarify EASYMAP’s application domain and practical relevance. Particular attention is paid
to the technical novelty and purpose of the language Cha.
2.1. Abstraction of spatial orientation
In the following paragraphs, we distinguish between a data organization and a data structure. First, we present different
data organizations of a Singly Linked List. Then, we show that by abstracting away the spatial orientation of a data
organization, we obtain a data structure.
A first data organization of the list in Fig. 2 is introduced below, based on lines 1–3, presented previously. By modifying
line 1 into line 1′ and copying lines 2–3 to lines 2′–3′, we obtain:
(1′) 〈p, r〉@i ≡ p@i+ar1 ∗ r@i+1+ar1
(2′) list ε (i) , emp ∧ (i = nil)
(3′) list (a.α) (i) , ∃j. 〈j, a〉@i ∗ list α (j)
Line 1′ can be explained as follows: 〈p, r〉@i abbreviates the spatial composition of p@i+ar1 and r@i+1+ar1. The location
ar1 represents the starting address of an array, which we shall call array 1. Pointer p is stored at offset i and record r is stored
one memory cell further at offset i+1.
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Fig. 3. (Hierarchical) data organizations (i)–(iv).
Lines 1′-3′ describe a Singly Linked List’s data organization in which pointers and records are both stored in array 1. This
particular data organization is illustrated in Fig. 3(i) and is very similar to the right half of Fig. 2: only the pointers have been
modified. A particular instance of this data organization is shown in Fig. 3(ii): array 1 is shown explicitly along with two
fragmented memory cells (i.e. blank squares). We have chosen a random ordering in which pointers and records are stored
in array 1.
A second data organization of a Singly Linked List is obtained bymodifying line 1 into line 1′′ and again reusing lines 2–3.
We present line 1′′ as follows:
(1′′) 〈p, r〉@i ≡ p@i+ar1 ∗ r@i+ar2
Pointer p is stored in array 1 and record r is stored in another array, called array 2 (with starting address ar2). This particular
data organization is shown in Fig. 3(iii) and can be contrasted to that of Fig. 3(i). A particular instance of this data organization
is shown in Fig. 3(iv): array 1 and array 2 are shown explicitly with fragmented memory cells.
A third example of a data organization (Fig. 4) illustrates memory hierarchy [1]. By distinguishing between an on-chip
(On) and an off-chip (Off ) memory, we modify line 1 into line 1′′′ (and reuse lines 2–3):
(1′′′) 〈p, r〉@i ≡ p@On.i+ar1 ∗ r@Off.i+ar1
The notationOn. (i+ar1), or simplyOn.i+ar1, denotesmemory cell i+ar1 in the on-chipmemory. Similarly,Off .i+ar1 denotes
memory cell i+ar1 in the off-chip memory. Line 1′′′ states that pointer p is stored in array 1 in on-chip memory (at offset i)
and record r is stored in array 1 in off-chip memory (at offset i). This particular hierarchical data organization (HDO) is shown
in Fig. 4(v). A specific instance of this HDO is shown in Fig. 4(vi), where we have chosen to write i+ar1 instead of On.i+ar1 or
Off .i+ar1.
Some more examples of hierarchical data organizations are described briefly as follows. First, instead of merely
distinguishing between an on-chip and an off-chip memory (cf. line 1′′′), we can distinguish between banks, pages, words,
and bits of an SDRAM. This, rather involved, example of memory hierarchy can easily be captured in our formalism but wewill
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Fig. 4. (Hierarchical) data organizations (v)–(vi).
Fig. 5. Representing the Singly Linked List as a data structure.
not address it further. Second, the data organization corresponding to Fig. 3(i–ii) is also an example of hierarchy, except that
we have not shown it explicitly in the figure. The same remark holds for the data organization of Fig. 3(iii–iv). The hierarchy
is trivial in the sense that a word is composed of bits. For instance, 1@ar1.β describes the hierarchical storage of bit value 1
in the memory cell at location ar1 at bit position β. Under the assumption that a word contains 32 bits, variable β can range
from 0 to 31. For further clarification, consider 3@ar1 which can alternatively be specified as follows:
0@ar1.31 ∗ 0@ar1.30 ∗ · · · ∗ 0@ar1.2 ∗ 1@ar1.1 ∗ 1@ar1.0
The reason is that the number 3 is represented in binary form as 0 . . . 011 with the most significant bit corresponding to
ar1.31 and the least significant bit corresponding to ar1.0.
The trivial form of hierarchy, in which words consist of bits, will be modeled explicitly in Section 3. Also, all the data
organizations in Fig. 3 will, from now on, be called hierarchical data organizations (HDOs).
Hierarchical data organizations vs. a data structure
The previous discussion has introduced a family of HDOs for a Singly Linked List (cf. Fig. 3–4). In contrast to an HDO, we call
the common abstraction of each of these HDOs a data structure of the Singly Linked List. A mathematical specification of the
data structure is obtained by modifying lines 1–3 into lines 4–6 as follows:
(4) 〈p, r〉f @i ≡ p@f (i, 0) ∗ r@f (i, 1)
(5) list ε (i) (f ) , emp ∧ (i = nil)
(6) list (a.α) (i) (f ) , ∃j. 〈j, a〉f @i ∗ list α (j) (f )
Line 4 describes an abstract spatial correlation between pointer p and record r by means of a spatial-correlation function f ,
whose definition is intentionally not specified. Lines 5–6 inductively define the Singly Linked List by relying on line 4.
Fig. 5 presents an attempt to visualize the data structure of the Singly Linked List. The figure shows that the first pointer
is stored at location f (i, 0) and that the first record is stored at location f (i, 1). The slanted dotted connections emphasize
that the locations of the pointers are correlated to the locations of the records.
Different (partial) definitions of the spatial-correlation function f are illustrated in Table 1 in accordance to the previously
presented lines 1, 1′, 1′′, and 1′′′.
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Table 1
Possible definitions of spatial-
correlation function f
f (i, 0) f (i, 1)
line 1 i i+1
line 1′ i+ar1 i+1+ar1
line 1′′ i+ar1 i+ar2
line 1′′′ On.i+ar1 Off .i+ar1
Fig. 6. Appending a record to a Singly Linked List’s data structure: append i a j.
Terminology
In the previous discussion we used the terms data structure and HDO. An additional clarification now follows along with
the introduction of the terms complex data organization and irregular access.
A data structure is a logical concept that does not completely capture how the data is stored physically in memory. This
is due to the omission of function f ’s definition in lines 4–6. An HDO, on the other hand, not only respects the logical structure
of a data structure, it also expresses how the data is stored in physical memory; i.e. the function f has a specific definition.
A data organization is called complex when it contains two or more arrays that are correlated to each other. An example
of a complex data organization is the HDO in Fig. 3(iii): each pointer in array 1 is implicitly correlated to a record in array 2
and vice versa. For other examples, consider the efficient data organizations of a doubly-linked list or binary tree; they are
typically complex in this particular sense.
All the HDOs in Fig. 3–4 result in irregular accesses to memory when the corresponding program is executed. To illustrate
this, consider Fig. 3(ii) and assume a new element has to be appended to the end of the list, implying that the list has to be
traversed from the head to the tail. By following the pointers in Fig. 3(ii), an irregular access pattern emerges. This append
operation is an access operation that we shall discuss further in the following section.
Irregular accesses to memory are characteristic for EASYMAP’s application domain. This contrasts the application domain
of regular accesseswhere the code typically contains affine index expressions andmanifest conditions (e.g. signal processing
applications). Well-researched formal techniques for regularly accessed array-intensive code, such as Geometric Modeling,
are not adequate for the irregularly accessed complex data organizations that we target with EASYMAP. Appendix C presents
a detailed account on this matter.
2.2. From snapshots to change
An important task of EASYMAP is to generate the C code of a data structure. Therefore, capturing the spatial orientation of
a data structure or HDO is only part of the story. We also need to be able to describe the access operations of a data structure
and its corresponding HDO(s). Examples of access operations for a Singly Linked List are: sorting the list, removing an element
from the list, and appending an element to the list. It is the latter access operation that we will illustrate in this section.
Appending a new element to a Singly Linked List’s data structure is illustrated graphically in Fig. 6 by distinguishing
between two cases. The first case corresponds to the base case: an empty list is changed into a list that contains a nil pointer
and a record a. The second case is inductive: a list of n elements (e.g. n = 3) is changed into a list of n + 1 elements by
appending the record a to the end of the old list. A mathematical specification of Fig. 6 will be presented later.
Appending a new element to an HDO of the Singly Linked List can easily be illustrated as well. All that is required is to
choose a particular HDO from Fig. 3–4 and to substitute each data-structure representation in Fig. 6 by the corresponding HDO.
For example, by choosing the HDO in Fig. 3(iii), we obtain, for the inductive case, Fig. 7.
In order to mathematically specify Figs. 6 and 7, we introduce the terms snapshot, change, and change of an hierarchical
data organization (CHDO). A snapshot describes the data structure or HDO of an executing program at a particular moment in
time. Two consecutive snapshots then describe change of the data structure or CHDO, respectively. For example, the change
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Fig. 7. Appending a record to an HDO of a Singly Linked List.
(emp, 3@ar1) describes input snapshot emp followed by the output snapshot 3@ar1. Both snapshots, together, describe a
CHDO in which an “empty” HDO is changed into an HDO that stores value 3 at location ar1.
Without beingmathematically rigorous in this section, we define change cha in terms of input snapshot snapin and output
snapshot snapout as follows:
(7) cha , (snapin, snapout)
Similarly, change cha′ can be written in terms of snap′in and snap′out as follows:
(8) cha′ ,
(
snap′in, snap′out
)
In order to mathematically specify Figs. 6 and 7, we also define the spatial composition (∗) of changes cha and cha′ as
follows:
(9) cha ∗ cha′ , (snapin ∗ snap′in, snapout ∗ snap′out)
The two occurrences of ∗ on the righthand side in line 9 combine disjoint snapshots. The operator ∗ on the left hand side,
however, combines disjoint changes (cha and cha′). This novel application of ∗ lies at the heart of EASYMAP’s formalism: it
allows the access operations of an irregularly accessed complex data organization to be described concisely, as we illustrate
below for the append access operation.
By relying on line 4, the following mathematical specification in lines 10–14 describes append for the Singly Linked List’s
data structure (Fig. 6). The same access operation can be specified for a particular HDO (e.g. Fig. 7) if the spatial-correlation
function f is defined in addition to lines 10–14.
(10) append (i, a, j) (f ) ,
(
emp, 〈nil, a〉f @j
) ∧ (i = nil)
(11) ∨
(12) ∃m,m′, b. ( (i = j) ∧
(
〈m, b〉f @i,
〈
m′, b
〉
f @j
)
(13) ∗
(14) append (m, a,m′) (f ) )
The righthand side of line 10 represents the base case: an empty list (emp) with i = nil changes into a singleton list
〈nil, a〉f @j. Lines 12–14 represent the inductive case: a list of length nwith n > 0 becomes a list of length n+1.
We conclude this section with two more remarks. First, the access operation append of a Singly Linked List, specified
in lines 10–14, describes a family of CHDOs. By iterating through specific definitions of f , specific CHDOs are obtained. This
has positive implications for the EASYMAP user who wishes to automatically explore different C-code implementations of a
Singly Linked List. However, the kind of design-space exploration that interests us themost is that in which we can combine
two very different data structures (e.g. a linked list and an array-like structure). To accomplish this, manual intervention
on behalf of the EASYMAP user will be required. Second, the syntax that we have used in lines 10–14 is very similar to the
language Cha that we will formally define in Section 3. However, in contrast to the logical specification language that we
have used so far, Cha is an imperative language. That is, the existential quantification in line 12 is intentionally excluded from
Cha’s formal syntax. Lines 10–14 have only been introduced here for didactic purposes. The corresponding formal syntax and
semantics of this logical specification language is available in our previous work [19,20].
2.3. Abstraction of explicit storage
Two kinds of abstraction concern us: (i) abstraction of spatial orientation, as discussed previously, and (ii) abstraction of
explicit storage, discussed below.
In contrast to the Singly Linked List in Fig. 5, we shall, from now on, distinguish between keys (e.g. k1) and records
(e.g. r1), as shown in Fig. 8. The pointers still serve the purpose of traversing the list. Keys typically have the purpose of
finding a specific entry in the list such that the corresponding record can be retrieved from memory.
In adherence to Fig. 8, we extend the notation of Section 1 as follows. An empty list is still denoted by  but a.α now
denotes a list of elements (with a as its first element) where a.key and a.rec denote the key and the record of element a,
respectively.
The terms pointers, keys, and records have been used casually up to this point (as is also typically the case in the
Separation-Logic literature). For the purpose of describing EASYMAP, however, we now distinguish between a key key and
it’s encoding fK (key) where fK represents a key-encoding function. Similarly, we distinguish between a record rec and it’s
encoding fR (rec)where fR represents a record-encoding function. An example is shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 presents a Key-Record Association (KRA) in the top half of the figure and a Singly Linked List’s data structure in the
lower half of the figure. The former abstracts the explicit storage of the latter and is merely based on a set of keys and a set
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Fig. 8. The data structure of an extended variant of a Singly Linked List.
Fig. 9. A key-record association vs. a Singly Linked List’s data structure.
of records. The data structure is a refinement of the KRA and can be specified as follows:
(15) 〈p, k, r〉f @i ≡ p@f (i, 0) ∗ k@f (i, 1) ∗ r@f (i, 2)
(16) list ε (i) (f , fK, fR) , emp ∧ (i = nil)
(17) list (a.α) (i) (f , fK, fR) , ∃j.
(
〈 j, fK(a.key) , fR(a.rec) 〉f @i
∗ list α (j) (f , fK, fR) )
Line 15 abbreviates 〈p, k, r〉f @i as the spatial composition of p@f (i, 0), k@f (i, 1), and r@f (i, 2) –where f is the spatial-
correlation function, discussed previously. Lines 16–17 inductively define the predicate list by relying on line 15.
Encoding functions fK and fR have practical importance, as we briefly illustrate based on a real-life application [18].
Consider a KRA that stores all the pixels of a particular embedded application. Each key represents a position (x, y) on the
screen and each record represents a color. Together, a key and a record represent a pixel. Under the realistic assumption
that the screen has a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels, we can choose to define fK (x, y) as 480 × x + y or as 640 × y + x.
Both encodings are of interest to the EASYMAP user in the context of design-space exploration, as are many other encodings
which we do not discuss here (see Chapter 5 in [17]). Of interest is that different definitions of fK can result in very different
execution times —even when all other design parameters (e.g. f , fR) stay constant. A similar remark holds for fR.
To conclude, we present the access operation append again but in a more general form by relying on line 15:
(18) append (i, a, j) (f , fK, fR)
(19) ,
(
emp, 〈 nil, fK (a.key) , fR (a.rec) 〉f @j
)
∧ (i = nil)
(20) ∨
(21) ∃m,m′, k, r. ( (i = j) ∧
(
〈m, k, r〉f @i,
〈
m′, k, r
〉
f @j
)
(22) ∗
(23) append (m, a,m′) (f , fK, fR) )
As in the previous discussion, i and j are pointers, f is a spatial-correlation function, and fK and fR are key- and record-
encoding functions, respectively. However, we stress again that the imperative language Cha will be used to formally
specify access operations such as append and not the logical specification language that we have used so far. Nevertheless,
lines 18–23 show a close resemblance to the imperative language Cha of Section 3.
2.4. Abstract data type refinement
Having presented two kinds of abstraction and having distinguished between snapshots and change, we are now in a
position to view EASYMAP as an Abstract-Data-Type Refinement tool and explain its practical relevance.
An Abstract Data Type (ADT), defined by Guttag in [27], is described in this article by means of an abstract space and ADT
operations:
ADT = abstract space + ADT operations
Abstract space represents the state of the ADT while the ADT operations represent functionality that can be applied in order
to change the state of the ADT.
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Fig. 10. Abstract space vs. data structures and HDOs.
Fig. 11. Operations in abstract space vs. CHDO1 and CHDO2. The depicted operation is insert(10, 4).
To illustrate an ADT, we refer to the top halves of Figs. 10 and 11. The top half of Fig. 10 presents one particular example
of abstract space, namely the KRA that we have presented previously. The top half of Fig. 11 shows an ADT operation, called
insert(key, rec), as an operation in abstract space (i.e. a change of a KRA). For clarity, specific values of keys and records are used
in the figures such as in insert(10, 4). Both an abstract space and an ADT operation are modeled at the same high abstraction
level where the hierarchical memory of the target machine is abstracted away.
Fig. 10 can be explained in greater detail as follows. First, it shows on the left hand side the refinement that we have
discussed previously: a KRA is refined into a list (data structure 1) and ultimately into an HDO which we call HDO1. Second,
it shows on the righthand side another possible refinement where the key encodings are used as indices into an array-like
structure (data structure 2). That is, only the record encodings are stored explicitly in memory. Ultimately, this refinement
process results in one or more HDOs, one of which is shown as HDO2. A more thorough explanation of data structure 2 will be
presented later.
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Fig. 11 can now be explained further as follows. First, we emphasize that CHDO1 corresponds to HDO1 (of Fig. 10). Similarly,
CHDO2 corresponds to HDO2. Second, the figure shows that change of a KRA (i.e. an ADT operation) is refined into one or more
CHDOs. We also mention that (i) this refinement process is semi automatic and (ii) each CHDO is described formally in our Cha
language, the topic of Section 3. Third, each CHDO can automatically be translated into C code, the topic of Appendix D. Both
the refinement process and the code-generation process are correct by construction (cf. Section 3.4.4).
The dotted horizontal line in Fig. 11 depicts a transformation from one CHDO to another. The formalization of a CHDO
transformation lies outside the scope of this article but we mention it here for two reasons. First, it presents the formal
equivalent of a C-code transformationwhich has practical relevance for design-space exploration. Second, the formalization
of CHDO transformations (which will consequently enhance the automatic capabilities of EASYMAP) in future work will rely on
the formal language Cha of Section 3.
A few more remarks are in order concerning the top halves of Figs. 10 and 11. First, a KRA is only one particular abstract
space. Many alternative abstract spaces exist and are of interest in the context of design-space exploration [66]. Second,
mathematically specifying the KRA in Fig. 10 is trivial for it only requires a set of keys and a set of records. Similarly, change
of a KRA in Fig. 11 can be described easily in terms of the KRA before and the KRA after the change.
The practical relevance of EASYMAP
We explain why EASYMAP is important in practice. First we present the views of some experts in the field of code
optimization, then we relate those views to EASYMAP’s design.
Pointer Analysis [29], Shape Analysis [70,63], and hybrids of these (for instance [41]) are used today in compiler research
to model and analyze pointer-intensive code. A pointer analysis algorithm attempts to statically determine the possible
runtime values of a pointer. A shape analysis algorithm computes for a given program and each point in the program a
finite, conservative representation of the heap-allocated data structures that could arisewhen a path to this programpoint is
executed [70]. Thework in this domain typically accepts programsof onemillion ormore lines of C code, extracts information
from it, and uses this information for (a) error detection, (b) program understanding, and/or (c) heap-related optimizations.
As is stated clearly in [29], these techniques have limited applicability on real-life programs. Amer Diwan is cited in [29] as
follows: “There has been relatively little work understanding how to perform pointer analysis in a really ‘real’ environment. . . .
Although there has been some work in these areas, there hasn’t been anywhere near enough. . . . Regarding ugly programs, many
real world programs have features that are practically impossible for a pointer analysis to get. . . . I think that we will need to learn
some lessons from the parallelization community: for the most part most of the parallelization folks do not believe any more that
fully automatic parallelization is doable in general, and are resorting to getting feedback from the user or requiring certain kinds
of programming styles. Maybe pointer analysis needs to do similar things.”
In the same article [29], Manuel Fähndrich expands on the idea of programmer involvement and suggests using type
systems [68,69] and/or formal logics [34] for this purpose. It is the latter approach, i.e. certain aspects from Separation
Logic [34], and the novel application of spatial conjunction (cf. line 9, presented previously), in combination with Abstract
Data Type Refinement, that we follow with EASYMAP in order to resolve the problem.
2.5. Refinement-based design-space exploration
EASYMAP’s task is to aid an experienced designer in semi-automatically exploring the design space of low cost HDOs and
corresponding CHDOs.We shall address this issue belowbydesigning a hybrid data structure, based on the twodata structures
in Fig. 10. By doing so, we illustrate how the manual programming effort (of an experienced designer) can be transferred to
the EASYMAP tool.
This section has the following five objectives:
(1) Introduce the term data access.
(2) Clarify data structure 2 in Fig. 10 by presenting two corresponding HDOs in Fig. 12, called HDO2 and HDO3. These HDOs, based
on a real-life application [18], will be used in the rest of this article to explain EASYMAP’s formalism in greater detail.
(3) Present a high-level trade-off analysis between HDO2 and HDO3 for multiple access operations in terms of data accesses
and memory footprint.
(4) Address the relationship between pointer-based data organizations and irregularly-accessed complex data organiza-
tions. The former term is used frequently in the literature, while the latter term is preferred by us as an important
generalization of the former.
(5) Illustrate EASYMAP’s ability to relieve the designer from manual hybrid data-structure design.
2.5.1. Terminology
We use the term logical concept to denote pointers, keys, records, etc. Given a logical concept, the term logically related
data denotes all the bytes that are needed to physically represent the logical concept. For instance, if a pointer requires three
bytes of memory, then these three bytes can be viewed as logically related data. Similarly, if a record requires nine bytes of
memory, then these nine bytes can be viewed as logically related data.
A data access denotes an access of logically related data, stored in backgroundmemory, whose size is in between one and
eight bytes. For example, retrieving a pointer from background memory requires a certain amount of physical accesses to
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Fig. 12. Two HDOs for data structure 2 of Fig. 10.
the memory. This number of physical accesses is proportional to the number of bytes that are needed to physically store the
pointer. In accordance to the previous paragraph, this number is equal to three. However, because this number is smaller
than or equal to eight, we describe the pointer retrieval as an operation that requires one data access. In other words, we
choose to abstract away the physical accesses and use data accesses instead.
Another example is based on retrieving a record of nine bytes. We choose to abstract away the physical accesses that are
needed to retrieve the record and, instead, describe the record retrieval as an operation that requires two data accesses. One
data access is needed to retrieve the first eight bytes of the record and another data access is needed to retrieve the ninth
byte of the record.
Abstracting away the number of physical accesses and using data accesses instead, results in a heavily simplified analysis.
An important remark is, that, the conducted experiments in [18] justify this simplification. Indeed, the various implementa-
tions in [18] illustrate that a decrease (increase) in data accesses corresponds to a decrease (increase) in execution time. The
implication is that data accesses can be used to relatively compare code fragments. However, only by executing the code
fragments on a real system and measuring the execution time, can we claim that one code fragment is faster than another
one. Data accesses are also used to estimate the energy that is consumed in the memories of the target machine.
In this article, the term data access is used in an even more liberal sense by neglecting the eight bytes introduced
above. Consider for instance a code fragment in which an array element A[i] is retrieved from memory. When analyzing
this code fragment, we assume that one data access is needed to retrieve A[i] from memory, regardless of whether the
element A[i] consumesmaximally eight bytes ofmemory or not.We, however, keep this assumptionwhen analyzing another
code fragment in which A[i] is accessed also. Similarly, if in the code fragments under investigation an array element
B[i] is retrieved from memory, then we again assume that this operation requires one data access in all code fragments.
Alternatively, the reader may choose to interpret the retrieval of B[i] from memory as an operation that requires two (or
more) data accesses. This is perfectly acceptable, as long as this interpretation is used consistently for all code fragments.
Choosing to do so will not alter the main message of our exposition.
2.5.2. HDO2 and HDO3
Data structure 2 in Fig. 10 is addressed further by presenting two possible HDOs in Fig. 12, called HDO2 and HDO3. For
simplicity, key- and record-encoding functions are discarded from the figure and the current discussion. The implication is
that value 6 in Fig. 12 is referred to as record 6 and the corresponding index 5 is sometimes referred to as key 5.
HDO2 in Fig. 12 can be described as a an array, called array 1 (with starting address ar1) in which 6 and 8 are the only non
zero records that are stored in the array. That is, HDO2 is a sparse array of 16 array elements (or entries) long.
HDO3 in Fig. 12 consists of array 1 and another array, called array 2. Similar to HDO2, the non zero records 6 and 8 are stored
in array 1 of HDO3. Unlike HDO2, however, HDO3 does not require the other records in array 1 to be zero; instead, they can have
any value. That is, they are don’t care values. Array 2 of HDO3 associates each bit to a corresponding array element of array 1.
For each bit of value 1 in array 2, a non zero record is stored in the corresponding array entry in array 1. All other bits of
array 2, containing the value 0, correspond to don’t care values in array 1. A final remark is that array 2 is only 16 bits long
in this particular example. Under the assumption that the word length (of the target machine) amounts to 32 bits, array 2
is only one array element long.
2.5.3. Comparing HDO2 to HDO3
We present a high-level trade-off analysis between HDO2 and HDO3. In this comparison we distinguish between three
different access operations or CHDOs: insert, remove, and traverse. Given an index, the insert operation inserts a non zero
record into the HDO at the appropriate location. Given an index, the remove operation removes the corresponding non zero
record from the HDO. The traverse operation consults all non zero records in the HDO.
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• The number of data accesses needed to insert a non zero record equals one for HDO2 and three for HDO3. Indeed, for HDO2,
one data access is needed to insert the non zero record into array 1 in the appropriate entry. For HDO3, the insert operation
consists of three steps. First, one data access is needed to insert the non zero record into array 1 in the appropriate entry.
One data access is needed to retrieve the word of bits that constitute array 2. Finally, one data access is needed to store
the modified bits back into array 2.
• The number of data accesses needed to remove a non zero record equals one for HDO2 and two for HDO3. Given an index,
removing the corresponding non zero record from HDO2 is achieved by storing the number 0 in the specified array entry.
This is achieved in one data access. For HDO3, one data access is needed to retrieve the word of bits that constitute array 2.
Finally, one data access is needed to store the modified bits back into array 2. A remark here is, that, the contents of
array 1 need not be modified.
• The number of data accesses needed to traverse HDO2 is much larger than the number of data accesses needed to traverse
HDO3. Traversal through HDO2 implies that all array elements of array 1 are accessed, amounting to 16 data accesses. During
this traversal, the many zeros that are stored in array 1 are accessed but not used. Traversal through HDO3, however, can
be accomplished in only three data accesses. Array 2 is accessed in the first data access and, for each bit of value 1, the
corresponding record in array 1 is accessed (i.e. records 6 and 8).
In addition, the memory footprint of HDO2 is smaller than that of HDO3. For this conceptually simplified example, where two
non zero records are stored in an array of 16 elements, HDO2 is better in terms ofmemory footprint butworse in terms of data
accesses. Indeed, a quantitative analysis for the specific application under investigation, not presented here, would show
that the data accesses of traversal outweigh the data accesses of insertion and removal.
HDO2 and HDO3 are trade-off implementations in terms of memory footprint and data accesses. A designer, particularly
an embedded-systems designer, is interested in both HDO2 and HDO3, because, depending on the constraints imposed by the
platform, he will choose to optimize for memory footprint or for data accesses.
2.5.4. From pointer-based to irregularly-accessed complex data organizations
The generalization from pointer-based data organizations to irregularly-accessed complex data organizations is
addressed in the following three steps.
First, let us note that the current state of the art typically distinguishes between:
• regularly accessed array-intensive code, typically containing affine index expressions and manifest conditions, and
• pointer-intensive code in which data structures, such as a linked list, are dynamically allocated and deallocated.
Array-intensive code is based on statically allocated multi-dimensional arrays. Pointer-intensive code, on the other hand,
heavily relies onmalloc and free statements (or new and delete statements, depending on the programming language).
Second, let us reflect on, say, the HDO in Fig. 3(ii), on the one hand, and HDO3 in Fig. 12, on the other hand. In practice,
the C code of the former containsmalloc and free statements while the C code of HDO3merely expresses static allocation (of
array 1 and array 2). Thus, at this point, we can state that the HDO in Fig. 3(ii) corresponds to pointer-intensive code while
HDO3 does not. Our next observation is that certain dominant access operations of HDO3, such as traverse, discussed above,
result in irregular access patterns to memory (during program execution). Therefore, HDO3 does not correspond to regularly
accessed array-intensive code either. Also, in adherence to our previously introduced terminology, HDO3 is a complex data
organization because array 1 and array 2 are (implicitly) correlated. To summarize, HDO3 is an irregularly accessed complex
data organization without pointers while the HDO in Fig. 3(ii) is an irregularly accessed complex data organization with
pointers.
Third, the analysis of both HDOs, described in the previous paragraph, is difficult — where analysis refers to verification,
program understanding, and also program transformations. The difficulty lies in the irregularity of the access patterns of
both HDOs (see Appendix C). For this reason, we choose to use the more general term of irregularly accessed complex data
organization, as opposed to the more specific term of pointer-based data structure/organization.
2.5.5. Hybrid data structures/organizations
EASYMAP’s ability to relieve the designer frommanual hybrid data-structure design is illustrated below. To bemore precise,
we will show that simple access operations can be spatially combined (∗) in order to obtain the composite access operation
thatwe seek. That is, we illustrate our ability to concisely describe the irregular access operations (of a hybrid data structure).
Let us briefly compare the two data structures in Fig. 10 by neglecting key- and record- encoding functions. The list (i.e.
data structure 1) has, compared to data structure 2, a much smaller memory footprint, in general. To be more specific, we
realistically assume that the list only stores non zero records, while data structure 2 stores both zero and non zero records
(cf. HDO2 in Fig. 12). On the other hand, finding a record, given a key, is more expensive in terms of data accesses for the list,
in comparison to data structure 2. Indeed, the list has to be traversed for this operation, while for data structure 2 the record
can be found in one data access. However, traversing all non zero records is cheaper in terms of data accesses for the list,
than for data structure 2.
The comparison, in the previous paragraph, suggests the design of the hybrid data structure in Fig. 13. It consists of the list,
shown in the lower half of the figure, and data structure 2 in the top half of the figure. Note, however, that data structure 2
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Fig. 13. An example of a hybrid data structure.
stores pointers (not records) which refer to the corresponding elements of the list. This hybrid data structure is much larger
in memory footprint, compared to either the list or data structure 2. But, finding a record or traversing all non zero records
is extremely cheap (in terms of data accesses) compared to either the list or data structure 2. Indeed, to find a record (given
a key) in the hybrid data structure, data structure 2 can be used in order to find the pointer to the corresponding entry
in the list. To traverse all non zero records of the hybrid data structure, the list can be traversed (without consulting data
structure 2).
The hybrid data structure’s large decrease in data accesses, compared to those of either data structure 1 or data
structure 2, can lead to drastic reductions in execution time and memory-related energy consumption (of the embedded
systemunder investigation), even though thememory footprint has increased [18].We refer to Appendix B for some real-life
examples.
Having explained why the hybrid data structure in Fig. 13 is important, we now illustrate how we can concisely specify
the insertion of a new element into the hybrid data structure. We accomplish this in the following three steps.
First, we specify the insertion of an element e at location l in data structure 2:
(24) insert2 e l , ∃x. (x, e)@l
The subscript 2 refers to data structure 2 and the righthand side of , expresses the storage of e, overwriting the original
value x, at location l.
Second, we specify the prepending of a new element to the list as follows:
(25) prepend1 (i, a, j) (f , fK, fR) ,
(
emp, 〈i, fK(a.key) , fR(a.rec)〉f @j
)
The subscript 1 refers to data structure 1 (i.e. the list).
Third and finally, we spatially combine prepend1 and insert2 in order to specify the insertion of a new element a in the
hybrid data structure:
(26) ∃p0. ( prepend1 (p1, a, p0) (f , fK, fR)
(27) ∗
(28) insert2 p0 fK(a.key) )
Lines 26–28 illustrate the composition of data-structure design due to the novel application of spatial conjunction (∗),
that we have introduced previously. Again, we stress that lines 26–28 present a large family of CHDOs, including on-chip and
off-chip memory mappings.
Final remarks
Three final remarks are presented as follows. First, to obtain a general understanding of EASYMAP’s correctness theorems,
we invite the reader to skip Sections 3.1–3.3 and first consult Section 3.4 (and Section 3.4.4 in particular). Second, when
presenting EASYMAP’s formalism in Section 3, we will not explicitly mention spatial-correlation functions and key- and
record-encoding functions. This omission will allow us to focus on the essential syntax and semantics of Cha. Third, at this
point the reader may be interested in the following question: Given the many alternative implementations of an ADT (and
its operations), which one should a designer choose? Our answer is twofold. First, our EASYMAP tool, as presented in this
article, relies on the creativity of an experienced designer to come up with each hybrid data structure. EASYMAP can then
correctly generate C code for all the HDOs that conform to the hybrid data structure. Second, in future work, we also plan to
integrate effective design-space-exploration heuristics (e.g. [15,16,3–5]) into the EASYMAP tool. This, in turn, will allow less
experienced designers to use our tool as well.
3. The foundations of EASYMAP
The main topic of this article, EASYMAP’s underlying formalism, is addressed in this section. We start off with various
semantic algebras in Section 3.1, followed by Cha’s syntax in Section 3.2. Then, we present the denotational semantics of
Cha in Section 3.3, followed by two correctness theorems in Section 3.4. The complementary topic of generating C code is
addressed briefly in Section 3.4 and more thoroughly in Appendix D.
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Table 2
Semantic algebras (Part I)
Truth Values
Domain t ∈ Tr
Operations
true, false :: Tr
not :: Tr⊥ → Tr⊥
and, or :: Tr⊥ × Tr⊥ → Tr⊥
= :: Tr⊥ × Tr⊥ → Tr⊥
(_→ _ _) :: Tr⊥ × D⊥ × D⊥ → D⊥
Natural numbers
Domain n ∈ Nat
Operations
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . :: Nat
+,−,×,mod :: Nat⊥ × Nat⊥ → Nat⊥
=,<,≤ :: Nat⊥ × Nat⊥ → Tr⊥⌊ ⌋
,
⌈ ⌉
:: Nat⊥ × Nat⊥ → Nat⊥
,, |,& :: Nat⊥ × Nat⊥ → Nat⊥
Lists
D? , set of lists containing elements of D
Standard notation: hd, tl, cons, nil, . . .
Table 3
Semantic algebras (Part II)
Strings
Domain str ∈ String
Variables
Domain x, y, . . . ∈ Var , String
States
Domain s ∈ S , Var → Nat⊥
Operations (standard notation)
emptyS :: S
= :: S⊥ → S⊥ → Tr⊥
Partial functions
Domain f , kr, . . . ∈ D1 ⇁ D2 , (D1 × D2)?
Operations
emptypf :: D1 ⇁ D2
appendpf :: (D1 ⇁ D2)⊥ → (D1 ⇁ D2)⊥
→ (D1 ⇁ D2)⊥
= :: (D1 ⇁ D2)⊥ → (D1 ⇁ D2)⊥ → Tr⊥
applypf :: (D1 ⇁ D2)⊥ → (D1)⊥ → (D2)⊥
The one element domain
Domain unit
Operations
() :: Unit
3.1. Semantic algebras
As a prerequisite to the denotational semantics presented later, we introduce various semantic algebras and
corresponding notation in the following six subsections, mainly by means of Tables 2, 3 and 5.
3.1.1. Lifted domains
Given a domain A, the lifted domain A⊥ is defined (,) as follows: A⊥ , A∪{⊥}. Wewrite f : A⊥ → B⊥ to denote a function
f that maps elements from A⊥ to elements from B⊥. We write f = λx.α to denote the following mapping: f (⊥) = ⊥ and
f (a) = [a/x]α for a ∈ Awhere [a/x]α denotes the substitution of a for x in α. In words, the underlined lambda forces f to be
a strict function, that is, one that cannot recover from⊥. Finally, we write (let x = e1 in e2) to mean: (λx. e2) e1.
3.1.2. Common algebras
Various commonly used algebras are presented in Table 2–3 and described below.
Tr denotes the set of truth values. We write (a → b c) to state: “if a then b else c” with a ∈ Tr⊥ and b, c ∈ D⊥ where D
denotes an arbitrary semantic domain. An additional remark is, that, if a is⊥, then (a → b c) is⊥ as well.
Nat denotes the set of natural numbers with bn1/n2c and dn1/n2e representing the lifted floor and ceil functions of n1/n2,
respectively. Three illustrations follow. First, both bn1/n2c and dn1/n2e result in ⊥ if n1 or n2 is ⊥. Second, both b5/2c and
b4/2c result in 2. Third, d5/2e but also d4/2e results in 3! That is, dn1/n2e always rounds up, even if the remainder of n1/n2
is 0.
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Table 4
Machine restrictions
Number of bits in a register: log2 Max
Number of bits in a word in main memory: 32
Number of words in main memory: M
Hierarchical depth of main memory: 2
The functions ,, |, and & are clarified by the following examples. Consider the application of  to the numbers 2
and 5, written as ( 2 5) or in infix notation as 2  5. The result is the number 64 and is obtained in the following three
steps. First, convert 2 to an equivalent sequence of bits: 0 . . . 010. Second, shift all bits to the left by 5 positions, resulting in
0 . . . 01000000. Third, convert this bit sequence back into a number, i.e. number 64. The function is similar to except
that the bit shifting is applied to the right. Application 2 | 5 consists of the following three steps. First, convert both 2 and
5 into corresponding bit sequences 0 . . . 0010 and 0 . . . 0101, respectively. Second, compare each bit in the first sequence
with the corresponding bit in the second sequence and apply the “exclusive or” operation (⊕), defined as follows: 0⊕ 0 and
1⊕1 result in 0while 0⊕1 and 1⊕0 result in 1. The net effect is a new bit sequence: 0 . . . 0111. Third, convert this sequence
back into a number, resulting in 7. The function & is similar to |, except that the operation⊕ is replaced by the operation ∧,
defined as follows: 0 ∧ 0, 0 ∧ 1, and 1 ∧ 0 result in 0 while 1 ∧ 1 results in 1.
Based on Tables 2 and 3, three very common semantic domains, D?, String, and Var, are addressed as follows. First, D?
denotes the set of lists, with each list containing elements of the domain D. For instance, nil denotes the empty list and, for
D, {a, b, c, . . .}, we write [a] to denote the singleton list containing the element a and [a, b, c] or (cons a [b, c]) to denote the
list that contains a, b, and c (in that order). Second, String is the domain of strings. Third, Var is the set of variables and each
variable is a string.
A state s ∈ Smaps each variable to a natural number or to⊥. The operation emptyS creates the empty state in which each
variable is mapped to⊥. That is, (emptyS x) = ⊥ for ∀x ∈ Var. Equality between two states s1, s2 ∈ S is defined as follows:
Let set1 = {x ∈ Var | (s1 x) ∈ Nat}
and set2 = {x ∈ Var | (s2 x) ∈ Nat}
then: s1 = s2 iff set1 = set2
Also, s [x 7→ v] is a well-defined state iff s ∈ S, x ∈ Var, and v ∈ Nat. Note, in particular, that s [x 7→ ⊥] is undefined (i.e. ⊥).
The application of s [x 7→ v] to y is defined as follows:
For s ∈ S, x, y ∈ Var, v ∈ Nat :
s [x 7→ v] y , v if x = y
s [x 7→ v] y , (s x) if x 6= y
In all other cases:
s [x 7→ v] y , ⊥
D1 ⇁ D2 denotes the semantic domain of partial functions fromD1 toD2, whereD1 andD2 are arbitrary semantic domains.
Each partial function is represented as a list of pairs (d1, d2)with d1 ∈ D1 and d2 ∈ D2. Function emptypf generates the empty
partial function (i.e. the empty list of pairs). Application
(
appendpf f1 f2
)
, with (dom f1)∩ (dom f2) = ∅, results in a new partial
function f with (dom f) = (dom f1) ∪ (dom f2) and (f x) = (f1 x) if x ∈ (dom f1), and (f x) = (f2 x) if x ∈ (dom f2). On the
other hand, if (dom f1) ∩ (dom f2) 6= ∅, then (appendpf f1 f2) results in ⊥. Infix notation is often used, as in: (f1 appendpf f2).
Application
(
applypf f d
)
denotes the strict application of partial function f to d, also denoted as (f d). Finally, the application
of f [d1 7→ d2] to d3 is defined as follows:
For f ∈ D1 ⇁ D2, d1, d2 ∈ D1, d3 ∈ D2 :
f [d1 7→ d3] d2 , d3 if d1 = d2
f [d1 7→ d3] d2 , (f d1) if d1 6= d2
In all other cases:
f [d1 7→ d3] d2 , ⊥
Our discussion of Table 3 concludes with the one element domain. It can be constructed by means of the function: ().
3.1.3. Machine restrictions
The rest of our formal exposition relies on the four machine restrictions, presented in Table 4. The first machine
restriction, log2 Max, captures the number of bits in a register. The second restriction, 32, represents the number of bits
in a word in main memory. The third restriction, M, represents the total number of words in memory. Finally, the fourth
restriction, 2, captures the hierarchical depth of the main memory. The choice of value 2 implies that we will only model
trivial hierarchical memories where words are composed of bits. However, we stress that it is a relatively straightforward
exercise to parameterize the hierarchical depth. This remark also holds for the second machine restriction. We choose not
to parameterize the second and fourth machine restrictions in order to keep the formalism simple (in this regard).
3.1.4. Edges, paths, and heaps
Table 5 contains the semantic domains of edges (Edge), paths (Path), and heaps (H). These domains are described in the
following paragraphs.
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Fig. 14. Hierarchical heap h.
Table 5
Semantic algebras (Part III)
Edges
Domain e ∈ Edge , Edge1to2 ∪ Edge2to3
Edge1to2 , {0, 1, 2, . . . ,M−1}
Edge2to3 , {0, 1, 2, . . . , 31}
Operations
= :: Edge⊥ → Edge⊥ → Tr⊥
Paths
// A path is a list of 0, 1, or 2 Edges.
Domain q ∈ Path , Unit + Edge+ (Edge× Edge)
Operations
root :: Path
extend :: Path⊥ → Edge⊥ → Path⊥
eqP :: Path⊥ → Path⊥ → Tr⊥
length :: Path⊥ → Nat⊥
Hierarchical heaps (trees)
Domain h ∈ H ⊂ (Path× Nat)?
Operations
emptyH :: H
getValue :: H⊥ → Path⊥ → Nat⊥
eqH :: H⊥ → H⊥ → Tr⊥
isPathIn :: H⊥ → Path⊥ → Tr⊥
update :: Path⊥ → Nat⊥ → H⊥ → H⊥
seqUpdate :: ((Path× Nat)?)⊥ → H⊥ → H⊥
\ :: H⊥ → H⊥ → Tr⊥
combine :: H⊥ → H⊥ → H⊥
 :: H⊥ → H⊥ → H⊥
subtract :: H⊥ → H⊥ → H⊥
Fig. 14 depicts an hierarchical heap h ∈ H, consisting of three kinds of nodes (a root node, level-two nodes, and level-
three nodes) and two kinds of edges (Edge1to2 and Edge2to3). Each edge e ∈ Edge1to2 connects the root node to a level-two
node. Each edge e ∈ Edge2to3 connects a level-two node to a level-three node. While the root node resembles the main
memory, each level-two node resembles a word in main memory, and each level-three node resembles a bit (of a word in
main memory).
Three of the four machine restrictions in Table 4 are related to Fig. 14. First, the hierarchical depth of 2 is captured by the
distinction between Edge1to2 and Edge2to3. Second,M is the maximum number of edges in Edge1to2, not depicted in Fig. 14.
Third, 32 is the maximum number of edges in Edge2to3.
The semantic domain Edge can be described further as follows. Two edges e1, e2 ∈ Edge are equal (=) if and only if any
one of the following two cases holds:
Case 1: e1, e2 ∈ Edge1to2 and e1 = e2
Case 2: e1, e2 ∈ Edge2to3 and e1 = e2
where e1 = e2 is the application of = on natural numbers e1 and e2. Finally, three examples of edges are: 0, 31, and (s ar1)
where s denotes the state and ar1 ∈ Var. Edge (s ar1) is, for simplicity, depicted as ar1 in Fig. 14.
A path characterizes a node in an hierarchical heap. Each path is either a list of zero, one, or two edges. An example of
each is presented below:
p1 , nil
p2 , [(s ar2)]
p3 , [(s ar2) , 0]
where s denotes the state and ar2 ∈ Var. Path p1 has a length of zero and is obtained by the operation root. It characterizes
the root node of a heap. Path p2 is obtained from p1 by means of the extend operation, which extends a given path (p1) with
a given edge (s ar2) into a new path (p2). That is, p2 is obtained by: (extend p1 (s ar2)). We shall, however, often write p2
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Fig. 15. (i) The hierarchical heap described by Snap expression 6@45. (ii) The hierarchical heap composed of two disjoint heaps, described by 6@5+ar1 ∗
1@ar2.5.
as root.ar2 and not mention state s. Path p2 describes a word in main memory (i.e. a level-two node). Similarly, path p3 is
obtained from p2 by (extend p2 0) which we shall often write as root.ar2.0. Path p3 describes a bit in main memory (i.e. a
level-three node). Two paths p1, p2 ∈ Path are equal (p1 eqP p2) if and only if lists p1 and p2 are equal. Finally, the operation
length returns the length of a path (i.e. the length of the corresponding list):
(length p1) = 0
(length p2) = 1
(length p3) = 2
An hierarchical heap h ∈ H (or heap for short) is a tree, as illustrated in Fig. 14. A tree, in turn, is defined in terms of a list
of pairs (p, n) where p is a path and n is a natural number, as shown in Table 5. Each heap h has three levels of nodes. Each
node i at level three in the heap is a leaf node and has the value ci with ci = 0 or ci = 1, resembling a physical bit of data.
Each node i at level two has the value bi:
bi = c0 × 20 + c1 × 21 + c2 × 22 +· · ·+ c31 × 231
where c0, c1, . . . , c31 are the values of the leaves. If leaf j is not in the heap, then cj = 0. The root node at level one has the
value rootval (not shown in Fig. 14):
rootval = b0 × (232)0 + b1 × (232)1 +· · ·+ bM−1 × (232)M−1
where b0, b1, . . . are the values of the level-two nodes andM denotes the maximum number of words in the main memory.
If node j at level two is not in the heap, then bj = 0.
Each heap h ∈ H is either empty (containing not a single node) or stores at least one leaf node for each level-two node. The
rationale behind this constraint is that, in order to store a word of data in memory, bits need to be stored physically. For the
same reason, a heap containing only a root node is not allowed either.
At this point, wewish to compare HDO3 in Fig. 12 from Section 2.5with heap h in Fig. 14. The hierarchical data organization
HDO3 is modeled by heap h in Fig. 14. The correspondence between HDO3 and h is self explanatory. However, note that array 2
in HDO3 is a sequence of 16 bits. These bits are stored in h at paths root.ar2.0, root.ar2.1, . . ., root.ar2.15. This implies that
value b in Fig. 14 is equal to b = 25 + 215.
We are now in a position to describe heap-related operations, which we do below by occasionally referring to figures of
later sections. Understanding these figures in their entirety is neither necessary nor possible at this stage of our exposition.
Operation emptyH creates an empty heap, containing not a single node. Operation (getValue h p) returns the value of a node
in the heap: the path p specifies a node in the heap h and the value, corresponding to that node, is returned. If the specified
node is not in the heap, then⊥ is returned instead. Two heaps h1, h2 ∈ H are equal (h1 eqH h2) if and only if trees h1 and h2 are
equal.2 Operation (isPathIn h p) checks if the path p is stored in heap h. Examples are presented below for heap h of Fig. 14
under the assumption that ar1 and ar2 are not associated to 0, that is: (s ar1) 6= 0 and (s ar2) 6= 0.
(isPathIn h root)
(isPathIn h root.ar2)
not (isPathIn h root.0)
(getValue h root) = rootval
(getValue h root.ar2) = b
(getValue h root.0) = ⊥
Updating a heap h at path pwith the new value v is accomplished by: (update p v h). A first example is presented below, with
h representing the heap in Fig. 15(i):
h eqH (update root.45 6 emptyH)
A second example corresponds to Fig. 15(ii):
htmp eqH (update root. (5+ar1) 6 emptyH)
h eqH
(
update root.ar2.5 1 htmp
)
where htmp is a temporary heap and h is the heap in Fig. 15(ii). The same heap transformation from emptyH to h can be
expressed with the seqUpdate operation as follows:
h eqH (seqUpdate l emptyH)
where list l is [ (root. (5+ar1) , 6) , (root.ar2.5, 1) ]
2 The trivial but lengthy definition of a tree is omitted from this article.
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Table 6
Illustrating subtract
(1) (subtract ⊥ h) results in ⊥
(2) (subtract h ⊥) results in ⊥
for ∀h ∈ H.
(3) (subtract emptyH h) results in ⊥
(4) (subtract h emptyH) eqH h
(5) (subtract h h) eqH emptyH
(6)
(
subtract h1in h
1
out
)
eqH emptyH
with h1in and h
1
out depicted in Fig. 17.
(7) let
h1 = (update root.0 0 emptyH)
h2 = (update root.1 0 h1)
in
(subtract h1 h2) results in ⊥
and
(subtract h2 h1) eqH (update root.1 0 emptyH)
(8) for ∀h1, h2 ∈ H.
(h1 \ h2)
iff
(subtract h1  h2 h1) eqH h2
and
(subtract h1  h2 h2) eqH h1
Trace(h) represents all paths that characterize the leaves of h. Heaps ha and hb are disjoint, written as ha \ hb, if they have no
leaves in common:
Trace(h) , {p | p ∈ Path and (isPathIn h p)
and (length p) = 2}
ha \ hb iff Trace(ha) ∩ Trace(hb) = ∅
Combining heaps ha and hb into one heap is achieved with the combine operation. A semi-formal definition follows:
(combine ha hb)
, filter out all leaves of ha & store them in list la
filter out all leaves of hb & store them in list lb
let h′ = (seqUpdate la emptyH) in
(seqUpdate lb h′)
The operation (combine ha hb) is used when ha and hb are disjoint as is shown in the definition of (ha  hb) below.
(ha  hb) , (ha \ hb) → (combine ha hb)
 ⊥
The operation (subtract h1 h2) creates a new heap h by removing all leaf nodes that are both in h1 and h2 from h1. The leaves
do not have to have the same values. Seven examples are presented in Table 6. The relationship between disjoint heap
composition and subtraction is presented in part 8 of Table 6.
3.1.5. Allocation tables
The semantic algebra of allocation tables is described as follows. The function alloc ∈ Alloc maps natural numbers to
natural numbers. The domain dom (alloc) represents the locations ofwords inmemory (i.e. level-two nodes in an hierarchical
heap) and codom (alloc) represents the sizes of allocated chunks of memory. Even though the domain and codomain are
infinite, the denotational semantics in Section 3.3 will capture the finiteness of the main memory (cf. M) or, in general, any
of the machine restrictions, discussed previously (cf. Table 4).
Allocation Tables
Domain alloc ∈ Alloc , Nat → Nat
Operations
emptyAlloc :: Alloc
Operation emptyAlloc creates the empty allocation table: each location is mapped to 0, that is: (emptyAlloc n) = 0 for ∀n ∈ Nat.
For an example of an allocation table, consider HDO3 in Fig. 12 from Section 2.5, modeled by heap h in Fig. 14 with s ∈ S
and alloc ∈ Alloc. Then (s ar1) = l with l denoting the starting location of array 1, and (alloc l) = 16, representing the size of
array 1.
3.1.6. Composite states
Of great importance, for both Cha’s denotational and operational semantics, is the semantic algebra of composite states:
Composite States
Domain S× Alloc× H
Operations
compose :: S⊥ → Alloc⊥ → H⊥ → (S× Alloc× H)⊥
compose , λs.λalloc.λh. (s, alloc, h)
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Table 7
Syntax of the Snap language and syntax of the Cha language with x
being a variable, e1 and e2 numerical expressions, Snap1 and Snap2 Snap
expressions, B1 and B2 Boolean expressions, SnapIn1 and SnapIn2 SnapIn
expressions, and Cha1 and Cha2 Cha expressions
Numerals:
n ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | . . .
Numerical expressions:
e ::= n | x | e1+e2 | e1−e2 | e1×e2
∣∣∣ ⌈ e1e2 ⌉ ∣∣∣ ⌊ e1e2 ⌋
Places:
p ::= e1 | e1.e2
Snapshots:
Snap ::= emp | e@p | Snap1 ∗ Snap2
Boolean expressions:
B ::= true | false | e1 = e2 | e1 ≤ e2 | ¬B | B1 ∧ B2
Input snapshots:
SnapIn ::= emp | x@p | SnapIn1 ∗ SnapIn2
Output snapshots:
SnapOut ::= Snap
Changes:
Cha ::= (SnapIn, SnapOut) | if B then Cha1 else Cha2 |
Cha1; Cha2 | Cha1 ∗ Cha2 | ⊙e2x=e1 Cha |
x := e | x = allocate 〈e〉 | deallocate 〈x〉
The application (compose s alloc h) constructs a composite state, based on state s, allocation table alloc, and heap h. Often,
however, we simply write (s, alloc, h) to denote the same composite state. A similar remark holds for pairs. For example, if
s ∈ S⊥ and h ∈ H⊥, then (s, h) ∈ (S× H)⊥ is either a pair of a state s ∈ S and a heap h ∈ H or is undefined (⊥). The latter case
occurs when either s or h is undefined (⊥).
3.2. Syntax
We introduce the syntax of the Snap language (Section 3.2.1), followed by that of the Cha language (Section 3.2.2). The Snap
language is a sublanguage of the Cha language and serves the purpose of describing an HDO, i.e. a snapshot of the hierarchical
memory during program execution. Cha, on the other hand, describes two consecutive snapshots and, hence, change of an
HDO (i.e. CHDO).
The semantical interpretations of a Snap expression and a Cha expression are also discussed informally in this section,
leaving the formalization to Section 3.3. Each Snap expression is semantically interpreted, using a state s ∈ S⊥, as an
hierarchical heap h ∈ H⊥. Each Cha expression is semantically interpreted as change of a composite state; i.e. a function
f ∈ (S× Alloc× H)⊥ → (S× Alloc× H)⊥.
3.2.1. Snap Language
The syntax of Snap is explained in this section by means of the first four rows in Table 7.
A numeral n is a natural number: n ∈ Nat. A numerical expression e is, using a state s, semantically interpreted as a natural
number. E.g.: 480×x is semantically interpreted as 480×(s x).
A place p in Table 7 describes a path in an hierarchical heap (cf. Fig. 14). The place 0 describes the first word of the
memory. The place 0.31 describes the last bit in the first word of the memory. The same place is described by 0.x if variable
x is associated to the value 31, that is: (s x) = 31. For clarity, we write (e1+e2) .31 instead of e1+e2.31.
Snapshot emp describes the empty hierarchical heap (emptyH), containing not a single node. Snapshot 6@45 describes
hierarchical storage of value 6 at location 45. Fig. 15(i) depicts this heap with the correct values associated to each of the
nodes. The same heap can be described by Snap expression 6@(5+ar1) if variable ar1 is associated to the number 40, that is:
(s ar1) = 40.
By borrowing the spatial conjunction operator (∗) from Separation Logic [49,59] in the context of hierarchical storage [1],
we can elegantly combine two disjoint hierarchical heaps into one heap. An example, depicted in Fig. 15(ii), is: 6@(5+ar1)
∗ 1@ar2.5 with variables ar1 and ar2 associated to appropriate values so that 5+ar1 and ar2 both describe distinct locations.
That is: 5+(s ar1) 6= (s ar2). If these locations are not distinct, then the semantical interpretation of this Snap expression
results in⊥.
3.2.2. Cha Language
The syntax of Cha is explained in this section by means of Table 7. A distinction is made between input snapshots
and output snapshots. An input snapshot is described with the SnapIn language, a language similar to the Snap language
(presented previously) except that numerical expression e in e@p has to be a variable x. An output snapshot is described
with the SnapOut language, the same language as Snap.
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Fig. 16. Illustrations of CHDOs.
Cha in its Simplest Form
The simplest Cha expression is of the form (SnapIn, SnapOut). The semantical interpretation of this expression consists
of two phases: the first phase interprets SnapIn and the second phase interprets SnapOut.
Expression SnapIndescribes part of the input heap hin prior to the heap change. Semantical interpretation of SnapIn results
in retrieving data from the input heap hin and assigning this data to the variables specified in SnapIn, thereby modifying the
input state sin to the output state sout while keeping hin unchanged.
Expression SnapOut describes part of the output heap hout , after the heap change has occurred. Semantical interpretation
of SnapOut results in storing data in the heap, thereby modifying hin to hout while keeping sout unchanged.
Examples follow, based on the following syntactic sugar (≡):
(e1, e2)@p ≡ (e1@p, e2@p)
where e1 and e2 are numerical expressions and p is a place. The first example is Cha expression 1:
(tmp1, 6)@ (5+ar1)
where tmp1 is a variable. To discuss its semantical interpretation, we distinguish between the following two cases. In case 1,
input heap hin stores data at location 5+ar1, as shown in Fig. 16 for CHDO1. In case 2, hin does not store data at location 5+ar1,
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as shown for CHDO2 (in the same figure). The semantical interpretation in this second case results in ⊥ because it makes no
sense to overwrite data (tmp1) by a new value (6) if the correspondingmemory location (5+ar1) does not belong to the input
heap hin.
The semantical interpretation in case 1 can further be described by distinguishing between two phases. In the first phase,
SnapIn expression tmp1@ (5+ar1) is interpreted. The variable tmp1 is assigned the value that corresponds to the data stored
in hin at location 5+ar1, thereby changing the state sin into sout = sin [tmp1 7→ 2]. In the second phase, the SnapOut expression
6@ (5+ar1) is interpreted. The output heap hout is constructed similar to hin except that the value 6 is stored at location
5+ar1.
As a second example, consider Cha expression 2:
(emp, 6@ (5+ar1))
It describes dynamic allocation of data: an empty heap (emp) is changed into a heap containing value 6 at location 5+ar1.
To discuss its semantical interpretation, we distinguish between the following two cases. In case 1, input heap hin does
not contain the node characterized by location 5+ar1, as shown in Fig. 16 for CHDO3. In case 2, hin does contain the node
characterized by location 5+ar1, as shown for CHDO4. The semantical interpretation in case 2 results in ⊥ because it makes
no sense to allocate memory that has already been allocated.
A third example is Cha expression 3.
(tmp1@ (5+ar1) , emp)
where tmp1 is a variable. It describes dynamic deallocation of data: a heap containing data at location 5+ar1 is changed into
a heap not containing data at location 5+ar1. To discuss its semantical interpretation, we distinguish between the following
two cases. In case 1, input heap hin does contain the node characterized by location 5+ar1, as shown in Fig. 16 for CHDO5. In
case 2, hin does not contain the node characterized by location 5+ar1, as shown for CHDO6. The semantical interpretation in
case 2 results in⊥ because it makes no sense to deallocate memory that has not been previously allocated.
An important remark is that Cha expressions 2 and 3, presented above, only illustrate naive dynamic allocation and
deallocation, respectively. Both examples will be revisited later (i.e. at the end of this section) when we address realistic
dynamic memory management.
A fourth example is Cha expression 4.
(emp, emp)
This expression describes no modification of hierarchically stored data. Any hin is transformed into hout with hin equal to hout .
If-then-else
Table 7’s if-then-else statement is standard; examples are omitted.
Composition
Table 7 also introduces sequential composition (Cha1; Cha2), spatial composition (Cha1 ∗ Cha2), and spatial iteration
(
⊙e2
x=e1 Cha) of Cha expressions.
Sequential Composition. Consider Cha expression 5:
(tmp1, 3)@ (4+ar1) ; (tmp2, 1)@ar2.4
where tmp1 and tmp2 are variables. This expression describes the sequential execution of the CHDO described before the colon,
followed by the CHDO described after the colon. Generalizing sequential composition by introducing a while loop is common
practice; the corresponding formalization is trivial and omitted.
Spatial Composition. Consider Cha expression 6, defined by line 1 below and Cha expression 6′, defined by lines 2–3:
(1) (tmp1, 3)@ (4+ar1) ∗ (tmp2, 1)@ar2.4
≈
(2) (tmp1@ (4+ar1) ∗ tmp2@ar2.4,
(3) 3@ (4+ar1) ∗ 1@ar2.4)
Cha expression 6 describes a CHDO that can be decomposed into two disjoint CHDOs: CHDO1 described before ∗ and CHDO2
described after ∗, depicted in Fig. 17. The interpretation is that CHDO1 and CHDO2 are independent and thus may execute
in parallel. The reason for this is threefold. First, input heap hin contains two disjoint subheaps h1in and h2in, i.e. h1in \ h2in.
Second, the output heap hout contains two disjoint subheaps h1out and h2out , i.e. h1out \ h2out . Third, CHDO1 changes h1in into h1out and
CHDO2 changes h2in into h2out . Thus, CHDO1 and CHDO2 are independent of each other, implying that both changes may execute
in parallel.
Cha expression 6 (line 1) is semantically equivalent (≈) to Cha expression 6′ (lines 2–3), with semantical equivalence
formally defined later in Section 3.3.3. The implication is that Cha expression 6 may be substituted by Cha expression 6′ (or
vice versa) because both expressions have the same meaning. Line 1 is of the form (Cha1 ∗ Cha2). Lines 2–3, on the other
hand, are of the much simpler form (SnapIn, SnapOut), describing a single change of composite heap h1in  h2in into composite
heap h1out  h2out , with  denoting composition of disjoint heaps.
An observation here is that, in lines 1–3, distinct variables tmp1 and tmp2 are used instead of the same variable. If this
were not the case, then a trivial syntactic transformation would be needed in order to obtain lines 1–3. In this article we
omit this transformation and, instead, assume that distinct variables are always used.
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Fig. 17. Two disjoint heap changes (CHDO1 and CHDO2) that constitute the composite change, described by Cha expression 6.
Spatial Iteration. A generalization of spatial composition (∗) is spatial iteration, denoted by ⊙. An example is Cha
expression 7, defined in line 1 below.
(1)
⊙7
x=0 (emp, 0@root. (x+ar1))≈
(2) (emp, 0@ar1) ∗ (emp, 0@ (1+ar1)) ∗ · · · ∗ (emp, 0@ (7+ar1))
Line 1 is semantically equivalent to line 2: a Cha expression containing
⊙
corresponds to a Cha expression in which the
⊙
sign is substituted by a corresponding number of ∗ occurrences.
Assignment
Table 7’s assignment statement x := e is common in imperative languages and hence requires no further explanation. At
this point, wemention however, that the spatial iteration
⊙e2
x=e1 cha, with cha containing one or more statements of the form
x := e, x = allocate 〈e〉, or deallocate 〈x〉, is allowed syntactically but is semantically interpreted as⊥. To illustrate this, consider
the expression
⊙1
x=1 x := 3. Its semantic interpretation corresponds to that of 1 := 3 which amounts to⊥, as desired!
Dynamic memory allocation & deallocation
Naive dynamic memory management has been illustrated previously by means of the following two Cha expressions:
Cha expression 2: (emp, 6@ (5+ar1))
Cha expression 3: (tmp1@ (5+ar1) , emp)
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Table 8
Semantics for hierarchical storage (Part I)
(1) J KNate :: e → Nat⊥ → S⊥ → Nat⊥JnKNate , λlim.λs. n mod limJxKNate , λlim.λs. (s x) mod limq
e1+e2
yNat
e , λlim.λs.
((q
e1
yNat
e lim s
)
+
(q
e2
yNat
e lim s
))
mod lim
. . .r⌊ e1
e2
⌋zNat
e
, λlim.λs.
let n1 =
(q
e1
yNat
e lim s
)
n2 =
(q
e2
yNat
e lim s
)
in
⌊
n1
n2
⌋
(2) J KEdge1to2e :: e → S⊥ → Edge1to2⊥q
e1
yEdge1to2
e , λs.
let n =
(q
e1
yNat
e Max s
)
in 0 ≤ n < M → n
 ⊥
(3) J KEdge2to3e :: e → S⊥ → Edge2to3⊥q
e1
yEdge2to3
e , λs.
let n =
(q
e1
yNat
e Max s
)
in 0 ≤ n < 32 → n
 ⊥
(4) J KPathPlace :: Place → S⊥ → Path⊥q
e1
yPath
Place , λs.
(
extend root
(q
e1
yEdge1to2
e s
))
q
e1.e2
yPath
Place , λs.
let p =
(q
e1
yPath
Place s
)
in
(
extend p
(q
e2
yEdge2to3
e s
))
We now explain why these two expressions represent naive forms of allocation and deallocation, respectively. We also
present two alternative Cha expressions whose semantics capture the actual behind-the-scenes memory management of a
realistic system.
Cha expression 2 describes the dynamic allocation of a particular memory cell, namely the cell at location 5+ar1. For
this reason, all input heaps that have (accidentally) already allocated that particular memory cell will be inadequate for the
semantical interpretation of Cha expression 2. This naive form of dynamic allocation contrasts common practice where an
arbitrarymemory cell is dynamically allocated. Therefore, we provide the Cha construct x = allocate 〈e〉, as shown in Table 7,
where numerical expression e describes the number of arbitrary (but adjacent)memory cells that need to be allocated. In our
particular example, Cha expression 2 is preferably replaced by: x = allocate 〈1〉 ; (tmp, 6)@x which expresses the following
two changes. First allocate an arbitrary memory cell and let x refer to its location. Second, overwrite the memory cell’s value
by 6. At a later stage, the arbitrary memory cell can be deallocated bymeans of deallocate 〈x〉, as presented in Table 7, thereby
avoiding Cha expression 3, which describes the dynamic deallocation of a particular memory cell.
3.3. Denotational semantics
The semantics of Cha is treated formally in this section. Various interpretation functions are introduced (Section 3.3.1) in
order to define the function DenSem (Section 3.3.2) and, in turn, semantical equivalence (Section 3.3.3).
3.3.1. Semantics for hierarchical storage
Nine interpretation functions are presented in Tables 8–10. These functions are clarified in the following paragraphs.
The first five functions are described as follows. Function 1 of Table 8 defines how to interpret a numerical expression,
given a limit lim and a state s, into a natural number. Limit lim ∈ Nat⊥ represents the maximum value that can be stored in
a register. Hence, in conformance to the first row in Table 4, lim should be assigned the valueMax. This is indeed the case, as
can be observed from the definitions of Functions 2, 3, and 7. The purpose of Function 2 is to interpret a numerical expression,
given a state s, into an edge e ∈ Edge1to2. Similarly, Function 3′s interpretation results in an edge e ∈ Edge2to3. Functions 2
and 3 also capture the twomachine restrictionsM and 32, respectively, as presented originally in Table 4. Function 4 defines
how to interpret a place, given a state s, into a path. Function 5 in Table 9 defines how to interpret a boolean expression,
given a limit lim and a state s, into a truth value.
Functions 6–9 in Table 9–10 are technical aids in providing a semantical interpretation for (SnapIn, SnapOut), defined
in lines 1–11 of Table 11. Recall that this interpretation consists of two phases. The first phase interprets SnapIn, using
Function 6 of Table 9: the interpretation of a SnapIn expression, given input state sin and input heap hin, results in output
state sout . An important observation here is, that, the definition of JSnapIn1 ∗ SnapIn2KSSnapIn updates the state sin sequentially.
This is not a constraint in the semantics because the variables, that are assigned values in SnapIn1 and SnapIn2, are different
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Table 9
Semantics for hierarchical storage (Part II)
(5) J KTrB :: B → Nat⊥ → S⊥ → Tr⊥JtrueKTrB , λlim.λs. trueJfalseKTrB , λlim.λs. falseq
e1 = e2
yTr
B , λlim.λs.
(q
e1
yNat
e lim s
)
=
(q
e2
yNat
e lim s
)
q
e1 ≤ e2
yTr
B , λlim.λs.
(q
e1
yNat
e lim s
)
≤
(q
e2
yNat
e lim s
)
J¬BKTrB , λlim.λs. not (JBKTrB lim s)q
B1 ∧ B2
yTr
B , λlim.λs.
(q
B1
yTr
B lim s
)
and
(q
B2
yTr
B lim s
)
(6) J KSSnapIn :: SnapIn → S⊥ → H⊥ → S⊥JempKSSnapIn , λsin.λhin. sinJx@pKSSnapIn , λsin.λhin.
let q =
(JpKPathPlace sin)
v = (getValue hin q)
in sin [x 7→ v]q
SnapIn1 ∗ SnapIn2
yS
SnapIn
, λsin.λhin.
let stmp =
(q
SnapIn1
yS
SnapIn sin hin
)
in
(q
SnapIn2
yS
SnapIn stmp hin
)
Table 10
Semantics for hierarchical storage (Part III)
(7) J KHSnap :: Snap → S⊥ → H⊥JempKHSnap , λs. emptyHJe@pKHSnap , λs.
let q =
(JpKPathPlace s)
v =
(JeKNate Max s)
in (update q v emptyH)q
Snap1 ∗ Snap2
yH
Snap
, λs.
let h1 =
(q
Snap1
yH
Snap s
)
h2 =
(q
Snap2
yH
Snap s
)
in h1  h2
(8) J KHSnapIn :: SnapIn → S⊥ → H⊥JexprKHSnapIn , JexprKHSnap
(9) J KHSnapOut :: SnapOut → S⊥ → H⊥JexprKHSnapOut , JexprKHSnap
Table 11
Semantical interpretation (DenSem) of a Cha expression (Part I)
DenSem :: Cha → (S× Alloc× H)⊥ → (S× Alloc× H)⊥
DenSem (SnapIn, SnapOut)
(1) , λ (sin, allocin, hin) .
(2) let
(3) // Phase 1 of interpretation:
(4) sout =
(JSnapInKSSnapIn sin hin)
(5) // Phase 2 of interpretation:
(6) h1 =
(JSnapInKHSnapIn sout)
(7) h2 =
(JSnapOutKHSnapOut sout)
(8) htmp = (subtract hin h1)
(9) hout = h2  htmp
(10) in
(11) (sout, allocin, hout)
DenSem (if B then Cha1 else Cha2)
(12) , λ (sin, allocin, hin) .
(13)
(JBKTrB Max sin) → (DenSem Cha1 (sin, allocin, hin))
(14)  (DenSem Cha2 (sin, allocin, hin))
DenSem Cha1; Cha2
(15) , λ (sin, allocin, hin) .
(16) ((DenSem Cha2) ◦ (DenSem Cha1)) (sin, allocin, hin)
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Table 12
Semantical interpretation (DenSem) of a Cha expression (Part II)
DenSem :: Cha → (S× Alloc× H)⊥ → (S× Alloc× H)⊥
DenSem Cha1 ∗ Cha2
(1) , λ (sin, allocin, hin) .
(2) let
(
s1out, s
2
out, alloc
1
out, alloc
2
out, h
1
out, h
2
out
)
(3) = (find Cha1 Cha2 (sin, allocin, hin))
(4) sout =
(
appendS sin s
1
out s
2
out
)
(5) allocout =
(
appendAlloc allocin alloc
1
out alloc
2
out
)
(6) in
(
sout, allocout, h
1
out  h2out
)
DenSem
⊙e2
x=e1 Cha
(7) , λ (sin, allocin, hin) .
(8) let m =
(q
e1
yNat
e Max sin
)
(9) n =
(q
e2
yNat
e Max sin
)
(10) Cha′ = x := e1 ; (circleRemove x m n Cha)
(11) in
(
DenSem Cha′ (sin, allocin, hin)
)
any way. The second phase interprets SnapOut, relying on Functions 7, 8, and 9. Function 7 interprets a Snap expression,
given a state s, as a heap. Functions 8 and 9 do the same for a SnapIn and SnapOut expressions, respectively.
3.3.2. DenSem
The function DenSem is defined in this section, mainly using Tables 11, 12 and 14.
Cha in its Simplest Form
The two-phase semantical interpretation of (SnapIn, SnapOut) is defined in lines 1–11 in Table 11. Lines 3–4 describe
phase 1: the output state sout is obtained by applying JSnapInKSSnapIn, given input state sin and input heap hin. Lines 5–9,
describing phase 2, are explained as follows. Line 6 interprets SnapIn (using output state sout) resulting in heap h1. Similarly,
line 7 interprets SnapOut (using output state sout) resulting in heap h2. In line 8, heap htmp represents the difference between
input heaps hin and h1. In line 9, heaps h2 and htmp are combined, in order to construct the output heap hout .
Lines 12–14 and lines 15–16 define the trivial interpretations of ‘if B then Cha1 else Cha2’ and Cha1; Cha2, respectively. A
corresponding explanation is omitted.
Spatial composition
In order to semantically interpret spatial composition (Cha1 ∗ Cha2) in lines 1–6 in Table 12, we first define functions
appendS and appendAlloc, a set R, and another function find.
Function appendS, presented below, consults input state sin in order to combine states s1 and s2 into a new state s3:
appendS :: S → S → S → S
(appendS sin s1 s2) = s3
iff
(s3 x) , (s2 x) if (sin x) = (s1 x)
(s3 x) , (s1 x) if (sin x) 6= (s1 x)
Similarly, function appendAlloc, presented below, consults input allocation table allocin in order to combine allocation tables
alloc1 and alloc2 into a new table alloc3:
appendAlloc :: Alloc → Alloc → Alloc → Alloc
(appendAlloc allocin alloc1 alloc2) = alloc3
iff
(alloc3 n) , (alloc2 n) if (allocin n) = (alloc1 n)
(alloc3 n) , (alloc1 n) if (allocin n) 6= (alloc1 n)
Functions appendS and appendAlloc are used in lines 4–5 of Table 12.
The set R is defined below, given a composite state (sin, allocin, hin):
R ,
{ ( (
h1in, h
2
in
)
,
(
s1out, s
2
out, alloc
1
out, alloc
2
out, h
1
out, h
2
out
) ) |
h1in \ h
2
in and hin eqH h
1
in  h2in and(
s1out, alloc
1
out, h
1
out
) = (DenSem cha1 (sin, allocin, h1in)) and(
s2out, alloc
2
out, h
2
out
) = (DenSem cha2 (sin, allocin, h2in)) and
h1out \ h
2
out
}
The function find, presented below, accepts two Cha expressions cha1 and cha2 and a composite state (sin, allocin, hin). The
function returns two output states s1out and s2out , two allocation tables alloc1out and alloc2out , and two output heaps h1out and h2out:
find :: Cha → Cha → S× Alloc× H → (S× S× Alloc× Alloc× H × H)⊥
(find cha1 cha2 (sin, allocin, hin)) = min (snd R)
where snd (A×B) = B and snd (⊥) = ⊥
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Table 13
Definition of circleRemove
circleRemove :: Var → Val → Val → Cha → Cha
circleRemove x m n cha
(1) , (m ≤ n)
(2) → let
(3) cha′ =
(
SubstChaCha cha (x, m)
)
(4) in
(5) cha′ ∗ (circleRemove x (m+1) n cha)
(6)  (emp, emp)
The notation min (X) denotes the smallest element in the set X where min is a strict function: min(⊥) = ⊥. The notation
min (snd R) denotes the smallest quadruple
(
s1out, s
2
out, alloc
1
out, alloc
2
out, h
1
out, h
2
out
)
in the set (snd R). If set R is empty, then snd
returns ⊥. Finding this smallest quadruple requires an ordering on S, Alloc, and H, a trivial exercise that we omit here; any
ordering will do for the purpose of EASYMAP.
Now we can address the semantics of Cha1 ∗ Cha2, presented in lines 1–6 in Table 12. Given Cha expressions Cha1 and
Cha2 and composite state (sin, allocin, hin), the function find in lines 2–3 finds the output states, allocation tables, and heaps
of Cha1 and Cha2, respectively. Line 4 defines the output state sout , relying (once again) on the fact that the variables that are
modified in Cha1 are different from those modified in Cha2. Finally, line 5 defines the output allocation table and line 6 the
output composite state.
Spatial iteration
In order to semantically interpret spatial iteration (
⊙e2
x=e1 Cha) in lines 7–11 in Table 12, we first introduce functions
SubstChaCha and circleRemove.
Application
(
SubstChaCha cha (x, e)
)
results in the substitution of variable x by numerical expression e in Cha expression cha.
For example, consider the following Cha expression:
cha , (tmp1, 3)@4+ar1 ; (tmp2, 1)@ar2.4
Application of
(
SubstChaCha cha (ar1, 10)
)
results in Cha expression cha′, presented below.
cha′ , (tmp1, 3)@4+10 ; (tmp2, 1)@ar2.4
Every occurrence of ar1 in cha is replaced by 10 in cha′. The trivial but lengthy definition of SubstChaCha is omitted from this article.
Function circleRemove can best be illustrated by the following example. Consider Cha expressions cha, cha′, and cha′′,
presented below.
cha ,
⊙7
x=0 (emp, 0@x+ar1)
cha′ , (emp, 0@x+ar1)
cha′′ , (emp, 0@0+ar1) ∗ (emp, 0@1+ar1) ∗ · · · ∗ (emp, 0@7+ar1)
The denotational semantics of cha relies on (circleRemove x 0 7 cha′) which, in turn, results in cha′′. The net effect from cha
to cha′′ is that the circle
⊙
in cha has been replaced by ∗ occurrences in cha′′. The definition of circleRemove is presented in
Table 13 in terms of SubstChaCha .
The definition of spatial iteration (
⊙e2
x=e1 Cha) in lines 7–11 in Table 12 shows that the previous example (cf. cha, cha
′, and
cha′′) is, roughly speaking, correct. However, to be precise, the interpretation of cha actually results in cha′′′, presented as
follows:
cha′′′ , x := 0 ; cha′′
That is, x is assigned the value 0 prior to the sequence of ∗ occurrences of cha′′.
Assignment, dynamic allocation, and deallocation
We use Table 14 to define the semantical interpretation of assignment (x := e), dynamic allocation (x = allocate 〈e〉), and
deallocation (deallocate 〈x〉).
The semantical interpretation of x := e is trivially defined in lines 1–4 in Table 14: state sin is changed into sout while allocin
and hin are not modified.
The semantics of x = allocate 〈e〉, presented in lines 5–12, can be described as follows. The size size of the chunk to be
allocated is calculated in line 7. The new location l is obtained by function heapAlloc :: H→ Nat→ Nat in line 8. Function
heapAlloc returns a natural number, representing the starting location of the newly allocated chunk. The new state and
allocation table are defined in lines 9–10. Finally, in line 12,DenSem is applied to the spatial iteration of dynamically allocated
heap cells. A remark here is, that, function heapAlloc need not be defined for the purposes of this article. By returning a starting
location, heapAlloc in line 8 determines the newly allocated heap. If this heap overlaps the input heap hin, then line 12 results
in⊥.
The semantics of deallocate 〈x〉, presented in lines 13–21, can be described as follows. In lines 15–17, the starting location
l and the size size (of the chunk to be freed) are derived from sin and allocin. In addition to this, the allocation table allocout
is reset with respect to l. Line 19 tests whether size is larger than 0. If this is the case, then the spatial iteration of dynamic
deallocation is interpreted accordingly in line 20. The other case (size = 0) in line 21 catches a fault; it makes no sense to
deallocate 0 memory cells.
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Table 14
Semantical interpretation (DenSem) of a Cha expression (Part III)
DenSem :: Cha → (S× Alloc× H)⊥ → (S× Alloc× H)⊥
DenSem x := e
(1) , λ (sin, allocin, hin) .
(2) let v =
(JeKNate Max sin)
(3) sout = sin [x 7→ v]
(4) in (sout, allocin, hin)
DenSem x=allocate 〈e〉
(5) , λ (sin, allocin, hin) .
(6) let
(7) size =
(JeKNate Max sin)
(8) l = (heapAlloc hin size)
(9) sout = sin [x 7→ l]
(10) allocout = allocin [l 7→ size]
(11) in
(12)
(
DenSem
⊙size−1
i=0 (emp, 0@l+i) (sout, allocout, hin))
// Results in⊥ if the heap corresponding to l overlaps with hin .
DenSem deallocate 〈x〉
(13) , λ (sin, allocin, hin) .
(14) let
(15) l =
(JxKNate Max sin)
(16) size = (allocin l)
(17) allocout = allocin [l 7→ 0]
(18) in
(19) size > 0
(20) →
(
DenSem
⊙size−1
i=0 (tmp@l+i, emp) (sin, allocout, hin)
)
(21)  ⊥
3.3.3. Semantical equivalence
The definition of semantical equivalence (≈) is as follows:
cha1 ≈ cha2
iff
for ∀s ∈ S, ∀alloc ∈ Alloc, ∀h ∈ H,
third (DenSem cha1 (s, alloc, h))
eqH
third (DenSem cha2 (s, alloc, h))
where third (a, b, c) = c
3.4. Correctness
Having presented our main contribution,i.e. Cha’s denotational semantics, we are now in a position to illustrate why
EASYMAP is a correct-by-construction ADT-refinement tool. To do so, we introduce two correctness theorems, followed by
some illustrations, and a lengthy exposition on the practical implications of the two theorems.
Two remarks are in order. First, our discussion of the first theorem relies on EASYMAP’s code-generation process and on
the operational semantics of EASYMAP’s target language. Both are formally defined in Appendix D. Second, the proofs of both
theorems lie outside the scope of this article. The proofs have, however, been achieved by semi-automatic means; we refer
to [17] for some important proof fragments.
3.4.1. C code correctness theorem
Fig. 18 illustrates three important functions. First, the function DenSem represents Cha’s denotational semantics, as
discussed previously. Second, function CodeGen (automatically) translates a Cha expression into EASYMAP’s target language,
a sublanguage of C. Third, function OperSem defines the operational semantics of EASYMAP’s target language.
The correctness of EASYMAP’s code-generation process is established by proving that the arrows in Fig. 18 commute for
each Cha expression cha. That is:
C Code Correctness Theorem:
(1) for ∀sin ∈ S, ∀allocin ∈ Alloc, ∀hin ∈ H,
(2) if (s1, alloc1, h1) = (DenSem cha (sin, allocin, hin))
(3) and (s2, alloc2, h2) = (OperSem ◦ CodeGen) cha (sin, allocin, hin)
(4) then either (2) and (3) are both⊥ or h1 eqH h2
Based on the terminology of [24], the C Code Correctness Theorem preserves both partial and total correctness; i.e. full
commutativity. However, this strong claim can only be justified if we add preconditions to the C Code Correctness Theorem
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Fig. 18. Automatically generating C code from a Cha expression and proving it correct.
for specific Cha expressions. To illustrate this, consider the following Cha expression:
(x, 3)@l ∗ (y, 4)@m
Applying CodeGen to this Cha expression results in the following C code:
x = ?(int?)(l);
?(int?)(l) = (3);
y = ?(int?)(m);
?(int?)(m) = (4);
where spatial composition (∗) in Cha has been translated into sequential composition in C code! An additional remark is
that, in this particular example, variables x and y are only assigned values; they are not used to store data in the heap. Since
a C compiler will ignore these statements any way when generating object code, we simplify the code fragment as follows:
?(int?)l = 3;
?(int?)m = 4;
where some brackets have been removed for improved readability. Now, to illustrate the need for a precondition,we observe
that if pointers l and m are equal, then the C code fragment is functionally equivalent to:
?(int?)m = 4;
On the other hand, the denotational semantics (DenSem) of the original Cha expression, when m equals l, results in ⊥.
Therefore, full commutativity is not guaranteed unlesswe state explicitly, as a precondition, thatm and l have to be different.
Based on the previous example, we restate the C Code Correctness Theorem for Cha expressions of the form cha1 ∗ cha2
as follows:
C Code Correctness Theorem for Cha expressions of the form cha1 ∗ cha2:
(1) for ∀sin ∈ S, ∀allocin ∈ Alloc, ∀hin ∈ H,
(2) if (Loc cha1) ∩ (Loc cha2) = ∅
(3) and (s1, alloc1, h1) = (DenSem cha1 ∗ cha2 (sin, allocin, hin))
(4) and (s2, alloc2, h2) = (OperSem ◦ CodeGen) cha1 ∗ cha2
(sin, allocin, hin)
(5) then either (3) and (4) are both⊥ or h1 eqH h2
where (Loc cha) denotes the locations that are used in Cha expression cha. Its trivial but lengthy definition is omitted.
Finally, we stress that similar preconditions, as the one presented above, need to hold for other Cha expressions as well.
Another example of an unwanted Cha expression is
⊙5
x=1 (x, y+1)@3.
3.4.2. ADT Correctness theorem
Fig. 19 illustrates four important functions and two levels of abstraction. At the low abstraction level the hierarchical
memory of the target machine is taken into account: HDOs and CHDOs belong to this level. A Cha expression, which describes
a CHDO, has a denotational semantics (DenSem), discussed previously. The high abstraction level, on the other hand, abstracts
away the hierarchical memory of the target machine: abstract space and ADT operations belong to this level.
Specification function Spec and ADT-refinement function ADTRef are defined by the EASYMAP user (i.e. an experienced
designer, occasionally also referred to as the ADT Implementor). Function Spec maps every ADT operation, given a state
s ∈ S, onto a corresponding mathematical object. This object is the specification, which belongs to the domain (K ⇁ R) →
(K ⇁ R). The semantic domains K and R represent keys and records respectively with K , R , Nat. The arrow ⇁
represents a partial function. The mathematical object kr ∈ (K ⇁ R) is called a Key Record Association (KRA) and models
abstract space. The specification spec ∈ (K ⇁ R) → (K ⇁ R) describes change of a KRA and models an ADT operation.
Other semantic domains, different from K, R and K ⇁ R, may be chosen, depending on the ADT operation under study.
ADT-refinement function ADTRef refines every ADT operation into a corresponding Cha expression. Illustrations of Spec and
ADTRef are presented later.
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Fig. 19. ADT refinement: generating a Cha expression and proving it correct with respect to the specification.
Abstraction function Abstr interprets the change of a state and a heap, given an input state s′in ∈ S, as a change of a KRA.
That is:
(1) Abstr :: (S×H)⊥ → (S×H)⊥ → S⊥ → (K ⇁ R)⊥ → (K ⇁ R)⊥
(2) Abstr , λ (sin, hin) . λ (sout, hout) . λs′in. λkrin.
(3)
(
sin = s′in
)
and (krin = (AbstrH sin hin))
(4) → (AbstrH sout hout)
(5)  ⊥
where abstraction function AbstrH has the following signature:
(6) AbstrH :: S⊥ → H⊥ → (K ⇁ R)⊥
The definition of AbstrH is provided by the EASYMAP user in conformance to the chosen ADT-refinement function ADTRef .
Formally, the ADT Correctness Theorem can be stated as follows:
ADT Correctness Theorem:
(1) for ∀sin ∈ S, ∀allocin ∈ Alloc, ∀hin ∈ H,
(2) if krin = (AbstrH sin hin)
(3) and kr1 = (Spec ADToperation sin krin)
(4) and cha = (ADTRef ADToperation)
(5) and (sout, allocout, hout) = (DenSem cha (sin, allocin, hin))
is well defined
(6) and kr2 = (Abstr (sin, hin) (sout, hout) sin krin)
(7) then kr1 = kr2
The theorem preserves partial correctness and has to be proved for each ADT operation ADToperation of the ADT under
investigation. We refer to [17] for a real-life case study and proofs of the ADT Correctness Theorem (for that particular case
study).
By combining the ADT Correctness Theorem, discussed here, with the C Code Correctness Theorem, discussed previously,
the generated C code is proved correct with respect to the formal specification of the ADT operation.
3.4.3. Illustrations
We now present some illustrations by using Fig. 20 which is a copy of Fig. 12 from Section 2.5. Recall that both HDOs in
Fig. 20 are refinements of the same abstract space (of a particular ADT).
Consider the ADT operation void insert (int k, int r). Arguments k and r are variables: k, r ∈ Var. Variable k represents a key
and r represents a non zero record; i.e. a precondition for using insert is that r differs from 0. Invoking insert in a C application
would result in the insertion of r into the ADT at a place specified by k. The formal specification spec of operation insert is
presented as follows:
(spec void insert (int k, int r)) , λsin. λkrin. krin [(sin k) 7→ (sin r)]
Three different refinements (i.e. Cha expressions) of the ADT operation insert are discussed. Applying the first refinement
function ADTRef A to insert results in Cha expression chaA, describing insertion in HDO2 of Fig. 20:
chaA , (tmp1, r)@k+ar1
where variable ar1 represents the starting addresses of array 1 in HDO2, variable k represents the offset in array 1, and k+ar1
represents the absolute address of the array element (where the insertion has to occur). Variable r, on the other hand,
represents the non zero record to be inserted.
The second and third refinement functions, ADTRef B and ADTRef C , refine insert into Cha expressions chaB and chaC ,
respectively. Both chaB and chaC express different implementations of insert for HDO3 of Fig. 20:
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Fig. 20. Two HDOs.
chaB , chaA ; chaaid
chaC , chaA ∗ chaaid
with chaA (presented previously) expressing the insertion of the non zero record into array 1 at the appropriate location
and chaaid expressing the modification of the appropriate bit in array 2 so that it has the value 1. The definition of chaaid is
presented as follows:
chaaid , let ar2Index1 =
⌊
k
32
⌋
ar2Index2 = k−(ar2Index1×32)
loc = (ar2Index1+ar2) .ar2Index2
in (tmp2, 1)@loc
where variable ar2 represents the starting addresses of array 2.
The following observation is in order. Cha expressions chaB and chaC can be defined in terms of chaA and chaaid by using
appropriate macros. In other words, our ADT-refinement approach is compositional: chaA and chaaid can be reused in the
context of less trivial but more efficient HDOs and CHDOs. We refer to Appendix B for real-life examples.
Semantically interpreting Cha expressions chaA, chaB, chaC results in functions fA, fB, fC ∈ (S×Alloc×H)⊥ → (S×Alloc×H)⊥,
respectively. Abstraction Abstr of these functions requires only two different heap abstraction functions: AbstrHA corresponds
to fA and AbstrHBC corresponds to fB and fC . Abstraction function AbstrHA is needed for HDO2 and AbstrHBC is needed for HDO3.
Functional equivalence of all three refinements is then proved by showing that the abstractions of fA, fB, and fC all result in
formal specification spec.
3.4.4. Correctness theorems: Practical implications
In the following paragraphs, we elaborate on the practical implications of the two correctness theorems.
EASYMAP’s ADT Correctness Theorem preserves partial correctness: given an ADT operation and a corresponding Cha
expression cha, regular termination of cha implies correct resultswith respect to the formal specification of the ADT operation.
By incorporating the C Code Correctness Theorem, which preserves total correctness, we can state that: regular termination
of the C code implies correct results with respect to the formal specification of the ADT operation. The latter statement only
holds, of course, if all preconditions are met by the EASYMAP user, such as the precondition illustrated in Section 3.4.1.
A practical implication, of preservation of partial correctness, is that run-time errors are by no means excluded after the
ADT and C Code Correctness Theorems have been proved. However, preservation of partial correctness is quite acceptable
in practice; we cite from [24] on page 4 as follows: “The correctness notion in the sense of [preserving partial correctness]
allows target programs to be less defined than source programs, for instance because of limitations of machine resources . A
target program may irregularly abort, even if the source program is well-defined. We consider that not harmful; above all,
the target program is not allowed to deceive the user about the quality of results. If a regular result is given, it is guaranteed
to be the correct one . . .” [our italics]. In fact, the thesis of the cited article is that partial program correctness is sufficient in
practice for compilers.
In our context of EASYMAP, preservation of partial correctness can also be explained as follows (based on [24]). It guarantees
that, for every well defined specification (of an ADT operation) and every input there exists a (finite) target machine which
is “large enough” for the corresponding C-code implementation to terminate regularly on that input. In other words, given
a target machine with unrestricted resources, called Mach∞, the preservation of partial correctness guarantees that, for any
input, there exists at least one composite input state (sin, allocin, hin) such thatMach∞ will execute the C-code implementation
correctly for that input. Unfortunately, we, as designers, have no guarantee that at run time, right before executing the C
code on our specific (finite) targetmachine, the composite input state is actually equal to (sin, allocin, hin). In fact, it may never
be the case if our specific machine is too small (e.g. in terms of memory) for the ADT operation under investigation. But this
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begs the following questions: When and why exactly do we not have this guarantee? Is this (always) due to finite machine
resources (e.g. finite memory)?
The two questions, presented above,will be addressed belowby distinguishing between different scenarios. However,we
will not reason in a typical top-down fashion as is often the case in the compiler literature. Instead,wewill reason bottom-up
by exploiting the fact thatwe, as designers, know a priori that the ADT operation under investigation already is implementable
on the target machine! Indeed, our overall task with EASYMAP is to transform the original C-code implementation of the
ADT under investigation into one or more functionally-equivalent C-code implementations which exhibit trade-offs (e.g.
execution time vs. memory footprint). The original C-code implementation is often a reused piece of code in conformance to
a simple data organization. The trade-off implementations, on the other hand, conform to irregularly accessed complex data
organizations. In the EASYMAP approach we assume, with or without formal proof, that the original C-code implementation
does not violate the restrictions of the target machine.
Scenario 1
In a first scenario, we make the following three extreme assumptions. First, only one ADT operation has to be refined into
C code (by EASYMAP). Second, during the execution of this C code, no other code is running on the target machine. Third,
during execution, the user does not interact with the program. In other words, the application under investigation is a non-
interactive and stand-alone program. A typical example is Quicksort [30] with a predeclared input list that is sorted during
execution.
Given a formal specification for Quicksort, a corresponding Cha expression, and EASYMAP’s generated C code, the
preservation of partial correctness ensures that there exists at least one composite input state (sin, allocin, hin) such thatMach∞
will execute Quicksort’s C-code implementation correctly. Now, from the assumptions presented above, we can decide, for
our specific (finite) target machine, whether our initial composite state is satisfactory or not. That is, we know a priori
whether our initial composite state will run with an error or whether it will run correctly. Hence, either we will let our
Quicksort code execute on our target machine and it will then do so correctly, or wewill not let it execute at all (e.g. because
the input list is too large).
In short, the Quicksort program is manifest, i.e. completely analyzable at design time. Hence, we are in a position to
guarantee that the Quicksort code will execute correctly, even though the target machine has restricted resources. In
response to one of our previous questions, the finiteness of the machine does not seem to be problematic in this extreme
scenario.
Scenario 2
In a second scenario, the application under investigation is still a stand-alone program but user-interaction is present at
run time. As an example, consider an “interactive Quicksort” program (or iQuick for short) that asks the user, during program
execution, the contents of a to-be-sorted list.
Given a formal specification for iQuick, a corresponding Cha expression, and EASYMAP’s generated C code, the preservation
of partial correctness ensures that, for any input list, there exists at least one composite input state (sin, allocin, hin) such that
Mach∞ will execute iQuick’s C-code implementation correctly for that input list. Now, by adding preconditionswhich specify
themachine restrictions (e.g. maximum length of the list) that need to be taken into accountwhen entering the to-be-sorted
list, we are able to guarantee that our iQuick implementation will run correctly at all times as long as these preconditions
are always met (by the user).
So, we are again able to guarantee that our iQuick program will execute correctly, even though the target machine has
restricted resources. The small price we pay here are the preconditions (which are preferably also stated in iQuick’s formal
specification). One of the preconditions could, for instance, limit the length of the input list. Another could limit the size of
the entries in the list, etc. The point we wish to make, however, is that the finiteness of the machine is not problematic if
one is willing to reason bottom-up, taking into account some machine-dependent parameters.
Scenario 3
In a third scenario, our target machine still executes iQuick, but, in addition to this, it also executes another interactive
stand-alone program, called P. That is, two interactive but independent programs are executed on our target machine. To
makematters evenmore realistic, the EASYMAP user (who implements iQuick) and P’s programmerwork independently. This
means, for instance, that the EASYMAP user does not know how much memory P requires in order for it to execute properly.
Similarly, the programmer of P does not know anything about iQuick.
Due to e.g. the finite memory of the target machine and the lack of information sharing between the EASYMAP user and P’s
programmer, specific run-time errors can occur. A first example is memory exhaustion when both applications, together,
require more memory than is physically available. However, even if sufficient memory is available for both iQuick’s and P’s
code, run-time errors can still occur. For example, the C code of P can mistakingly store data in iQuick’s heap. This, in turn,
could result in arithmetic overflow.
Both examples of run-time errors, presented above, can be avoided if both iQuick and P were designed together or in
accordance to one another’s machine-dependent constraints. This would bring us back to Scenario 2. Hence, we are inclined
to state that, if certain design information is not taken into account, then, due to the finiteness of the machine, run-time
errors can occur.
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Thanks to EASYMAP, certain run-time errors are guaranteed not to occur. For instance, if the target machine’s memory is
large enough to host both iQuick and P, then iQuick’s C code will never mistakingly store data in P’s region of memory. The
reason for this guarantee lies in the two correctness theorems of EASYMAP and in the fact that iQuick’s C code is generated
by EASYMAP.
Scenario 4
As a fourth scenario, we assume that the application under investigation consists of many inter-dependent modules, all
written in C code. One of those modules, however, is the bottleneck of the entire application (e.g. in terms of execution
time). Therefore, the experienced designer chooses to revisit that particular module’s functionality and to formally specify
it at the high declarative ADT level. Consequently, by interactively using EASYMAP, the designer generates different C-code
implementations for each ADT operation (of that particular module).
As mentioned in the previous scenario, EASYMAP’s preservation of partial correctness does not exclude the possibility that
run-time errors will occur when the entire application code (consisting of both EASYMAP’s generated C code and the C code of
the othermodules) is executed. A trivial example of a run-time error ismemory exhaustionwhich can occurwhen one of the
other modules (i.e. not the ADT under investigation) demands for more memory ad infinitum. However, we claim that run-
time errors, if they occur, are due to bugs that lie outside the scope of the ADT under investigation. That is: EASYMAP guarantees
that its generated C code, expressing explicit memory management of a particular ADT, is correct by construction. If the execution
of the application results in a run-time error, then this is due to C code that lies outside the scope of that particular ADT’s C-code
implementation. An important implication can now be stated as follows: EASYMAP can guarantee that the explicit memory
management of the particular ADT is memory safe, provided that its heap is hidden from the rest of the application’s C code.
4. Related work
Five categories of relatedwork are addressed in this section. First, we describe the ADT-refinement literature (Section 4.1).
Second, we address the related field of compiler verification (Section 4.2). Third, compared to Section 1, we describe
Separation Logic in greater detail (Section 4.3). Fourth, we differentiate between thework conducted in the Separation-Logic
community and our EASYMAP approach (Section 4.4). Fifth, we compare EASYMAP with other design tools and methodologies
(Section 4.5).
4.1. ADT Refinement
Since EASYMAP is an ADT-refinement tool, a lot of the mathematical concepts underlying EASYMAP are based on the ADT-
refinement literature. In the following paragraphs we briefly describe this literature and conclude by explaining how
EASYMAP’s ADT-refinement process differs from that literature.
The theoretical foundations of ADT refinement are due to [32,10,62] and others. Hoare [32] introduced abstraction
functions to state correctness conditions for the implementation of an ADT in terms of a concrete type. Burstall & Darlington
[10] demonstrated a transformational approach to data refinement. Schwartz [62], in the context of the SETL project,
pioneered optimization operations within a traditional compiler framework for automatic representation of set-theoretic
data structures.
DeRoever [60] categorizes ADT refinement into two different approaches: (i) algebraic and (ii) the model-oriented styles.
The traditional approach is that of algebraically specifying data types (see [25,26] andothers). In this approach, ADTs are usually
defined by a set of operators and a set of axioms, typically given in the form of equations. The OBJ languages for instance are
“algebraic programming and specification languages, based on order sorted equational logic, possibly enriched with other
logics (such as rewriting logic and first order logic). All the OBJ languages are logical languages: their programs are sets of
sentences in some logical system, and their operational semantics is given by deduction in that logical system” [48].
Themodel-oriented style is “less elegant, more implementation dependent and less abstract” [60]. However, some of the
advantages of this approach are that (i) it scales up to industrial applications and (ii) pointer manipulation and efficient
memory management (i.e. imperative programs) are best tackled with this approach [60]. Since our objective is to design
efficient HDOs and corresponding CHDOs, it is this second approach that we have followed.
The work most related to EASYMAP – in terms of practical applicability – is that of Blaine and Goldberg [8]. Their DTRE
(Data Type REfinement) system, proposed almost two decades ago, is “a semi-automatic synthesis systemdesigned to utilize
implementation directives to synthesize efficient code from high level specifications in a verifiable correct manner”. Their
general notion of correct refinement is the same as that of Sannella and Tarlecki [61]: the specification S′ is a refinement of
S iff every model of S′ is a model of S. Their work belongs to the first approach presented above while ours belongs to the
second. This distinction is not just a fait divers; it results in different applications altogether. To be more precise, the work
of Blaine and Goldberg and the work that has since been conducted at the same research center [55], is – if restricted to
embedded applications – targeted towards safety-critical, hard real-time, control-dominated applications. In contrast, the
application domain ofmain interest for EASYMAP is that of soft real-time, data-dominated applications.Memorymanagement
has been our main concern and therefore we have adhered to the second approach described above.
Ourwork on EASYMAP differs from all thework presented above – in particular from that of [8,55] and the variousmethods
that adhere to the model-oriented style [60] – in the following three ways:
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(1) Hierarchical data organizations and corresponding operations (i.e. CHDOs) are modeled as opposed to flat data
organizations. As mentioned previously, this allows the impact of on-chip and off-chip memories to be taken into
account during the ADT-refinement process. The same remark holds for more involved hierarchies such as that of
an SDRAM. This is in contrast to the abovementioned ADT-refinement approacheswhere platform-dependent information,
such as memory hierarchy, is only considered to be relevant after the ADT has been refined.
(2) Based on our novel extension of Separation Logic’s spatial conjunction operator (∗), EASYMAP’s internal language Cha
is able to concisely describe the irregular access operations of a complex data organization. That is, EASYMAP targets
the difficult application domain of pointer-based data structures, not the simpler domains of regularly accessed array-
intensive code or control-dominated applications.
(3) EASYMAP’s ADT Implementor (i.e. experienced designer) exploits specific information of the application under
investigation, thereby obtaining relatively large reductions in terms ofmemory footprint, execution time, and/or energy
consumption. The ADT Implementor can explicitly model the application-specific information at the high abstraction
level by writing an appropriate formal specification of each ADT operation. The ADT Implementor can then exploit this
application-specific information by defining appropriate ADT-refinement functions. Both these issues are illustrated in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 of [17] and lie outside the scope of this article.3 This application-specific philosophy, difficult
to automate in the current state of the art, is in sharp contrast to the previously mentioned ADT-refinement approaches
that (i) are completely automated and/or (ii) simply do not focus on the particular application under study but instead
prefer to keep the refinement as generally applicable as possible.
4.2. Compiler verification
We distinguish between a compiler, on the one hand, and the EASYMAP precompiler, on the other hand. Then, we refer to
important related work from the compiler-verification literature.
EASYMAP differs from a compiler in three important ways. First, a compiler automatically translates a source program
(written in a source language) into a target program (in a target language). EASYMAP, on the other hand, semi-automatically
refines a specific ADT operation (not a source program) into a Cha expression (written in the target language Cha). We stress
that EASYMAP is steered by an experienced designer during the refinement process. This is intentional; we strongly advocate
for program involvement as do other experts in the field of pointer-intensive code (cf. Diwan and Fähndrich, mentioned
in Section 2). Second, EASYMAP aids the designer in design-space exploration of HDOs and CHDOs. That is, a whole range of
nontrivial C implementations can be generated by EASYMAP for the particular ADT under study. A compiler, on the other
hand, does not have this capability. Third, the experienced designer who uses EASYMAP exploits specific information of the
application under investigation, thereby obtaining relatively large reductions in terms of memory footprint, execution time,
and/or energy consumption. This application-specific philosophy is in sharp contrast to the currently existing compilers and
automated ADT-refinement approaches.
The related topic of compiler correctness was first formally addressed by McCarthy and Painter in 1967. Their proof,
conducted manually, concerned the correctness of a compiler for arithmetic expressions [44]. Chirica and Martin made
the important distinction between a correct compilation algorithm and a correct compiler implementation [13]. The
mechanically verified assembly-level language, called Piton, is the first example of the stacking of mechanically verified
components of significant size [65]. In a nutshell: pure Lisp or Gypsy code is compiled into Piton object code. The Piton
“downloader” (i.e. a mathematical function) then generates FM9001 binary machine code which in turn is translated into a
netlist. Finally, we alsomention the Verifix project [23,24] which tackles techniques for the software engineering of correct
compilers (i.e. compiling verification, compiler implementation verification, and compiler generation verification).
The references, presented in the previous paragraph, do not address our research topic of pointer-intensive data
structures/organizations (or, in more general terms, irregularly accessed complex data organizations). Therefore, we
introduce Separation Logic (again) in the next section, illustrating in technical detail why it is suitable for the application
domain of pointer-based applications.
4.3. Introduction to separation logic
A technical introduction to Separation Logic is presented below, mainly based on a paper of O’Hearn et al. [50].
Separation Logic, a significant extension of Hoare Logic [31], is well suited to describe and reason about dynamic data
structures. The ultimate goal of researchers in this field is to be able to automatically prove that arbitrary pointer-intensive
code is correct with respect to the specification of the program under investigation. The proof process, illustrated below, is
based on Hoare triples. A Hoare triple is of the form {p} C {q} and states that, if the precondition p holds, then, after having
executed command C, postcondition q will hold. The predicates p and q, together, specify the behavior of command C and
hence constitute a formal specification of C. Both p and q are written in Separation Logic; the command C is written in a
predefined imperative programming language.
3 Some examples are, however, also presented in Appendix B.
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Table 15
Syntax of a small (C-like) imperative language, used in [50]
Expressions:
E ::= x, y, . . . | 0 | 1 | E+ E | E× E | E− E
Boolean expressions:
B ::= false | E = E | E ≤ E | B ⇒ B
Commands:
C ::= x := E | x := [E] | [E] := E | x := cons (E, . . . , E)
| dispose (E) | skip | C; C | if B then C else C
| while B do C | letrec k = C, . . . , k = C in C | k
Syntactic sugar:
E.i := F , [E+ i− 1] := F
x := E.i , x := [E+ i− 1]
Somemore notation from [50] is introduced as follows. A heap h ∈ H is a finite partial function taking addresses to values:
H , Addresses → Values⊥
Addresses are the positive integers and Values are the integers. The setH has a partial commutativemonoid for disjoint function
composition:
H1 ∗ H2 , λl.
{
H1 (l) l ∈ dom (H1)
H2 (l) l ∈ dom (H2)
which is defined iff dom (H1) ∩ dom (H2) = ∅. A stack, S, is a function from (program) variables to values:
S , Var → Values
A state is a doublet, consisting of a stack and a heap:
States , S× H
A predicate is just a set of states:
Predicates , P (States)
The powerset of states has the usual boolean algebra structure:∧ is intersection,∨ is union,¬ is complement, true is the set
of all states, and false is the empty set of states. The symbols p, q, and r are used to range over predicates. Besides boolean
connectives, the lifting of ∗ from heaps to predicates is also needed:
p ∗ q , {(s, h) | ∃h0, h1. h = h0 ∗ h1 and (s, h0) ∈ p and (s, h1) ∈ q}
The notation x 7→ E denotes a predicate that consists of all pairs (s, h)where h is a singleton inwhich x points to themeaning
of E, that is: h (s (x)) = JEK s. The points-to relation x 7→ E, F is syntactic sugar for (x 7→ E)∗(x+1 7→ F).
Predicates are used inHoare triples to describe the precondition and the postcondition of imperative code. The imperative
code adheres to the formal syntax, presented in Table 15. The command x := [E] assigns the contents of address E to x. The
command [E] := F modifies the contents of address E to F. The command x := cons (E1, . . . , En) allocates n consecutive cells,
initializes themwith the values of E1, . . . , En, and stores the address of the first cell in x. The command dispose (E) deallocates
the address E.
The semantical interpretation of each command C results in a transformation of state or a fault when heap storage is
accessed illegally. Each expression Edetermines a heap-independent function fromstacks to values. The semantics is omitted
here (but see [50] instead).
The proof system uses the following form of judgment:
Γ ` {p} C {q}
which states that command C satisfies the Hoare triple under the hypothesis Γ . Hypotheses are expressed by the following
grammar:
Γ ::= ε | {p} k {q} [X] ,Γ
subject to the constraint that no procedure identifier k appears twice. An assumption {p} k {q} [X] requires k to denote a
command that modifies only the variables appearing in set X and that satisfies the indicated triple.
The complete set of proof rules is omitted here, but two axioms are:
Axiom 1: Γ ` {E 7→ _} [E] := F {E 7→ F}
Axiom 2: Γ ` {E 7→ _} dispose (E) {emp}
The first axiom has {E 7→ _} as precondition and {E 7→ F} as postcondition for the command [E] := F. The precondition
describes all states (s, h) where h is a singleton heap in which the meaning of E points to some value. In the postcondition,
the meaning of E points to the meaning of F. The second axiom handles the command dispose (E), which deallocates the
singleton heap described in the precondition. The result is an empty heap emp, as described in the postcondition.
Proving a memory manager correct using separation logic
Given the technicalities presented above, the correctness proof of an idealized Memory-Manager Module can now
be illustrated.4 The Memory-Manager Module is presented in Table 16. The interface specifications are of the form
4 The omitted proof rules and semantics are of course necessary to completely understand the presented proof. Again, we refer to [50] for the self-
contained and original exposition.
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Table 16
An idealized memory-manager module [50]
Interface specifications:
{emp} alloc {x 7→ _, _} [x]
{x 7→ _, _} free {emp} [ ]
Resource invariant: list (f )
list (f ) , (f = nil ∧ emp) ∨ (∃g. f 7→ _, g ∗ list (g))
Private variables: f
Internal implementations:
Code for alloc:
if f = nil then x := cons (_, _)
else x := f ; f := x.2;
Code for free:
x.2 := f ; f := x;
Table 17
Proof of free [50]
Theorem:
(1) {list (f ) ∗ (x 7→ _, _)}
(2) free
(3) {list (f ) ∗ emp}
Proof:
(4) {list (f ) ∗ (x 7→ _, _)}
(5) x.2 := f ;
(6) {list (f ) ∗ (x 7→ _, f )}
(7) {list (x)}
(8) f := x;
(9) {list (f )}
(10) {list (f ) ∗ emp}
Table 18
A simple memory manager [51]
Specifications:
{emp} malloc (n)
{⊙n−1
i=0 .ret + i 7→ _ ∗ Block (ret, n)
}{⊙n−1
i=0 .x+ i 7→ _ ∗ Block (x, n)
}
free (x) {emp}
Abstract predicate:
Block (x, n) , x− 1 7→ n
{p} C {q} [x, y, . . .] where {p} C {q} is a Hoare triple and x, y, . . . are variables that are modified by the command C. The rest of
the table is hidden from the user(s) of the module. The resource invariant list (f ) is a predicate that describes the internal
representation of the Memory-Manager Module. This internal representation uses the private variable f . Also the internal
implementations of alloc and free are presented, using the imperative programming language of Table 15.
The internal representation of the Memory-Manager Module uses a free list, i.e. a singly-linked list of binary cons cells.
The free list is pointed to by f . The resource invariant in Table 16 says that f points to a linked list and that there are no other
cells in storage. Due to the underscore, it does not say what elements are stored in the head components.
The interpretation of the specifications in Table 16 deserve further clarification. Consider for instance the use of emp in
the postcondition of free. This postcondition does not mean that the global heap is now empty. Instead, it expresses that
the user’s knowledge that x points to something is given up in the postcondition. Intuitively, free transfers ownership from
the user of the module to the Memory-Manager Module itself. O’Hearn et al. [50] emphasize this local way of thinking and
the interaction between local and more global perspectives of assertions (written in Separation Logic). The objective of this
section, however, is only to illustrate how a Memory-Manager Module can be proved correct, using Separation Logic.
The first three lines in Table 17 present the formal specification of the free operation (of the Memory-Manager Module)
as a Hoare triple. Proving this Hoare triple correct implies that the implementation of freemeets its specification.
Lines 4 to 10 in Table 17 constitute the proof of the Hoare triple. Line 4 is the precondition and Line 10 is the postcondition
of the Hoare triple. The proof outline can be described as follows. Using Axiom 1 (presented above) together with another
inference rule (not presented here), the predicate in Line 4 and the code in Line 5 can be transformed into the predicate in
Line 6. This predicate can be rewritten as Line 7. Similarly, Line 7, using the code in Line 8 and the appropriate inference
rule, results in the predicate in Line 9 which can be rewritten as the postcondition of Line 10. Q.E.D.
Module vs. ADT
The work of O’Hearn et al. [50] only models static modularity which deals with single instances of the hidden data
structure. Hence, it can not be used for many common forms of abstraction, including ADTs and classes, where multiple
instances of the hidden resource are required. For example, given a list module, using multiple lists in an application is not
feasible in the approach of O’Hearn et al. Themore recent work of Parkinson and Bierman [51], on the other hand, does allow
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multiple instances of the hidden resource. This work is also based on Separation Logic but differs from that of O’Hearn et
al. by using an abstract predicate. Cited from [51], “An abstract predicate has a name, a definition, and a scope. Within the
scope one can freely swap between using the abstract predicate’s name and its definition, but outside its scope it must be
handled atomically, i.e. by its name. Thus the scope defines the abstraction boundary for the abstract predicate.”
Parkinson and Bierman illustrate their newnotion of abstract predicate on a SimpleMemoryManager, shown in Table 18.
This Memory Manager supports variable sized blocks while that of O’Hearn et al. (cf. Table 16) does not.
The specifications in Table 18 use the iterated separating conjunction
⊙E2
x=E1 P, defined formally in [51,59]. The Block
predicate is used as a modular certificate that malloc actually produced the block. The user (of the Memory Manager) can
not construct a Block predicate as its definition is not in scope. The definition of Block in Table 18 adheres to standard
implementations of malloc and free where the block’s size is stored in the cell before the allocated block [38]. The predicate
Block in the precondition of free allows free to determine the quantity of memory returned.
4.4. Separation logic vs. EASYMAP
Now we differentiate explicitly between the work conducted in the Separation-Logic community and our EASYMAP
approach.
Information hiding vs. generalization
A first differentiator is based on the connotation of the adjective ‘abstract’ in the phrase ‘Abstract Data Type’. According
to our interpretation of the computer-science literature, the adjective ‘abstract’ has two different connotations. A first
connotation is that of data encapsulation or information hiding: the module or ADT abstracts away all details related to data
representation (or implementation) from an external user or module. The second connotation is that of generalization: an
explicit distinction is made between an abstract program and one or more concrete programs by means of an abstraction
function [32]. Both connotations are intertwined, but in the sequel we attempt to, perhaps artificially, distinguish between
both of them explicitly.5
Information hiding is a concept, introduced by Parnas [53]. He illustrates in [52] how a system can be decomposed into
modules such that difficult design decisions, or design decisions that are likely to change in the future, are hidden (from the
other modules). Information hiding is thus good in terms of product flexibility: drastic changes made to one module need
not affect the other modules.
Generalization is expressed formally by Hoare on a case study in [32], using a many-to-one abstraction function which
maps concrete representations (of the ADT’s abstract space) to the abstract space. The EASYMAP approach relies on a similar
abstraction function AbstrH , discussed in Section 3.4.2.
Fig. 21 shows that the principle of information hiding can be applied to both functional (ML) code and to imperative (C)
code. Consider for instance the top horizontal arrow in the figure. It expresses the possibility of hiding information in the
ML module, denoted in the lefthand side of the figure. The user code in ML, in the righthand side of the figure, only uses the
interface operations of the MLmodule. Applying the principle of information hiding in ML is common practice; the interface
operations are expressed in a signature and the corresponding module is called a structure [54].
The ML code in Fig. 21 is purely functional6; no notion of store is required in order to understand or write ML code. For this
reason, the ML code may be called declarative; especially when compared to the functionally equivalent but imperative C
code, depicted in the lower half of the figure. The C code is imperative because programming in C requires the understanding
and the manipulation of the computer’s store. An additional remark is, that, the C code in the figure may just as well be
replaced by Cha code because both C and Cha are imperative languages.
Generalization, as presented in this article by means of Abstr, implies (indirectly) that imperative (Cha) code can be
mapped to declarative (ML) code. Fig. 21 illustrates generalization for both the user code in C and the hidden C code in
the module. An important remark is, that, after having applied generalization, the resulting code is declarative and hence
contains less information than the corresponding imperative code. In other words, information hiding is present here too,
but not in the sense ofmodular decomposition, as described by Parnas. It is presumably for this reason that both connotations
of abstraction are intertwined when describing an ADT.
The previously referenced work from the Separation-Logic community uses the adjective ‘abstract’ according to the
connotation of information hiding, as described by Parnas. To support this claim, we cite from Parkinson & Bierman [51]
as follows: “Let us review the problem: take a piece of code thatwewish to consider ‘abstract’ (this could be because the code
is a procedure, amodule or amethod). A specification is then a contract between the code and its callers. . . .When reasoning
about the module and the calls, only the contract given by the specification is used: that is, we expect the appropriate form
of information hiding.”
Thepreviously referencedwork from the Separation Logic community reasons about informationhiding at the imperative
level in Fig. 21. To support this claim, recall the Hoare triple {p} C {q}which states that, if the precondition p holds, then, after
having executed command C, postcondition qwill hold. The predicates p and q, together, specify the behavior of command C.
5We cite from Aho et al. [2] as follows: “The two properties of procedures – generalization and encapsulation – apply equally well to ADTs. . . .”
6 It is possible to write imperative code in ML, but for the sake of this discussion we assume the ML code in Fig. 21 is purely functional.
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Fig. 21. Information hiding vs. generalization.
But because both p and q are expressed in Separation Logic, where the heap is not abstracted away, they together specify the
imperative behavior of C. The interface specifications in Tables 16 and 18, for instance, are expressed in Separation Logic and
hence are imperative. Therefore, they are formalizations of the information hiding that is depicted in the lower rectangle in
Fig. 21.
In the EASYMAP approach, both the declarative (abstraction) level and the imperative (abstraction) level in Fig. 21 are
formalized, albeit in a specific way: an ADT-refinement function refines an ADT operation into imperative code, written
in Cha. An abstraction function abstracts the semantics of a Cha expression into a declarative specification, written in ML.
Because both ADT-refinement functions and abstraction functions are formalized, the EASYMAP approach clearly conforms to
the generalization, depicted in Fig. 21.
With respect to the EASYMAP approach, an example of a formal declarative specification of an ADT operation, called insert,
is presented below. (This specification has already been presented in Section 3.4.3.)
(spec void insert (int k, int r)) , λsin. λkrin. krin [(sin k) 7→ (sin r)]
This specification is easily expressible in ML and even though it cannot be the signature of a function (for it expresses what is
happening as opposed to merely presenting the type of the function under study), it could, in principle, serve as a contract
between the MLmodule’s code and its callers. While this specification hides information, presenting only a partial function
to the caller, the actual ML implementation inside the module can, for instance, be based on a tree structure (in pure ML). In
short, here we have information hiding but no abstraction function and, hence, no explicit generalization. However, if this
specification (in ML) is presented to a user at the imperative level in Fig. 21 (i.e. a C programmer), then this specification
illustrates both information hiding at the imperative level and generalization. Indeed, the specification not only hides the
ML tree structure (information hiding) it also hides all the possible refinements (i.e. HDOs and CHDOs) of the tree structure
(generalization). That is, the specifications also hides the imperative details of the tree structure’s actual implementation.
In other words, generalization implies information hiding, as we have already mentioned previously.
In retrospect, an important remark is that the reasonwhy the interface specifications in Tables 16 and 18 are not examples
of generalization is because we have chosen to define generalization in Fig. 21 by distinguishing between declarative and
imperative code. As mentioned previously, this is similar to Hoare’s introduction of an abstraction function in [32]. If the
reader prefers to define generalization differently, then this may perhaps result in Tables 16 and 18 being examples of
generalization. This is simply a matter of terminology. The difference between the connotation of abstraction, used in the
referenced Separation-Logic literature, and that used in the EASYMAP approach, has, we hope, become clear however.
A posteriori vs. correct-by-construction
A second differentiator (between the referenced Separation-Logic literature and the EASYMAP approach) is related to a
posteriori vs. correct-by-construction correctness proofs. To the best of our knowledge, the correctness proofs that have
been published in the Separation-Logic literature so far, are all a posteriori proofs (e.g. [6]). This is not surprising because the
main objective of the Separation-Logic community is to prove the correctness of efficient pointer-intensive code, present
in current-day memory allocators, database systems, etc. The EASYMAP approach, on the other hand, favors a correct-by-
construction design.
As is illustrated below, proofs in Separation Logic can equally well be conducted in a correct-by-construction, stepwise-
refined manner. This is, however, only possible if the ADT Implementor starts (the refinement process) from an imperative,
informal, and non executable specification. This is in contrast to the EASYMAP approach where the ADT Implementor can start
from a declarative, formal, and executable specification (i.e. ML code). The ADT Implementor can then use an ADT-refinement
function in order to refine the ADT operation under study into imperative, formal Cha code (and then automatically into
C code).
To illustrate the correct-by-construction and stepwise-refined approach, using Hoare triples and Separation Logic,
consider the specification {p} C {q}. Predicates p and q are, as usual, defined in Separation Logic. Command C, however,
is left undefined; therefore C is not one of the commands in Table 15. Then, as C is gradually refined by the ADT
Implementor, by decomposing C into smaller entities C1, C2, . . . , the specification, and hence the correctness proof, is refined
into: {p} C1 {p1} C2 {p2} . . . Cn {q}. Similarly, when each Ci is refined further into Ci1, Ci2, . . . , the specifications are refined
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accordingly. Finally, when C is completely refined into an actual executable imperative program, in conformance to the
syntax of Table 15, the corresponding correctness proof has been conducted as well.
The correct-by-construction and stepwise-refinement approach, described in the previous paragraph, relies on an
undefined command C in the initial phase of stepwise refinement. As C is refined further into C1, C2, . . . , the commands are
describedmore precisely but always imperatively and typically in a pseudo programming language, using plain English (e.g.
[71,2]). Only in the very final stage of stepwise refinement are actual commands of an imperative programming language
(cf. Table 15) used.
Correct-by-construction and stepwise-refinement approaches, such as the one described above, have been advocated
extensively by Dijkstra [22], Hoare [33], and others. Separation Logic was not known at the time, but the approach described
above is of course equally applicable if classical logic is used instead of Separation Logic.
In summary, using Hoare triples and Separation Logic in a correct-by-construction manner is feasible but only if the
stepwise-refinement approach starts from an imperative, informal, and non executable specification. Starting from a
declarative, formal, and executable specification, as is the case in the EASYMAP approach, is not possible.
Hierarchy
A third differentiator (between the referenced Separation-Logic literature and the EASYMAP approach) is based on the kind
of heap that is modeled. In most of the referenced work, a heap h ∈ H is a simple function, modeling a monolithic memory:
H , Addresses → Values⊥
The choice for this simple definition of H is presumably because the same abstraction (of the computer’s memory) is made
when programming in C.
In the paper of Ahmed et al. [1], the authors extend Separation Logic by modeling a hierarchical memory as a tree. We
have borrowed this concept of hierarchy in Section 3.2.1 when defining the Snap language in order to describe a snapshot
of hierarchical memory. The notion of change of a data organization, and, hence, also the notion of a CHDO, however, is not
addressed in the referenced Separation-Logic literature.
Expressing a CHDO in conformance to a monolithic memory is possible in both Cha and in C. However, expressing a CHDO
in conformance to a more sophisticated memory hierarchy is only possible with the formalism presented in this article and
not in C. For example, expressing the traversal through a linked list that is partiallymapped to on-chipmemory and partially
to off-chip memory can be expressed by using a specific flavor of Cha; but not in C.
Even when confronted with a monolithic memory, Chamay be more elegant to use than C. For example, extracting a bit
from memory and extracting a word from memory are two operations that are expressed very similarly in Cha; only the
hierarchy is different. When extracting a bit, a place of the form e1.e2 is used and when extracting a word, a place of the
form e1 is used. In C, however, extracting a bit requires bit shifting and masking while extracting a word merely requires an
access to an array. In other words, different syntax is required in C for two very similar operations. An example is provided
in Appendix D.
4.5. Comparing EASYMAP with current tools &methodologies
Three criteria characterize the EASYMAP precompiler. First, due to ADT refinement, the precompiler distinguishes between
two abstraction levels. The high abstraction level abstracts away the memory of the embedded system, therefore resulting
in simple specifications. Second, due to formalization, correctness can be proved. Third, the memory hierarchy is modeled
explicitly (at the low abstraction level), thereby covering a larger design space of data organizations than traditional
approaches. In the following paragraphs, we discuss current tools and methodologies; all of which lack at least the third
criterion.
(1) DiSTiL is a software generator that implements a declarative language extension of the C programming language,
containing specific constructs for specifying complex data structures [36,64]. Declaratively specified data types in the
DiSTiL language are automatically refined by the system into C code. The result is an improvement in software
productivity, themain objective of DiSTiL. But, on average, a 10% speedup is also obtained in comparison to equivalent
handwritten C++ code of a programmer (see [36]). In contrast, EASYMAP is intentionally not completely automated.
Indeed, by relying on designer input, factors speedup are obtained, in comparison to compiler-optimized C code [18].
A second difference is EASYMAP’s explicit formalization of two abstraction levels, resulting in a correct-by-construction
design process. In DiSTiL, only design-rule checking is possible.
(2) Leeman [42] has developed an interactive tool for data type transformations. The tool usesmixins and templates in C++
in the spirit of [7]. This work is systematic but not formalized and therefore correctness guarantees cannot bemade. Due
to lack of abstraction, the complexity (of implementing efficient data organizations) is not resolved, even thoughmixins
and templates do improve themaintainability and adjustability at the C++ level. Currently, this work is being extended
by Catthoor’s group in which (i) an increased design-space exploration and (ii) a decrease in complexity are the main
objectives (see e.g. [3,5]).
(3) Two projects of interest are C-- [56] and Cyclone [28,35]. C-- is a portable target language, intended particularly for
garbage-collected source languages. Cyclone is a safe dialect of C with the safety guarantee of Java while keeping C’s
syntax, types, semantics and idioms intact. Both C-- and Cyclone can be considered alternative target languages for
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EASYMAP. These languages do not compete with the Cha language because the latter formally captures the notion of
hierarchy, an essential building block for the CHDOs described in Section 2.
(4) Three relevant software-development paradigms are: Refactoring, Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP), and Aspect-
Oriented Refactoring (AOR). Refactoring is a process and a set of techniques to reorganize code while preserving the
external behavior (of the program). AOP has the power to encapsulate crosscutting concerns in a system through use of
an aspect, a newunit ofmodularity. AO refactoring synergistically combines these two techniques to refactor crosscutting
elements [40]. The goal of all three paradigms is to create systems that are easier to understand and maintain without
requiring huge upfront design effort. Themain question that concerns us is: “Can AOR be usedmore efficiently compared
to EASYMAP’s ADT refinement approach, in order to change an original C implementation into a more efficient one in
adherence to a selected CHDO transformation?” This question deserves further study but our preliminary answer is a
pessimistic ‘no’. The reason is the lack of a high abstraction level in which the complexity of memory hierarchy is
abstracted away. In the context of AOR, the code is refactored (transformed) into other code at the source code level,
therefore requiring an excessive amount ofmanual effort. In addition to this, lack of a formalism implies that correctness
guarantees cannot be made either.
5. Conclusions
We have presented the formalism underlying EASYMAP, a tool for refinement-based exploration of hierarchical data
organizations (HDOs) and corresponding operations (CHDOs). EASYMAP’s ADT refinements are semi-automatic in the sense that
creative input is required from the ADT Implementor (i.e. experienced designer) in order to design nontrivial but efficient data
structures and corresponding HDOs & CHDOs. In particular, the ADT Implementor is required to write Cha expressions and/or to
compose new Cha expressions from previously written ones. Each Cha expression describes change of a data structure, i.e. a
family of CHDOs. If the spatial correlation function is made explicit, then the Cha expression describes a CHDO.
EASYMAP resolves the error-prone task of manually coding a hybrid data structure directly in C. An example of a hybrid
data structure is the combination of a linked list and an array-like structure (Section 2.5.5). While the linked list contains
elements that are dynamically allocated and deallocated, resulting in the use of pointers, the array-like structure is statically
allocated and, hence, does not require pointers. In fact,many of the data organizations designedwith EASYMAP are pointerless;
but all have in common that the access patterns to memory are irregular. For this reason, we have used the term ‘irregularly
accessed complex data organization’ in this article, as opposed to the more specific term ‘pointer-based data structure’.
Our main contribution has been Cha’s denotational semantics and, in particular, our novel and extended application
of Separation Logic’s spatial conjunction operator. It has allowed us, not only to describe disjoint HDOs, but also disjoint
changes of HDOs (i.e. CHDOs). The net effect is our ability to concisely describe the irregular access operations of complex data
organizations.
We have also introduced EASYMAP’s two correctness theorems in Section 3.4, leaving a more thorough exposition to
another paper. In fact, we have avoided the task of theorem proving altogether. EASYMAP can, after all, be used with or
without correctness proofs; semi-automatic design-space exploration, in our opinion, already sufficiently motivates a tool
like EASYMAP.
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Appendix A. Using EASYMAP in practice
To explain how the EASYMAP precompiler is used in practice, we distinguish between three kinds of designers, depicted in
Fig. A.1. We also assume that the ADT under study is a graphics library, as depicted by its Application Programming Interface
(API) on the righthand side of the figure. The graphics library contains four ADT operationswhich are used in the C source code
of an application, depicted in the top of the figure. Also shown in the figure are the EASYMAP precompiler and a C compiler.
This appendix consists of two sections. First, we describe the task of each kind of designer. Second, we discuss EASYMAP’s
design flow.
A.1. Designers
Each kind of designer is described below in the order, from 1 to 3, depicted in Fig. A.1.
(1) C Application Programmer: He who writes an application in C code, using ADT operations from the graphics library.
(2) ADT Implementor: He who formally specifies what each ADT operation of the graphics library does. Also, he who defines
one or more ADT-refinement functions and spatial-correlation functions. Each ADT-refinement function corresponds to
change of a data structure. An ADT-refinement function and a spatial-correlation function, together, correspond to an
CHDO. Typically, multiple ADT-refinement functions and spatial correlation functions are defined because various data
structures and corresponding HDOs are of interest for different contexts in which the graphics library is used.
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Fig. A.1. The EASYMAP precompiler in relationship to a C Application Programmer, ADT Implementor, and Precompiler User.
(3) Precompiler User: He who chooses an ADT-refinement function and spatial-correlation function (and hence an CHDO)
from the various ADT-refinement functions and spatial-correlation functions that are provided by the ADT Implementor.
The design choice of the Precompiler User is based on the specific C application that uses the graphics library and on the
memory hierarchy of the targetmachine. Consequently, EASYMAP applies each ADT-refinement function (by incorporating
the spatial-correlation function) and then translates the corresponding Cha expression into C code.
If the target machine contains an SDRAM, then EASYMAPwill generate C code plus pragmas. These pragmas express storage
requirements for the SDRAM and are accepted by the C compiler in Fig. A.1. The same remark holds if the target machine
contains an on-chip and off-chip memory.
A.2. Design flow
The EASYMAP design flow is described below under the following two assumptions:
• The C Application Programmer has implemented a C application that relies on the graphics library.
• The ADT Implementor has not analyzed the graphics library in any previous project concerning EASYMAP. In other words,
it is the first time that the ADT Implementor is required to implement the graphics library with EASYMAP.
The ADT Implementor fulfills the following tasks:
• He formally specifies what each ADT operation does. An example of a formal specification has been presented in
Section 3.4.3 and others are presented in Chapter 5 in [17]. Important to note here is that each specification is very simple
because it abstracts away the hierarchicalmemory of the targetmachine. Itmerely describeswhat the ADT operation does,
as opposed to describing how the operation needs to be executed.
• He defines one or more ADT-refinement functions by writing down Cha expressions. In the sequel we assume the ADT
Implementor has defined the ADT-refinement functions for HDO2 and HDO3 of Fig. 20, as illustrated in Section 3.4.3 for one
ADT operation (namely insert).
• He proves that each ADT-refinement function is correct with respect to the formal specification of each ADT operation.
This proof process is achieved by semi-automatic means, using a proof assistant.
Two remarks follow, concerning the tasks of the ADT Implementor. The first remark has been partially illustrated in
Section 3.4.3. The second remark has not been addressed at all.
• The Cha expression for HDO3 can be defined in terms of HDO2’s Cha expression. In other words, the ADT Implementor can
reuse ADT-refinement functions when defining/programming another less trivial ADT-refinement function. That is, he can
work compositionally and need not program everything from scratch (see Appendix B for real-life examples). For similar
reasons, the correctness proof of the first refinement can be reused in the correctness proof of the second refinement.
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• Each ADT-refinement function has a graphical representation. For instance, Fig. 10 presents two refinement functions
graphically, not mathematically. EASYMAP’s Graphical User Interface (GUI) contains all graphical representations of all
ADT-refinement functions that have been defined by the ADT Implementor.
Once the ADT Implementor has completed the above tasks, the Precompiler User chooses, from the GUI, the ADT-refinement
function he thinks is appropriate. Subsequently, EASYMAP generates the Cha expression of each ADT operation and then the C
code of each Cha expression. The Precompiler User can immediately validate his design choice by compiling the generated
C code together with the C code of the application and by executing it on the target machine.
To conclude, we emphasize the initial effort that is required by the ADT Implementor. The work he has to accomplish,
as described above for the graphics library, is only required once. As soon as the EASYMAP precompiler is programmed in
accordance to the graphics library, it can be used for any other C application that also uses the graphics library. Since the
graphics library is typically used bymany C applications, this one-time programming effort of EASYMAP is worth the effort. For
reasons of efficiency, however, the ADT Implementor may want to incrementally add some more ADT-refinement functions
to EASYMAP. This is of course possible and recommendable.
Appendix B. Illustrating design-space exploration with Cha
The hierarchical data organization (HDO) in Fig. B.1 is a nontrivial implementation of an Abstract Data Type (ADT). The
data organization, called Implem, is hierarchical because it spreads across different levels in the memory organization. In
this case, the top two arrays are placed in an on-chip memory, the tail and the lower two arrays are stored in off-chip
memory. Implem is very efficient for the case study described in this appendix. For another case study, however, Implemmay
be very inefficient. In general, designing a close-to-optimal data organization depends greatly on the application under study
and the hierarchical memory organization of the target machine. A modification to either one can result in the preference
of another data organization. Obtaining the same close-to-optimal data organization by automatically transforming the
original pointer-intensive C code, as opposed to using an interactive ADT-refinement approach, is extremely difficult, if not
impossible.
The objective of this appendix is to systematically construct efficient HDOs and corresponding operations, i.e. CHDOs. We
shall accomplish this by composing primitive HDOs (CHDOs) into composite HDOs (CHDOs). In particular, we shall rely on a library
of primitive Cha expressions. Each primitive Cha expression describes a CHDO and can be reused over different case studies or
within the same case study. The latter we shall illustrate. A Cha programmer can add more primitive Cha expressions to the
library if he considers them necessary.
A central theme in this appendix is to obtain different implementations of the same ADTwith each implementation being
better than any other in terms of a specific cost, but worse in terms of another cost. Such implementations are called Pareto
implementations. To illustrate this, consider Table B.1. It presents one suboptimal implementation (Implem1) and three Pareto
implementations (Implem3, Implem6, and Implem7) where memory footprint and execution time are traded off.
Compared to completely automated optimization techniques for pointer-intensive data organizations [12,39,74], we
obtain an order-of-magnitude more speedup. This is due to the Cha programmer who exploits application-specific
knowledge when choosing an appropriate ADT implementation, as we shall illustrate. Because we intentionally subscribe
to the designer-in-the-loop optimization philosophy, common in for instance embedded-systems design, the term
‘programmer’ also denotes an experienced designer in the rest of this appendix.
Our semi-automatic approach is a drastic improvement in comparison to completely manual approaches. Due to the
large design space of HDOs & CHDOs and the desire to obtain different Pareto implementations in which, for instance, on-
chip memory footprint is traded off for off-chip data accesses, it is unlikely that any designer is willing to spend the large
amount of effort that is required to manually implement each solution. In addition to this, the lack of a formal language
(such as Cha) discards the possibility of correct-by-construction design, implying that the designer will often have to debug
his implementations.
In the rest of this appendix, we describe how to systematically construct composite HDOs & CHDOs for a real-life case study
(Section B.1) and how we accomplish this in Cha (Section B.2).
B.1. Semi-automatic exploration of composite data organizations
Based on a conceptually simplified ADT, called the Pixels Buffer, intended for 2D-graphics applications, we illustrate how
we semi-automatically explore the design space of composite data organizations. This section introduces ADT operations of
the Pixels Buffer and different primitive and composite data organizations; each representing a feasible implementation of
the Pixels Buffer.
The Pixels Buffer stores non-overlapping rectangular regions of pixels. Each pixel in the same rectangular region has the
same color. An element of the Pixels Buffer consists of the lower left position, the upper right position, and the color. The
lower left position is used as a key to look up a rectangular region of pixels.
The Pixels Buffer has five ADT operations: create, delete, insert, traverse, and remove. The create operation creates a Pixels
Bufferwith a fixed resolution of 307 200 pixels. Typically, this corresponds to dynamic allocation in Cha and C code. The delete
operation deletes the Pixels Buffer, typically implemented as dynamic deallocation in Cha and C. The insert operation stores
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Fig. B.1. A hierarchical data organization (HDO), called Implem.
Table B.1
Implementations of the Pixels Buffer on the TriMedia [67]
for a Tetris Game containing 100 Tetris rectangles for 100
consecutive output frames in the context of a monolithic
memory (results originally published in [18])
Memory footprint (kB) Execution time (ms)
Implem1 900 6836
Implem3 1.8 3503
Implem6 901.8 665
Implem7 81.5 676
a key-record relationship. Whenever the insert operation is invoked, the precondition holds that the to-be-inserted key-
record relation represents a rectangular region of pixels that does not overlap with any of the already stored rectangular
regions. It is the duty of the application programmer who uses the ADT operations of the Pixels Buffer to ensure that this
preconditions is met. The traverse operation traverses all keys and records that represent colored rectangular regions of
pixels; the white rectangular regions are not needed for this operation. During the traversal, data is computed from each
key and record and sent to the video screen of the target machine. Traversal discussed here is a simplification of the actual
rendering as it is applied in the real Pixels Buffer. The remove operation removes a key-record relationship from the ADT.
Whenever the remove operation is invoked, the precondition holds that the key-record relationship is stored in the ADT.
Exploiting application-specific information of the application under study, when implementing the Pixels Buffer, is
crucial in order to obtain a very efficient implementation. Indeed, instead of implementing the Pixels Buffer for any
multimedia application, we customize it for the particular application under study. In this case study the application is
a small Tetris Game in which amaximum of 100 colored rectangular regions of pixels are needed during game play. The fact
that each rectangular region of pixels contains one color is another example of an application-specific characteristic that we
exploit.
In the following paragraphs, we explain the ADT operations insert, traverse, and remove for the different data organizations
in Fig. B.2–B.3. While doing so, we explain the pros and cons of each data organization without being rigorous. The less
relevant operations create and delete are not discussed because in this case study they are executed only once. Also, when
comparing different data organizations, we do not distinguish between an array element containing a record r and another
array element containing both a key k and a record r. Similarly, we do not distinguish between data accesses to each of these
array elements. In practice, however, we either profile the physical accesses to memory during simulation or we measure
the execution time when executing the complete program [18].
Implem1
A first possible implementation of the Pixels Buffer is Implem1 in Fig. B.2. It is a simple array where each index into the
array represents a key, i.e. the lower left position of a rectangular region of pixels. All array elements containing the value
−1 represent white rectangular regions of one pixel. Due to the small amount of colored rectangular regions, the array is
sparse: only a few array elements contain records that do not represent the color white.
In order to simplify our presentation, we have represented Implem1 in Fig. B.2 as an array of 32 elements, with each key
being 5 bits long. In reality, however, the array can contain 307 200 different elements (i.e. rectangular regions) with each
key being
⌈
log2 307 200
⌉ = 19 bits long.
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Fig. B.2. Three different implementations of the Pixels Buffer ADT.
Fig. B.3. Three more implementations of the Pixels Buffer ADT.
Inserting a record r in Implem1, given a key k, requires only one data access. Similarly, removing a record, given a key,
requires only one data access. Traversing all records (i.e. all colored rectangular regions of pixels), however, requires all array
elements to be accessed because it is not known which array elements contain a record r and which contain the value−1.
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Implem2 & Implem3
Two alternative representations of the Pixels Buffer ADT are Implem2 and Implem3 in Fig. B.2. Implem2 represents a list,
composed of a tail and a compact array. The tail in the figure has the value 3 because the compact array stores three words.
Note that we use an index instead of a 32-bit pointer to save storage. Each word xi represents a doublet (ki, ri) of the ADT.
Implem3 is a variation of Implem2where the keys are stored in a separate compact array.Wewill show later how the Cha code
of Implem1 can be reused to implement Implem3.
The benefit of using Implem2 or Implem3, in comparison to Implem1, is twofold. First, by exploiting the application-specific
knowledge that maximally 100 rectangular regions of pixels are colored, the designer need only allocate 100 array elements
for the compact arrays in Implem2 and Implem3. This is a drastic reduction in memory footprint, compared to the 307 200
array elements in Implem1. Second, traversing all colored rectangular regions is drastically reduced in terms of data accesses,
compared to Implem1 where all 307 200 array elements need to be consulted. A small disadvantage of using Implem2 or
Implem3, in comparison to Implem1, is the extra data accesses that are needed to the tail in order to insert a key-record
relationship. A larger disadvantage is the removal of a key-record relationship: for Implem2 or Implem3 the key and record
need to be found in a non constant amount of data accesses,while only onedata access is needed for this operation in Implem1.
A comparison between Implem1 and Implem3 is presented in Table B.1 for the real Pixels Buffer (see [18]).
Implem4
Another primitive data organization, which we will use later when developing composite data organizations, is Implem4
in Fig. B.3. In this particular example, the array of Implem4 is five elements long. The first array element contains a counter,
representing the number of records that are stored in the rest of the array. The counter is equal to 3, because three records
r0, r1, and r2 are stored in the array. Inserting or removing a record implies that the counter has to be incremented or
decremented, respectively, in addition to the modification needed for Implem1. Traversal through Implem4 is accomplished
by consulting the counter first. If the counter is larger than 0, the array is traversed from left to right. If the counter is equal
to 0, then the array is not traversed.
Implem5
Our fifth implementation, called Implem5, is a composite data organization, defined in terms of lookupArray and
recordArray. The lookupArray is similar to Implem1 and the recordArray contains sub arrayswith each sub array being similar
to Implem4. Blank spaces in Fig. B.3 denote don’t care values.
The relationship between Implem1 and Implem5 is described as follows. Recall that the five index bits of Implem1 represent
a key ki. By splitting these five index bits (e.g. 00 100) into one group of three index bits (001) and another group of two
index bits (00), we obtain the index bits of the lookupArray and the recordArray of Implem5, respectively. Other splittings
can be considered, resulting in other implementations, not discussed here.
The length of the recordArray of Implem5 is defined in terms of the maximum number n of sub arrays that are needed for
the application under study. For the Pixels Buffer case study, we know that themaximum number of records is equal to 100.
Since, in the worst case, each sub array can contain just one record ri, we conclude that n = 100. Still, Implem5 consumes
much less memory footprint than Implem1.
Implem5 is also beneficial in terms of data accesses, compared to Implem1. Indeed, even though inserting or removing a
key-record relation is slightlymore expensive than for Implem1, traversal ismuch cheaper. Traversal through Implem5 implies
that the lookupArray is traversed completely from left to right and that for each value, different from−1, the link is followed
in order to obtain the corresponding sub array in the recordArray. Consequently, not each sub array is traversed.
Implem6
Our sixth implementation is a composite data organization, called Implem6. It is based on Implem1 and Implem3 and is an
example of redundant storage. Each key ki is stored both explicitly in the compactKeyArray and implicitly as an index into the
sparseLookupArray. The memory footprint of Implem6 is even larger than that of Implem1 because the sparseLookupArray is
Implem1. The data accesses required to remove a key-record relationship in Implem6 are, however, less than those required for
Implem3. The reason for this is because, based on the key ki, the sparseLookupArray can be used to locate the corresponding
record ri in the compactRecordArray. Finding the record is thus accomplished in one data accesses while Implem3 requires a
non constant amount of data accesses. Traversal through Implem6 is simply the same as the traversal through Implem3: only
the tail, compactRecordArray, and compactKeyArray are used for this ADT operation.
A detailed analysis of all implementations, discussed so far, would lead to the conclusion that Implem6 is worst inmemory
footprint but best in terms of data accesses. For the latter, this analysis would rely on the number of inserts, traversals,
and removals that are needed for each video frame of the Tetris application under study. Table B.1 validates this claim by
showing that Implem6 requires the largest memory footprint but the smallest execution time of all implementations. We
stress, however, that, even though the implementations depicted in Table B.1 have strong similarities with their counter
parts in Fig. B.2–B.3, they also have major differences. For didactic reasons, we do not present the underlying details of the
real Pixels Buffer here.
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Table B.2
The left hand side is syntactic sugar for the righthand side
(1) (snap, _)@p ≡ (snap, snap)@p
(2) (e1, e2)@p ≡ (e1@p, e2@p)
(3) Cha1 ∗ Cha2; Cha3 ≡ (Cha1 ∗ Cha2) ; Cha3
(4) Cha1; Cha2 ∗ Cha3 ≡ Cha1; (Cha2 ∗ Cha3)
(5) (_, snap)@p ≡ (x, snap)@p
Due to Implem6’s large memory footprint, Implem7 is introduced below.
Implem7
By omitting the on-chip and off-chip memory partitions (i.e. the dotted rectangles) in Fig. B.1, we obtain Implem7. It is a
composition of Implem3 and Implem5. Hence, as we will show later, the Cha code, corresponding to Implem7, is based on large
parts of Implem3 and Implem5.
The relationship between Implem6 and Implem7 is described as follows. Implem7 is a much smaller data organization than
Implem6 because it relies on Implem5 instead of Implem1 for looking up a record, given a specific key. In terms of data accesses,
Implem7performs only slightly poorer than Implem6: insertion and removal require onemore data access due to lookupArray1
and lookupArray2 (for Implem7) versus sparseLookupArray (for Implem6). Traversal, however, remains the same for both
implementations because only the tail, compactRecordArray, and compactKeyArray are used for this operation. Table B.1
shows that Implem7 is indeed both good in terms of memory footprint and execution time, in comparison to the other
implementations.
B.2. Programming in Cha
Nowwe illustrate various code fragments in Cha for someof the data organizations discussed previously. Reuse of Cha code
is demonstrated on the one hand. The desire not to completely automate the construction of composite data organizations
(for efficiency reasons), is motivated on the other hand.
Besides Cha’s syntax, presented in Section 3.2, we also rely on the following three trivial extensions. First, a new Cha
expression is skip, describing the trivial change in which the HDO before the change and the HDO after the change are equal.
Second, we introduce new syntactic sugar in Table B.2 and clarify the last line of the table as follows. Expressions of the form
(_, snap)@p are syntactic sugar for (x, snap)@pwhere x is a new variable, not used any where in snap and p and any where
else (in the rest of the Cha expression under study). Third, we rely on methods in Cha. To illustrate a Cha method, consider
the signature of the insert ADT operation in line 1 below.
(1) void insert (int key, int record)
(2) InsertImplem1 [ar1] (key, record)
The Cha method in line 2 resembles the insert ADT operation for Implem1. It has three arguments: ar1, key, and record. The
first argument is in between square brackets because it does not belong to the signature in line 1. The second and third
arguments, on the other hand, are placed in between round brackets because they are arguments of the insert ADT operation.
Cha methods are interpreted as macros and therefore do not result in functions (and function calls) when translating Cha
into C.
The following paragraphs describe Cha code for some of the data organizations of Fig. B.2–B.3.
Implem1
The implementation of the insert ADT operation for Implem1 is presented in lines 1–3 in Table B.3. The implementation in
Cha code is presented in line 1, followed by the equivalent C code in lines 2–3. The C code is automatically generated from
the Cha code (see Appendix D).
Let void traverse (int target) be the signature of the traverse ADT operation where target represents the starting memory
location of an array that does not belong to the Pixels Buffer ADT. The objective of traverse is to copy all colored rectangular
regions of pixels to the target array. Table B.3 presents the Cha code in lines 4-8 and the corresponding C code in lines 9–16.
An explanation follows.
TraverseImplem1 has two arguments: ar1 and target. Line 4 expresses spatial iteration (
⊙
) of all array elements of
Implem1. For each array element of Implem1, the local variable tmp is assigned to the value that is stored in the array element.
If tmp is equal to −1, then no copying to the target array is needed because the rectangular region of pixels is white. If, on
the other hand, tmp differs from−1, then line 7 is executed. The result is that the value of tmp is stored at memory location
i+target. The corresponding C code is shown in lines 9–16 where the spatial iteration is implemented by means of a for loop.
Implem3
As mentioned previously, Implem3 is a composite data organization, based on Implem1 (cf. Fig. B.2). Table B.4 contains Cha
code for Implem3 and illustrates the reuse of Implem1’s code. However, it also shows that we deliberately do not reuse all of
Implem1’s code; instead we choose to rewrite certain parts of Implem3 in order to obtain a customized and hence efficient
implementation.
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Table B.3
The ADT operations insert and traverse implemented in Cha and C code for
Implem1
InsertImplem1 [ar1] (key, record)
(1) , (_, record)@key+ar1
void insert(int key, int record)
(2) { ?(int?)(key + ar1) = record;
(3) }
TraverseImplem1 [ar1] (target)
(4) , ⊙640×480−1i=0 ((tmp, _)@i+ar1;
(5) if tmp = −1
(6) skip
(7) else (_, tmp)@i+target
(8) )
void traverse(int target)
(9) { int tmp;
(10) for(int i = 0; i < 640?480; i++)
(11) { tmp = ?(int?)(i + ar1);
(12) if (tmp == -1)
(13) then { }
(14) else {?(int?)(i + target) = tmp;}
(15) }
(16) }
Table B.4
Cha code of Implem3
InsertImplem3 [ar1] [ar2] (key, record)
(1) , (tailVal, tailVal+1)@tail ;
(2) InsertImplem1 [ar1] (tailVal, record)
(3) ∗
(4) InsertImplem1 [ar2] (tailVal, key)
TraverseImplem3 [ar1] [ar2] (target)
(5) , (tailVal, _)@tail ;
(6)
⊙tailVal−1
i=0 ( (record, _)@i+ar1
(7) ∗ (key, _)@i+ar2
(8) ; (_, record)@target+key
(9) )
Lines 1–4 present the Cha code for insertion of a record, given a key. In line 1, the variable tailVal is assigned the
current value of the tail and the incremented value is stored back at memory location tail. The insertion of the record into
compactRecordArray is expressed by line 2. The insertion of the key into compactKeyArray is expressed by line 4. Line 2 and
line 4 are executable independently due to ∗ in line 3.
Lines 5–9 present the Cha code for traversal. Line 5 expresses that the local variable tailVal is assigned to the value of the
tail and that the value of the tail does not change. The variable tailVal is then used in line 6 in order to independently iterate
over all records in the compactRecordArray (line 6) and all keys in the compactKeyArray (line 7). Copying the data to the
target array is expressed by line 8.
The insert operation, implemented in lines 1–4, reuses a lot of code from Implem1. The traverse operation, on the other
hand, implemented in lines 5–9, does not reuse any code from Implem1. The reason for this is because Implem1 is very
inefficient for traversal while Implem3 is deliberately designed tominimize the number of data accesses needed for traversal.
Implem4
Implem4’s insert operation is presented in lines 1–3 in Table B.5. Recall the precondition of an insert operation: the to-
be-inserted key-record relationship represents a rectangular region of pixels that does not overlap with any of the already
stored rectangular regions. Therefore, there is no need to check whether the rectangle was already there, and line 1 can be
executed unconditionally. Line 3 expresses the actual insertion of record into the recordArray at a location specified by key.
Implem5
Implem5’s insert operation is presented in lines 4-12 in Table B.5. The first set of parameters consists of ar1 and b1,
denoting the starting location of lookupArray and the number of index bits that are needed to select an element in this
array, respectively (cf. Fig. B.3). The second set of parameters consists of ar2, b2, and n, denoting the starting location of
recordArray, the number of index bits needed for each element in each sub array (of recordArray), and the number of sub
arrays respectively. The third set of parameters consists of the to-be-inserted key and record. Line 4 uses a macro, called
keysplit, in which key is split into two groups of bits. The first group (key1) is b1 bits long and the second group (key2) is
b2 bits long. The first key key1 is used for lookupArraywhile the second key key2 is used for recordArray. The trivial definition
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Table B.5
Cha code of Implem4 and Implem5
InsertImplem4 [ar1] (key, record)
(1) , (counter, counter+1)@ar1
(2) ∗
(3) InsertImplem1 [ar1] (key+1, record)
InsertImplem5 [ar1, b1] [ar2, b2, n] (key, record)
(4) , (key1, key2) :=keysplit [key, b1, b2] ;
(5) (link, _)@key1+ar1;
(6) if (link = −1)
(7) then // Find a free sub array in recordArray:
(8) i :=findEmptyArray
[
ar2, 2b2
]
(9) ; offset := i×
(
2b2+1
)
(10) ; (link, i)@key1+ar1
(11) else offset := link×
(
2b2+1
)
(12) ; InsertImplem4 [offset+ar2] (key2, record)
Table B.6
Cha code of Implem7 for the insert and traverse operations
InsertImplem7 [ar1, b1] [ar2, b2, n] [ar3] [ar4] (key, record)
(1) , (tailVal, _)@tail ;
(2) InsertImplem5 [ar1, b1] [ar2, b2, n] (key, tailVal)
(3) ∗
(4) InsertImplem3 [ar3] [ar4] (key, record)
TraverseImplem7 [ar1, b1] [ar2, b2, n] [ar3] [ar4] (target)
(5) , TraverseImplem3 [ar3] [ar4] (target)
of keysplit is omitted for brevity. Line 5 uses key1+ar1 in order to extract the link that is stored in the corresponding array
element in lookupArray. The local variable link is used for this purpose. Line 6 checks if the value of link is equal to−1. If this
is the case, then lines 7–10 are executed, else lines 11–12 are. Line 8 uses the macro findEmptyArray in order to find an
empty sub array of recordArray. The trivial definition of this macro is omitted; it relies on traversing recordArray in order
to search for a counter that is equal to zero. Line 9 defines local variable offset so that it represents the first array element of
the free sub array. Line 10 updates the new value of the link from lookupArray to recordArray. Line 11, on the other hand,
defines offset, based on the value of link. Line 12, executed after the if-then-else statement, uses Implem4’s insertion in order
to store the record in the recordArray.
Implem7
The insert operation of Implem7 is defined in lines 1–4 in Table B.6 by reusing Implem5’s and Implem3’s insert operations.
The variables ar1, ar2, ar3, and ar4 represent the starting locations of lookupArray1, lookupArray2, compactRecordArray,
and compactKeyArray, respectively (cf. Fig. B.1). Line 1 assigns the current value of the tail to variable tailVal. Line 2
expresses the insertion into lookupArray1 and lookupArray2. Line 4 expresses the insertion into compactRecordArray and
compactKeyArray, including the updating of the tail.
Implem7’s traversal is defined in line 5 by simply reusing the code of Implem3.
Appendix C. Geometric modeling
Different types of Modeling & Analysis (M&A) techniques are addressed in this appendix. In particular, we position our
EASYMAP approach in relation to these M&A techniques and we elaborate on Geometric Modeling, a well-researched M&A
technique for regularly accessed array-intensive code. An important remark here is, that, we use the term analysis in a liberal
sense: it not only denotes verification and program understanding but also program transformation (viz, optimization).
Table C.1–C.2 present eight different types of M&A techniques. The first six types of M&A techniques rely on well-known
models: Data FlowGraph (DFG), Control Data FlowGraph (CDFG), andGeometricalModel. The last two types of M&A techniques
are both denoted with a question mark in Table C.2. The reason for this is because adequate M&A techniques for these two
types are lacking in the current state of the art. Clarifications are presented in the following sections.
We emphasize that each entry in Table C.1–C.2 denotes a type of a M&A technique. For instance, the first entry in Table C.2
represents all M&A techniques that rely on aGeometricalModel. Some of these M&A techniquesmay be completely automated,
others may require designer involvement, etc.
C.1. Modeling & analysis techniques
Table C.1 describes four types of M&A techniques for scalar-manipulating code: two types are based on the DFG model
and the other two are based on the CDFG model. The DFG is well suited if the scalar-manipulating code is manifest. If this
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Table C.1
Four types of modeling techniques for scalars
Irregular Regular
Manifest DFG DFGwith bounded loops
Non manifest CDFG CDFGwith unbounded loops
Table C.2
Four types of modeling techniques for arrays
Regular Irregular
Manifest GeometricalModel ?
Non manifest
Extended
Geometrical
Model
?
Table C.3
Matrix multiplication U= V× W
(1) for (i = 0; i < M; i++)
(2) for (j = 0; j < N; j++)
(3) tmp = 0;
(4) for (k = 0; k < N; k++)
(5) tmp = tmp + V[i][k]?W[k][j];
(6) U[i][j] = tmp;
code is regular, then bounded loops can be added to the DFGwhen modeling the code. The CDFG is used in practice when the
scalar-manipulating code is non manifest. If this code is regular, then the CDFG can be enhanced with unbounded loops.
An example where a CDFG comes in handy is when solving the problem of register allocation. For instance, the matrix-
multiplication code in Table C.3 contains the scalars i, j, k, tmp, U [i] [j], V [i] [k], andW [k] [j]. These scalars need to be optimally
allocated to the registers of the target machine. Optimality is defined in terms of a cost, such as number of registers,
number of execution cycles, or energy consumed in the registers. These optimization problems are solved by means of a
CDFG (e.g. [46]).
Table C.2 describes four types of M&A techniques for array-manipulating code: two types are based on the Geometrical
Model. The other two are unknown and hence denoted with a question mark. A Geometrical Model is well suited for code
containing arrays with manifest access behavior [14,57,37,11]. If the access behavior is non manifest, then an extended
Geometrical Model can be used instead [21]. If, on the other hand, the access behavior is irregular, then a Geometrical Model
is not very useful. For example, the code that expresses traversal through the data organization of a linked list is typically
irregular and hence it is not very useful to model this code with a Geometrical Model. This particular example is explained
in greater detail in the following sections. In general, the question marks in Table C.1–C.2 – each denoting an unknown type
– both correspond to code fragments in which a complex data organization is accessed irregularly.
Our EASYMAP approach is intended to adequatelymodel and analyze code fragments inwhich a complex data organization
is accessed irregularly. In this appendix we motivate why the EASYMAP approach fulfills the task of the question marks in
Table C.2. First, we present impractical attempts in modeling and/or analyzing code fragments in which a complex data
organization is accessed irregularly. Then, we motivate why the EASYMAP approach is adequate for this task.
C.2. Inadequate modeling & analysis techniques
Currently, an adequate M&A technique is lacking for codes in which a complex data organization is accessed irregularly.
Examples are data organizations of a linked list (cf. Fig. 3) and HDO2 and HDO3 in Fig. 12. A remark here is, that, of these
examples, only the code of the linked list is pointer intensive, i.e. relies on a dynamic memory allocator (DMAllocator).
Other relevant examples are the lookup tables, encountered in network component applications [72,73] and meshing data
structures in 3D-rendering applications [45].
In the following three sections we present some recent advancements in researching adequate M&A techniques for
irregularly accessed complex data organizations:
(1) Geometrical Models: a natural approach, from a research perspective, is to extend the Geometrical Model so that it can
also model irregularly accessed complex data organizations. However, the extended Geometrical Model has practical
limitations.
(2) Separation Logic: by using certain aspects from Separation Logic (a logic designed for other purposes) the limitations of
the extended Geometrical Model are resolved. However, the analysis of the model has practical limitations.
(3) A Practical type of M&A techniques for irregularly accessed complex data organizations: by defining two different
abstraction levels and by distinguishing between HDOs and CHDOs, the previously obtained model is extended even
further, thereby resolving the analysis problem, and hence resulting in a practical M&A technique (i.e. the EASYMAP
approach).
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Table C.4
Code fragment in which the second for loop has a
variable bound
(1) for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)
(2) for (j = 0; j =< i; j++)
(3) if (i+j >= 10)
(4) A[i][2?j] = f(B[i]);
Fig. C.1. The iteration domain Diter4 of line 4 in Table C.4.
C.3. Geometrical models
The Geometrical Model can be extended in order to model arbitrary manifest and non manifest program constructs
[21]. The first part of this section defines three different geometrical domains that are used in such Geometrical Models. A
complete introduction to Geometrical Modeling, however, lies outside the scope of this appendix. The second part of this
section uses the geometrical domains to model linked-list code, thereby demonstrating that extended Geometrical Models
(or Geometrical Models for short) can indeed be used to model code that expresses irregular access behavior of a complex
data organization. However, the next section will show that the resulting geometrical domains are far too complicated for
practical purposes.
Introduction
Geometrical modeling is based on geometrical domains, three of which are defined and illustrated in the following
paragraphs.
The iteration domain Diter is a mathematical description of the execution of a line of code, such as line 4 in Table C.4. It is a
geometrical domain in which each point with integral coordinates represents exactly one execution of the line of code. For
line 4 in Table C.4 the iteration domain is defined as:
Diter4 =
{
[i, j] | 0 ≤ i ≤ 9 ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ i ∧ i+ j ≥ 10 ∧ [i, j] ∈ Z2
}
The dimensions of the iteration domain of line 4 are denoted by i and j. The constraints on these dimensions are extracted
from the boundaries of the two loops and the if condition in line 3. A graphical representation of Diter4 is presented in Fig. C.1.
The definition domain Ddef of a line of code describes which variables are being written during all possible executions
of that line of code. Each point with integer coordinates in this domain corresponds to exactly one variable that is being
written. For array A in line 4 of Table C.4 this corresponds to:
DdefA ={[a1, a2] | ∃z ∈ Z : 0 ≤ a1 ≤ 9 ∧ 0 ≤ z ≤ a1 ∧ a2 = 2× z∧ a1 + z ≥ 10 ∧ [a1, a2] ∈ Z2
}
The operand domain Doper of a line of code describes which variables are being read during all possible executions of that
line of code. Each point with integer coordinates in this domain corresponds to exactly one variable that is being read. For
array B in line 4 in Table C.4 this corresponds to:
DoperB = {b | ∃ [i, j] ∈ Z2 : b = i ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ 9 ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ i ∧ i+ j ≥ 10
∧ b ∈ Z}
= {b | 5 ≤ b ≤ 9 ∧ b ∈ Z}
Linked-list example
The code of a linked list (see Table C.5) can bemodeled by an extendedGeometricalModel, as is illustrated in the following
paragraphs. However, the following exposition also shows that the corresponding Geometrical Model is not very useful for
practical purposes.
The code expressing traversal through a linked list is presented in Table C.5. The pointer current points to the current
linked-list element during the traversal. As long as current differs from the nil pointer, lines 3 to 7 are executed. In line 4 the
record of the current linked-list element is read. The value of this record is used in line 5. The current pointer is updated in
line 6 so that the next linked-list element can be accessed in the next iteration of the while loop.
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Table C.5
First code fragment that expresses traversal through a
linked list
(1) current = head;
(2) while (current != nil)
(3) do {
(4) ... = current->record;
(5) ...
(6) current = current->next;
(7) }
Fig. C.2. The logical structure of a linked list versus one possible data organization of the linked list.
Fig. C.2 depicts the logical structure of the linked list and one specific mapping of the logical structure onto physical
memory. The HDO consists of two arrays. Array 1 stores the pointers and array 2 stores the records of the linked list. The
value nil is a well-chosen number that is not used for other purposes.
To simplify the exposition, a transformation of the code in Table C.5 is presented in Table C.6 in adherence to ar1 and ar2
of Fig. C.2: the next pointers are stored in array 1 and the records are stored in array 2.
The code in Table C.6 is non manifest because of two reasons. First, the size of the linked list is not known at design
time. Therefore, it is a priori not known how many times lines 3 to 7 are executed. Second, the locations of the linked-list
elements inmemory are not known (because the DMAllocator and the rest of the application are excluded from the analysis).
Therefore, the values of current, corresponding to consecutive iterations of thewhile loop, are not knownat design time either.
Recall that the HDO in Fig. C.2 presents one possible mapping of the linked list’s logical structure onto memory; it does not
present themapping.
The geometric domains of the code in Table C.6 are defined as follows:
• Diter = {i | 0 ≤ i < LENGTH ∧ i ∈ Z} where LENGTH is a constant function, representing the unknown length of the
linked list. The number of elements in Diter is equal to the number of times array 1 (cf. ar1) and array 2 (cf. ar2) are
accessed inside the while loop.
• Doperar1 =
{
current − ar1 | current = F(i) ∧ current ∈ Z ∧ i ∈ Diter}
where F represents a function, expressing the unknown values that are stored in array 1 (cf. line 6 in Table C.6).
• Doperar2 = Doperar1
The three domains defined above do not express very useful information because they rely on the unknown functions LENGTH
and F. The example, discussed so far, demonstrates that a Geometrical Model can be used to model the linked-list code of
Table C.6 but, due to LENGTH and F, the mathematical model of the code is not very useful for analysis (viz, verification,
program understanding, program transformation).
Even though geometrical techniques do exist that can handle some non manifest code fragments [9,14,43], these
techniques are not powerful enough for the linked-list example discussed above. The reason for this is that the geometrical
model is no longer exact: it is not possible to create, from the model, a program with the same behavior as the original
program. In order to resolve this problem, we present a classical attempt in modeling the shape of the linked list:
• The definition of Diter remains the same as before.
• Doperar1 ={current | ar1+ current ∈ Loc ∧ ∃l ∈ Loc : ar1+ current 6= l ∧ l = (AR1 current)}
where AR1 is a function mapping each index of array 1 to a pointer. For instance, (AR1 1) = 3 + ar1 for the particular
example depicted in Fig. C.2. Also Loc is the set of locations (i.e. addresses) of the target machine’s memory.
• Doperar2 = Doperar1
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Table C.6
Second code fragment that expresses traversal through a linked
list
(1) current = head;
(2) while (current != nil)
(3) do {
(4) ... = ar2[current-ar1];
(5) ...
(6) current = ar1[current-ar1];
(7) }
Fig. C.3. A cyclic linked list.
The definition of Doperar1 is an incorrect attempt in capturing the structure of the linked list of Fig. C.2. It expresses that
all locations are different and that for every location l1 there exists another location l2 such that l1 points to l2 because
l2 = (AR1 (l1 − ar1)). This definition is flawed for at least three reasons. First, the nil value, stored in the last element of
the linked list, is not taken into account. Second, and more importantly, it allows the linked list to be cyclic. For instance,
the linked list in Fig. C.3 is unintentionally modeled by Doperar1 . Third, multiple disjoint linked lists adhere to D
oper
ar1 , instead of
exactly one linked list. Correcting the definition of Doperar1 is feasible but at the expense of adding auxiliary predicates, resulting
in impractically long formulas, as is illustrated in the next section.
C.4. Separation logic
A recent advance in the verification community is Separation Logic [49,58,59], a logic that is well suited to describe and
reason about dynamic data structures, such as a linked list. The ultimate goal of researchers in this field is to be able to
automatically prove that arbitrary pointer-intensive code is correct with respect to the specification of the program under
investigation.
Separation Logic differs from classical logic mainly due to the use of a spatial form of conjunction (P ∗Q). This connective
allows the data organization of the data structure to be captured without having to use auxiliary predicates as is the case in
conventional logics. Consider for instance the first two records, called a and b, of the linked list in Fig. C.2. The corresponding
data organization can be expressed in Separation Logic as follows:
∃l1. ∃l2. ∃l3. ∃a. ∃b . . . (l1 7→ l2, a) ∗ (l2 7→ l3, b) ∗ (l3 7→ . . .)
Given an appropriate interpretation of (x 7→ y, z), the above formula may be interpreted as follows:
1. At index l1 − ar1 in array 1, location l2 is stored and
at index l1 − ar1 in array 2, record a is stored.
2. At index l2 − ar1 in array 1, location l3 is stored and
at index l2 − ar1 in array 2, record b is stored.
3. At index l3 − ar1 in array 1, . . .
4. Locations l1, l2, and l3 differ from each other.
Theuse of∗ implies the fourth property. In classical logic, the fourth propertywouldhave to be stated explicitly as follows:
∃l1 . . . ∃b . . . (l1 7→ l2, a) ∧ (l2 7→ l3, b) ∧ (l3 7→ . . .) ∧ l1 6= l2 ∧ l2 6= l3 ∧ l1 6= l3
As the list grows linearly, the inequalities grow quadratically. In contrast, a linked list is specified elegantly in Separation
Logic as:
list(head)(0) , emp ∧ (head = nil)
list(head)(n) , ∃l2. ∃a. (head 7→ l2, a) ∗ list(l2)(n−1)
where emp represents an empty data organization, head the head and n the length of the linked list. A modification to
predicate list results in locsOf List which captures all locations (l) of array 1 that store elements of the linked list:
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locsOf List(head)(1)(l) , head = l ∧ (head 7→ nil, _)
locsOf List(head)(n)(l) , (head = l) ∨ ∃l′. ∃a. (head 7→ l′, a) ∗ locsOf List(l′)(n−1)(l)
where head represents the head, n the length, and l a location in the linked list. The underscore denotes a don’t care value.
Doperar1 can now be defined as follows:
(1) Doperar1 =
{
current | ar1+ current ∈ Loc ∧ locsOfList(HEAD)(LENGTH)(ar1+ current)}
where HEAD and LENGTH are constant functions. HEAD represents the value of current in line 1 of Table C.6. LENGTH represents
the unknown length of the linked list. This definition models exactly one acyclic linked list starting at HEAD and with length
LENGTH.
The modeling complexity, illustrated above, can be quantified in terms of the number of auxiliary predicates that are
required in order to precisely describe the shape of the linked list in classical logic, compared to Separation Logic. The
previous discussion shows that the GeometricalModel can be extended further, by using Separation Logic instead of classical
logic, in order to resolve this complexity problem of modeling the shape of a linked list. Other modeling examples, not
discussed here, that benefit from Separation Logic are binary trees, hash tables, etc.
Even though the complexity problem (of modeling the shape of a linked list) has been resolved in this way, the analysis
of themodel remains a problem. The reason for this is because not enough explicit information is captured. The next section
addresses this issue.
C.5. A practical M&A technique for irregularly accessed complex data organizations
The first part of this section motivates that the complexity of modeling the shape of an irregularly accessed complex
data organization (such as a linked list’s data organization) remains the same regardless of whether the corresponding code
is manifest or non manifest. The second part argues that the Geometrical Model, extended with Separation Logic, is not
practical for analysis. The third part then describes how this problem has been resolved in this article, thereby obtaining a
practical M&A technique for irregularly accessed complex data organizations.
Irregularly accessed complex data organizations
The complexity of modeling the shape of an irregularly accessed complex data organization (such as a linked-list’s data
organization) remains the same regardless of whether the code is manifest or non manifest. Indeed, the number of auxiliary
predicates –that are required in order to precisely describe the shape of the linked list in classical logic, compared to
Separation Logic– does not depend on whether the corresponding code is manifest or not.
Geometrical model and separation logic: Impractical for analysis
Modeling code is only half of the story. Analyzing the model is the other, often painful, half. Examples of analysis are
verification, program understanding, and also program transformation.
Analysis is difficult when confronted with a Geometrical Model of code in which non affine expressions or non manifest
conditions are at a premium. The latter is illustrated by the previously presented linked-list code in Table C.5 (cf. line 2). The
corresponding Geometrical Model, using Separation Logic, and partly presented in (1) above, is very difficult to optimize
because many aspects of the linked list are not known at design time (cf. HEAD, LENGTH, and the recursive definition of
locsOf List). Also, the linked list, just like any other complex data organization, hasmanydependencies between its constituent
parts (cf. locsOf List). This results in constraints which, in turn, drastically limit the freedom to optimize the code.
In contrast, regularly accessed array-intensive code (cf. Table C.4 and Fig. C.1) is typically far less non manifest and
constrained. Therefore, it pays off to model this kind of code with a Geometric Model and subsequently apply program
transformations on the model [21].
To summarize:
• Geometric Modeling of code expressing irregular access behavior of a complex data organization, with or without the
spatial conjunction operator (∗) of Separation Logic, is not very useful for analysis –or program transformations in
particular. The reason for this is twofold: (i) the Geometrical Model contains too many constraints leaving no freedom
for optimization and (ii) it typically contains many unknown functions of which the correlations are not known.
• Geometric Modeling of regularly accessed array-intensive code, which typically contains affine index expressions and
manifest conditions, is useful. The reason for this is that the analysis of the correspondingGeometricalModel is technically
feasible.
The need for abstraction and a distinction between space and change
Lack of information is one of the main reasons why Geometrical Modeling is not suited for code that expresses irregular
access behavior of a complex data organization. Therefore, we consider it essential to incorporate the ADT-refinement process
(of a complex data organization) into the type of M&A techniques that are denoted by a question mark in Table C.2. In
particular, we introduce two different abstraction levels, shown in Table C.7: the high declarative abstraction level of ADTs
and the lower imperative abstraction level that reflects the impact of hierarchical memories.
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Table C.7
Executing a computer program
Observations
Space Change
ADTs Abstract space ADT Operation
Hierarchical
memories
Hierarchical data
organization (HDO)
Change of an hierarchical
data organization (CHDO)
A distinction is made between two abstraction levels, that of ADTs and that of
hierarchical memories. A distinction is made between two observations: space and
change.
Fig. C.4. Inserting a new linked-list element to the end of an existing linked list.
Including the ADT-refinement process in the model is essential because it provides a higher abstraction level for analysis,
compared to the traditional attempt of analyzing the (geometrical) model of the source C code of the application under
investigation.
In addition to ADT refinement, we also choose to explicitly distinguish between space and change, as is also shown in
Table C.7. Space is used to model data storage across both levels of abstraction. Change is used to model operations, that are
applied on the stored data, across the same two levels of abstraction.
Space at the abstraction level of hierarchical memories is described by means of an HDO. Abstracting away platform-
dependent details of the HDO results in the corresponding representation in abstract space. Change at the abstraction level
of hierarchical memories is described by means of a CHDO. Similarly, abstracting away platform-dependent details from the
CHDO results in the corresponding ADT operation.
Describing change, regardless of the abstraction level, requires twopictures, also called snapshots. One snapshot is needed
before the change and another snapshot is needed for after the change. Fig. C.4 illustrates change at the logical level of a data
structure: a new linked-list element, containing record c, is added to the initial linked list. The first snapshot is shown in the
top of the figure. The second snapshot is shown in the lower half of the figure. For similar reasons, describing change of a
HDO (i.e. a CHDO) requires a snapshot of the hierarchical memory before the CHDO and a snapshot of the hierarchical memory
after the CHDO has occurred.
In Section 3 we have defined the Snap language, based on a specific flavor of Separation Logic [1], in order to describe
an HDO. Also, by combining two Snap expressions, and by presenting a novel extension of spatial conjunction (∗), we have
described a CHDO. The latter is also formalized in the same section and results in the Cha language, the underlying language
of the EASYMAP precompiler.
Appendix D. Generating C code
We explain how Cha code is automatically and correctly translated into target code. The target language is basically
a sublanguage of the C programming language. As an introduction, Section D.1 presents four examples of Cha-to-C-code
conversions and then revisits the formal syntax of Cha. The syntax of the target language, along with some elementary
semantics, is presented in Appendix D.2. The meaning of each syntactic construct in the target language is defined in
Appendix D.3 by means of an operational semantics (OperSem). The code-generation function (CodeGen) is defined in
Section D.4 and the complete code-generation function (TotCodeGen) is defined in Section D.5.
The work presented in this appendix is relatively straightforward. It is inspired by similar work of Nielson & Nielson [47]
where the authors showhow a small formal imperative language can be translated automatically and correctly intomachine
code. We have applied a similar exercise here except that we translate the language Cha into C code.
D.1. Introduction
Four different examples of code generation are discussed in this section; the presented code fragments contain both Cha
expressions and functionally equivalent code in the target language. Afterwards, we revisit the formal syntax of Cha.
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Fig. D.1. A linked list containing pointers, keys ki , and records ri .
Table D.1
Expressing traversal through a linked list in Cha code and the generated
C code
Cha code:
(1) current := head;
(2) while ¬ (current = nil)
(3) do {
(4) (key, _)@ (ar2+current−ar1)
(5) ∗
(6) (record, _)@ (ar3+current−ar1)
(7) ;
(8) . . .
(9) (tmp, _)@current
(10) ; current := tmp
(11) }
Corresponding C code:
(12) int tmp;
(13) current = head;
(14) while(!(current == nil))
(15) do {
(16) key = ?(int?)(ar2 + current - ar1);
(17) record = ?(int?)(ar3 + current - ar1);
(18) ...
(19) tmp = ?(int?)current;
(20) current = tmp;
(21) }
Example 1
For a first example, we refer to HDO3 in Fig. 20 and the following Cha expression, expressing the insertion of 3 in array 1
at position 4 and the corresponding bit modification in array 2:
(tmp, 3)@ (4+ar1) ∗ (tmp′, 1)@ar2.4
Applying CodeGen to this Cha expression results in the following C code:
tmp = ?(int?)(4+ar1);
?(int?)(4+ar1) = (3);
tmp’ = ((?(int?)(ar2))»(4))&1;
?(int?)(ar2) = ((?(int?)(ar2))|(1«(4)));
which, in turn, is functionally equivalent to:
?(int?)(4+ar1) = 3;
?(int?)ar2 = (?(int?)ar2)|(1«4);
where we have removed some brackets for improved readability.
Example 2
For a second example, we refer to the linked list in Fig. D.1. Traversal through the list is expressed in Cha code in the
upper half of Table D.1. The corresponding C code is presented in the lower half of the table. A remark here is, that, thewhile
statement in line 2 belongs to the Cha language, even though we have not addressed it explicitly in Section 3.
The Cha code in lines 1–11 (Table D.1) can be described as follows. The pointer current points to the current linked-list
element during the traversal. As long as current differs from the nil pointer, lines 3 to 11 are executed. In line 4, the key of the
current linked-list element is read and in line 6 the record of the current linked-list element is read. This record is used in
line 8. The current pointer is updated in lines 9–10 so that the next linked-list element can be accessed in the next iteration
of the while loop.
Syntactic sugar is used in lines 4, 6, and 9. All three lines use an expression of the form (snap, _)@p which is syntactic
sugar for (snap, snap)@p. Consequently, all three expressions are of the form (e1, e2)@p which, in turn, is syntactic sugar
for (e1@p, e2@p). These syntactic equalities (≡) are presented in lines 1 and 2 in Table D.2. Also lines 3 and 4 in Table D.2
are relevant for this example.
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Table D.2
The left hand side is syntactic sugar for the righthand side
(1) (snap, _)@p ≡ (snap, snap)@p
(2) (e1, e2)@p ≡ (e1@p, e2@p)
(3) Cha1 ∗ Cha2; Cha3 ≡ (Cha1 ∗ Cha2) ; Cha3
(4) Cha1; Cha2 ∗ Cha3 ≡ Cha1; (Cha2 ∗ Cha3)
(5) (_, snap)@p ≡ (x, snap)@p
Table D.3
Expressing iteration in Cha and C code
Cha code:
(1)
⊙640×480−1
i=0 ((tmp, _)@i+ar1;
(2) if tmp = −1
(3) then skip
(4) else (_, tmp)@i+target)
Syntactically equivalent Cha code:
(5)
⊙640×480−1
i=0 ((tmp, _)@i+ar1;
(6) if tmp = −1
(7) then skip
(8) else
(
tmp′, tmp)@i+target)
Corresponding C code:
(9) int tmp;
(10) int tmp’;
(11) for (int i = 0; i <= 640?480-1; i++)
(12) { tmp = ?(int?)(i + ar1);
(13) if (tmp == -1)
(14) then { }
(15) else {
(16) tmp’ = ?(int?)(i + target);
(17) ?(int?)(i + target) = tmp;
(18) }
(19) }
A comparison between the Cha code and the C code in Table D.1 is described as follows. Line 1 and line 13 represent the
same assignment, followed by a semicolon representing sequential composition. The while do constructs in lines 2–3 and
lines 14–15 are also very similar. Lines 4 and 5, however, correspond to line 16. The ∗ in the Cha code in line 5 is converted into
a semicolon in the C code in line 16 because the standard C programming language does not have an equivalent construct
that expresses parallel execution. In general, Cha’s constructs to express independent execution (∗ and⊙) are translated by
CodeGen into sequential constructs in C code because standard C does not provide constructs for parallelism. However, the
use of ∗ and ⊙ in Cha is still of extreme importance because they drastically simplify the associated correctness proofs. An
additional remark is that other potential target languages, other than C , such as VHDL, do support parallelism. To conclude
the discussion of Table D.1, lines 6 and 7 are translated into line 17, line 9 is translated into lines 12 and 19, and line 10 is
translated into line 20.
Example 3
A third example, illustrating iteration, is presented in Table D.3. Lines 1–4 represent Cha code in which iteration is
expressed by means of
⊙
. Lines 5–8 are obtained from lines 1–4 by substituting line 4 by line 8: (_, tmp)@i+ target
is syntactically equivalent to (tmp′, tmp)@i+ target because the variable tmp′ is a new variable, not used in the original
expression (i.e. in lines 1–4). This type of syntactic equivalence is represented inmore general (but informal) terms by line 5
in Table D.2: x is a new variable.
The corresponding C code of lines 5–8 is presented in lines 9–19. An important remark here is, that, the C code in
lines 9–10 does not correspond directly to any Cha code in lines 5–8. As amatter of fact, the function CodeGen, defined later in
this appendix, does not generate lines 9–10. Instead, it only translates lines 5–8 into lines 11–19. The declarations of the local
variables tmp and tmp′ in lines 9–10 have to be added manually. Section D.5, on the other hand, explains how to completely
automate the code-generation process so that lines 5–8 are translated into lines 9–19. The additional technicalities are
simple but lengthy and therefore postponed to the last section of this appendix.
A final remark is related to lines 8, 16, and 17. Line 8 is translated into lines 16–17 but line 16 is completely redundant
in this example because tmp′ is not used any where else in the code. A state-of-the-art C compiler will ignore line 16 when
generating object code, therefore no harm is done (e.g. in terms of execution time) in generating line 16.
Example 4
A fourth example is presented in Table D.4. Lines 1–3 represent Cha codewhich is obtained by applying the ADT refinement
function ADTRef to the function foo. Applying the function CodeGen to lines 1–3 results in lines 6–9. The code in lines 6–9 is,
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Table D.4
Illustrating allocate and deallocate
Cha code:
(ADTRef void foo (void))
(1) , ar1 = allocate 〈16〉 ;
(2) (ar1, ar1)@25;
(3) deallocate 〈ar1〉
Corresponding code:
(4) void foo(void)
(5) {
(6) adt_attribute int x;
(7) ar1 = (int)calloc(16, sizeof(int));
(8) ar1 = ?(int?)25;
(9) free((int?)ar1);
(10) }
Corresponding C code:
(11) static int ar1;
(12) void foo(void)
(13) {
(14) ar1 = (int)calloc(16, sizeof(int));
(15) ar1 = ?(int?)25;
(16) free((int?)ar1);
(17) }
Table D.5
Syntactic sugar, followed by UserCha’s syntax
Syntactic sugar:
(x, e)@p ≡ (x@p, e@p)
User Changes:
ChaU ::= (x, e)@p | if B then ChaU1 else ChaU2 |
ChaU1 ; ChaU2 | ChaU1 ∗ ChaU2 |
⊙e2
x=e1 ChaU |
x := e | x = allocate 〈e〉 | deallocate 〈x〉
Note that x is a variable, e a numerical expression, B a Boolean
expression, and ChaU1 and Cha
U
2 are UserCha expressions.
however, not C code. Indeed, line 6 contains the directive adt_attributewhich does not belong to the standard C programming
language.
A simple script tool can automatically convert lines 4–10 into the C code which is represented by lines 11–17. The script
tool basically finds all occurrences of the directive adt_attribute and then systematically moves all corresponding syntax
outside the function (e.g. foo). Then the tool substitutes each occurrence of the directive adt_attribute by the keyword static.
The result is compilable C code, expressing the declaration of global variables (e.g. ar1) which are accessible by all functions
of the ADT. This simple script tool is not discussed any further in this appendix.
Two additional remarks are described as follows. First, the correctness proofs (of the C Code Correctness Theorem) rely
on the intermediate code, not on the final code that is obtained after having executed the script tool. For the example in
Table D.4, this means that the pseudo C code in lines 6–9 is used in the proof process. Second, CodeGen, presented later, does
not convert the SnapOut expression (cf. the second occurrence of ar1) in line 2 into C code. The reason for this is because
line 2 does not express a modifying (or changing) heap.
Table D.4 illustrates a program that will most likely result in a segmentation fault during execution. In line 1, an array of
length 16 is allocated with starting location ar1. In line 2, the value of ar1 is (most likely) modified. Therefore, deallocation
in line 3 is not recommended because executing the corresponding C code will (most likely) result in a segmentation fault.
The corresponding C code in line 14 expresses the dynamic allocation of the array which is accessible via global variable ar1
in line 11. Line 15 expresses the pointer dereference of ar1 and line 16 attempts to free some chunk of memory.
UserCha
We now revisit the formal syntax of Cha, presented in Table 7 in Section 3.2, and compare this to the smaller language
UserCha in Table D.5. UserCha is a restricted language of Cha and we mention here, for the first time, that UserCha is the
language that the EASYMAP user may actually use in practice, not Cha!
We have consistently referred to Cha in the core of this article, as opposed to introducing UserCha from the beginning.
The reason for this is three-fold. First, restricting Cha to UserCha is only required for the code-generation process, the topic of
this appendix. Second, almost all Cha expressions in this article conform to the syntax of UserCha any way. Hence, there has
been no need up till this point to introduce UserCha. Third, the larger language Cha is needed for the denotational semantics
of the following two UserCha expressions: x = allocate 〈e〉 and deallocate 〈x〉, defined in Table 14. For instance, line 12 in
Table 14 relies on the Cha expression
⊙size−1
i=0 (emp, 0@l+i), which is not expressible in UserCha. In fact, all following Cha
expressions are not expressible in UserCha: (emp, 3@ar1), (x@ar1, emp), (x@ar1, 3@ar1 ∗ 4@1+ar1), . . . This restriction
in expressibility is intentional for recall that these Cha expressions are naive and unwanted forms of dynamic memory
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management (cf. Section 3.2.2). It is for this reason why we introduce UserCha in the first place: to syntactically prohibit
the EASYMAP user from expressing naive forms of dynamic memory management. This prohibition is necessary in order to
guarantee that the C Code Correctness Theorem holds; i.e. preserves total correctness. In the rest of this appendix, we shall
therefore refer to UserCha instead of Cha.
D.2. Target language
The target language of the code-generation process (CodeGen) is basically a sublanguage of the C programming language.
Section D.2.1 presents the syntax of this target language. A distinction is made between algebraic expressions a, boolean
expressions b, and Code expressions. Section D.2.2 presents the semantics of the algebraic and boolean expressions. The
operational semantics of the Code expressions is presented in the next section (Section D.3).
D.2.1. Syntax
The syntax of algebraic expressions a and boolean expressions b is presented in the top half of Table D.6. This syntax
corresponds to the standard C programming language and is therefore not discussed any further in this appendix. A remark,
however, is that the boolean expressions true and false can only be used correctly in a C program if the following two clauses
are added to the C code:
#define true 1
#define false 0
We assume this to be the case.
Code expressions, presented in the lower half of Table D.6, are described as follows. The Code expression in line 1 is a
comment in the C programming language. Therefore, itwill be ignored by a C compiler. The expressions in lines 2-4 represent
three different kinds of assignment. Line 5 combines two Code expressions: Code1 and Code2. Lines 6-8 represent three different
control structures. Lines 9–10 represent one Code expression, describing the dynamic allocation of a global variable x. Line 11
expresses dynamic deallocation. Lines 12 and 13 represent two flavors of variable declaration.
Caution. The ‘then’ in ‘if b then Code1 else Code2’ and the ‘do’ in ‘while b do {Code}’ are omitted in the actual
implementation (of the code-generation process); this is in conformance to the standard C programming language. To
improve the readability of this appendix, however, the keywords ‘then’ and ‘do’ are not omitted.
An additional remark is that the following trivial clauses have been omitted from Table D.6 and the rest of this appendix;
but they are, strictly speaking, necessary:
a ::= . . .
| (a)
b ::= . . .
| (b)
Code ::= . . .
| (Code)
| {Code}
D.2.2. Semantics of algebraic and Boolean expressions
The denotational semantics of algebraic and boolean expressions is presented in Table D.7. The function J KNata converts
an algebraic expression a into a natural number (Nat⊥), given a state (s ∈ S⊥) and a heap (h ∈ H⊥). Function J KTrb converts a
boolean expression b into a truth value (Tr⊥), given a state and a heap.
D.3. OperSem
This section defines the operational semantics of Code expressions. In order to do so, Section D.3.1 defines the following
transition relation:
F ⊆ ( Code× (S× Alloc× H) ) × ( S× Alloc× H )⊥
Based on relation F, a corresponding function OperSem can now be defined as follows.
OperSem :: Code → ( S× Alloc× H )⊥ → ( S× Alloc× H )⊥
OperSem c
, λ (sin, allocin, hin) .{
(sout, allocout, hout) if 〈c, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (sout, allocout, hout)
⊥ if 〈c, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F ⊥
Section D.3.2 shows that the relation F is deterministic. Therefore, the function OperSem is well defined. The following
paragraphs rely on a new definition:
Trace1(h) , {p | p ∈ Path and (isPathIn h p) and (length p) = 1}
Trace1(h) represents all paths characterizing the words (i.e. level-two nodes) that are stored in heap h.
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Table D.6
Algebraic expressions, boolean expressions, and Code expressions where
a1 and a2 are algebraic expressions, b1 and b2 are boolean expressions,
and Code1 and Code2 are Code expressions
a ::= n
| x
| a1 + a2
| a1 ? a2
| a1 − a2
| (int) a1/a2
| a1  a2
| a1  a2
| a1 | a2
| a1&a2
| xFFFFFFFF
| ?(int ?) a
b ::= true
| false
| a1 == a2
| a1 <= a2
| !b
| b1&&b2
Code ::= /? Do nothing ?/ (1)
| x = a; (2)
| x = ?(int ?) a; (3)
| ?(int ?) a1 = a2; (4)
| Code1 Code2 (5)
| if b then Code1 else Code2 (6)
| for (int x = a; b; x++) {Code} (7)
| while b do {Code} (8)
| adt_attribute int x; (9)
x = (int) calloc (a, sizeof (int)) ; (10)
| free ((int ?) x) ; (11)
| int x = 0; (12)
| int x; (13)
Table D.7
Denotational semantics of algebraic and Boolean expressionsJ KNata :: a → Nat⊥ → S⊥ → H⊥ → Nat⊥JnKNata , λlim.λs.λh. n mod limJxKNata , λlim.λs.λh. (s x) mod limq
a1 + a2
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.((q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)
+
(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
))
mod limq
a1 ? a2
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.((q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)
×
(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
))
mod limq
a1 − a2
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.((q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)
−
(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
))
mod limq
(int) a1/a2
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.
⌊ (Ja1KNata lim s h)(Ja2KNata lim s h)
⌋
q
a1  a2
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.((q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)

(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
))
mod limq
a1  a2
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.
(q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)

(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
)
q
a1 | a2
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.
(q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)
|
(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
)
q
a1&a2
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.
(q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)
&
(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
)
JxFFFFFFFFKNata , λlim.λs.λh. (JNKNata lim s h)
where numeral N represents the value of 232 − 1q
?(int ?) a
yNat
a , λlim.λs.λh.
let p =
(JaKNata lim s h) in
(getValue h root.p)J KTrb :: b → Nat⊥ → S⊥ → H⊥ → Tr⊥JtrueKTrb , λlim.λs.λh. trueJfalseKTrb , λlim.λs.λh. falseq
a1 == a2
yTr
b , λlim.λs.λh.
(q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)
=
(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
)
q
a1 <= a2
yTr
b , λlim.λs.λh.
(q
a1
yNat
a lim s h
)
≤
(q
a2
yNat
a lim s h
)
J!bKTrb , λlim.λs.λh. not (JbKTrb lim s h)q
b1&&b2
yTr
b , λlim.λs.λh.
(q
b1
yTr
b lim s h
)
and
(q
b2
yTr
b lim s h
)
D.3.1. Operational Semantics of Code
Table D.8 presents Part I of the operational semantics of Code (cf. lower half of Table D.6). Line 1 interprets /?Do nothing?/
as a Code expression that does not change the composite state (s, alloc, h).
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Table D.8
Natural operational semantics of code where K ∈ (S× Alloc× H)⊥ (Part I)
(1)
〈
/?Do nothing?/ , (s, alloc, h)
〉 F (s, alloc, h)
(2) 〈x = a; , (s, alloc, h)〉 F
(
s
[
x 7→
(JaKNata Max s)] , alloc, h)
(3)
p =
(JaKNata Max s) and (isPathIn h root.p)
and n = (getValue h root.p)
〈x = ?(int ?)a; , (s, alloc, h)〉 F (s [x 7→ n] , alloc, h)
(4) p =
(JaKNata Max s) and not (isPathIn h root.p)
〈x = ?(int ?)a; , (s, alloc, h)〉 F ⊥
(5)
p =
(q
a1
yNat
a Max s
)
and (isPathIn h root.p)
and n =
(q
a2
yNat
a Max s
)
〈?(int ?)a1 = a2; , (s, alloc, h)〉 F (s, alloc, (update root.p n h))
(6) p =
(q
a1
yNat
a Max s
)
and not (isPathIn h root.p)
〈?(int ?)a1 = a2; , (s, alloc, h)〉 F ⊥
(7)
〈Code1 , (s, alloc, h)〉 F
(
s′, alloc′, h′) 〈Code2 , (s′, alloc′, h′)〉 F K
〈Code1 Code2 , (s, alloc, h)〉 F K
(8)
〈Code1 , (s, alloc, h)〉 F ⊥
〈Code1 Code2 , (s, alloc, h)〉 F ⊥
Table D.9
Natural operational semantics of code where K ∈ (S× Alloc× H)⊥ (Part II)
(9)
(JbKTrb Max s) = true and 〈Code1 , (s, alloc, h)〉 F K〈
if b then Code1 else Code2 , (s, alloc, h)
〉 F K
(10)
(JbKTrb Max s) = false and 〈Code2 , (s, alloc, h)〉 F K〈
if b then Code1 else Code2 , (s, alloc, h)
〉 F K
(11)
(JbKTrb Max s′) = false with s′ = s [x 7→ (JaKNata Max s)]〈
for
(
int x = a; b; x++
)
{Code} , (s, alloc, h)
〉
F (s′, alloc, h)
(12)
(JbKTrb Max s′) = true and〈
Code for
(
int x = a+1; b; x++
)
{Code} , (s′, alloc, h)〉 F K
with s′ = s
[
x 7→
(JaKNata Max s)]〈
for
(
int x = a; b; x++
)
{Code} , (s, alloc, h)
〉
F K
(13)
(JbKTrb Max s) = false〈
while b do {Code} , (s, alloc, h)〉 F (s, alloc, h)
(14)
(JbKTrb Max s) = true and〈
Code while b do {Code} , (s, alloc, h)〉 F K〈
while b do {Code} , (s, alloc, h)〉 F K
Lines 2–6 deal with the three different kinds of assignment that are expressible in Code. Line 2 shows that x = a is
interpreted as an update of the input state s so that x corresponds to the interpretation of a. Line 3 also updates the state so
that x corresponds to the value n. The assumption holds that a is semantically interpreted as p, that root.p is in heap h, and
that the word of data at root.p is equal to n. Line 4, on the other hand, returns⊥ because the assumption holds that root.p is
not in heap h. Lines 5 and 6 are similar to lines 3 and 4, respectively.
Lines 7–8 deal with the expression Code1 Code2. The presented semantics is trivial.
Table D.9 presents Part II of the operational semantics of Code: lines 9-14 deal with the three different control structures.
The presented semantics is trivial.
Table D.10 presents Part III of the operational semantics of Code. Lines 15–16 deal with the dynamic allocation of a global
variable x. In line 15, five assumptions hold. First, the semantical interpretation of a results in size, representing the size of
the array that needs to be allocated. Second, l represents the starting location of the allocated array. Third, there exists a
heap h′ such that the number of words in this heap is equal to size and all words in the heap are stored continuously (i.e. as
an array). Fourth, heap h′ is disjoint from the input heap hin. Fifth, all words in h′ are equal to zero because the root value in h′
equals zero. If these five assumptions hold, then line 15 presents an updated state sin [x 7→ l], allocation table allocin [l 7→ size],
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Table D.10
Natural operational semantics of code (Part III)
(15)
size =
(JaKNata Max sin) and l = (heapAlloc hin size) and
Trace1(h
′) = {pi | 0 ≤ i < size with pi eqP root. (l+i)} and
hin \ h
′ and (getValue h′ root) = 0〈
adt_attribute int x; x = (int) calloc (a, sizeof (int)) ; , (sin, allocin, hin)
〉
F (sin [x 7→ l] , allocin [l 7→ size] , hin  h′)
(16)
size =
(JaKNata Max sin) and l = (heapAlloc hin size) and
Trace1(h
′) = {pi | 0 ≤ i < size with pi eqP root. (l+i)} and
not
(
hin \ h
′) or not ((getValue h′ root) = 0)〈
adt_attribute int x; x = (int) calloc (a, sizeof (int)) ; , (sin, allocin, hin)
〉
F ⊥
(17)
l = (sin x) and size = (allocin l) and size > 0 and
S = {pi | 0 ≤ i < size with pi eqP root. (l+i)} ⊆ Trace1(hin) and
Trace1(h
′) = Trace1 (hin) /S
〈free ((int ?) x) ; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F
(
sin, allocin [l 7→ 0] , h′
)
(18)
l = (sin x) and size = (allocin l) and not (size > 0) or
S = {pi | 0 ≤ i < size with pi eqP root. (l+i)} * Trace1(hin)
〈free ((int ?) x) ; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F ⊥
(19) 〈int x = 0 ; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (sin [x 7→ 0] , allocin, hin)
(20) 〈int x ; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (sin, allocin, hin)
and heap hin  h′. In line 16, on the other hand, the fourth or fifth assumption does not hold, therebymodeling the case when
no free memory is available to implement the requested dynamic allocation. The result is an error message in the form of⊥.
Lines 17–18 deal with dynamic deallocation of heap data. Line 17 represents the normal case where the assumptions
state that the to-be-freed data is a priori allocated. Line 18, on the other hand, covers the case when this assumption does
not hold.
Lines 19–20 cover the two variable declarations. In line 19, the state is updated so that variable x corresponds to zero. In
line 20, nothing is updated.
D.3.2. The relation F is deterministic
This section proves that the relation F is deterministic, based on the following definition.
The relation F is deterministic if for all choices of
c, sin, allocin, hin, sout, allocout, hout, s′out, alloc′out, and h′out:〈c, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (sout, allocout, hout)
and
〈c, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (s′out, alloc′out, h′out)
imply(
sout = s′out
)
and
(
allocout = alloc′out
)
and
(
hout eqH h
′
out
)
A distinction is made between the following two proof formats in order to prove the above.
Proof Format 1
(1) if 〈c, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (sout, allocout, hout)
(2) and 〈c, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (s′out, alloc′out, h′out)
(3) then sout = s′out
(4) and allocout = alloc′out
(5) and hout eqH h′out
Proof Format 2
(1) if 〈c, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F ⊥
(2) and 〈c, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F K
(3) and K ∈ (S× Alloc× H)⊥
(4) then K = ⊥
The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation tree and distinguishes between the following cases.
Case 1: /? Do nothing ?/
This case corresponds to:〈
/?Do nothing?/ , (s, alloc, h)
〉 F (s, alloc, h)
and trivially subscribes to proof format 1. Q.E.D.
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Case 2: x = a;
(1) if 〈x = a; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F
(
sin
[
x 7→
(JaKNata s)] , allocin, hin)
(2) and 〈x = a; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (s′out, alloc′out, h′out)
(3) then sin
[
x 7→
(JaKNata s)] = s′out
(4) and allocin = alloc′out
(5) and hin eqH h′out
Based on Tables D.8–D.10, the only possibility is that
〈x = a; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F
(
sin
[
x 7→
(JaKNata s)] , allocin, hin). Therefore, lines 3–5 are trivially correct. Q.E.D.
Case 3a: x = ? (int ?) a;
(1) if p =
(JaKNata Max s) and (isPathIn hin root.p)
and n = (getValue hin root.p)
(2) and 〈x = ? (int ?) a; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (sin [x 7→ n] , allocin, hin)
(3) and 〈x = ? (int ?) a; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (s′out, alloc′out, h′out)
(4) then sin [x 7→ n] = s′out
(5) and allocin = alloc′out
(5) and hin eqH h′out
Based on lines 1 and 3 and Tables D.8–D.10, the implication is that 〈x = ? (int ?) a; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (sin [x 7→ n] , allocin, hin).
Therefore, lines 4–6 are trivially correct. Q.E.D.
Case 3b: x = ? (int ?) a;
(1) if p =
(JaKNata Max s) and not (isPathIn hin root.p)
(2) and 〈x = ? (int ?) a; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F ⊥
(3) and 〈x = ? (int ?) a; , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F K
(4) and K ∈ (S× Alloc× H)⊥
(5) then K = ⊥
Based on lines 1, 3, 4 and Tables D.8–D.10, the implication is that K = ⊥. Q.E.D.
Case 4a and Case 4b: ? (int ?) a1 = a2;
The omitted proofs are very similar compared to the proofs presented previously.
Case 5a: Code1 Code2
(1) if 〈Code1 , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (s′in, alloc′in, h′in)
(2) and
〈
Code2,
(
s′in, alloc′in, h′in
)〉 F K1
(3) and 〈Code1 Code2, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F K1
(4) and 〈Code1 Code2, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F K2
(5) then K1 = K2
Based on lines 1 and 4 and Tables D.8–D.10, we know that:
〈Code1 , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F (s′in, alloc′in, h′in) 〈Code2 , (s′in, alloc′in, h′in)〉 F K2
〈Code1 Code2 , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F K2
Based on induction, we know that:
(a) if
〈
Code2 ,
(
s′in, alloc′in, h′in
)〉 F K1
(b) and
〈
Code2 ,
(
s′in, alloc′in, h′in
)〉 F K2
(c) then K1 = K2
Therefore, given line 2, we can conclude that line 5 is correct. Q.E.D.
Case 5b: Code1 Code2
(1) if 〈Code1 , (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F ⊥
(2) and 〈Code1 Code2, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F ⊥
(3) and 〈Code1 Code2, (sin, allocin, hin)〉 F K
(4) and K ∈ (S× Alloc× H)⊥
(5) then K = ⊥
Given lines 7 and 8 in Table D.8, the only possibility is that K = ⊥. Q.E.D.
Other cases
The other cases, such as (if b then Code1 else Code2), can be proved in a similar fashion, as compared to the proofs presented
above.
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Table D.11
Generating code (Part I)J Kae :: e → a
(8) JnKae , n
(9) JxKae , x
(10)
q
e1+e2
ya
e ,
q
e1
ya
e +
q
e2
ya
e
(11)
q
e1−e2
ya
e ,
q
e1
ya
e −
q
e2
ya
e
(12)
q
e1×e2
ya
e ,
q
e1
ya
e ?
q
e2
ya
e
(13)
r⌈ e1
e2
⌉za
e
, (int)
((q
e1
ya
e
)
/
(q
e2
ya
e
))+ 1
(14)
r⌊ e1
e2
⌋za
e
, (int)
((q
e1
ya
e
)
/
(q
e2
ya
e
))
J KbB :: B → b
(15) JtrueKbB , true
(16) JfalseKbB , false
(17)
q
e1 = e2
yb
B ,
q
e1
ya
e ==
q
e2
ya
e
(18)
q
e1 ≤ e2
yb
B ,
q
e1
ya
e <=
q
e2
ya
e
(19) J¬BKbB , ! (JBKbB)
(20)
q
B1 ∧ B2
yb
B ,
(q
B1
yb
B
)
&&
(q
B2
yb
B
)
Table D.12
Generating code (Part II)
CodeGen :: ChaU → Code
(1) CodeGen (SnapIn, SnapIn) , JSnapInKCodeSnapIn
(2) CodeGen (SnapIn, SnapOut) , JSnapInKCodeSnapIn
(3) JSnapOutKCodeSnapOut
(4) CodeGen ChaU1 ∗ ChaU2 ,
(
CodeGen ChaU1
)
(5)
(
CodeGen ChaU2
)
(6) CodeGen ChaU1 ; ChaU2 ,
(
CodeGen ChaU1
)
(7)
(
CodeGen ChaU2
)
(8) CodeGen
(
if B then ChaU1 else Cha
U
2
)
, if JBKbB
(9) then
{(
CodeGen ChaU1
)}
(10) else
{(
CodeGen ChaU2
)}
(11) CodeGen
⊙e2
i=e1 Cha
U , for
(
int i = qe1yae ; i <= qe2yae ; i++)
(12)
{(
CodeGen ChaU
)}
(13) CodeGen while B do
{
ChaU
}
, while
(JBKbB) do {(CodeGen ChaU)}
(14) CodeGen x := e , x = JeKae ;
(15) CodeGen x = allocate 〈e〉 , let a = JeKae in
(16) adt_attribute int x;
(17) x = (int) calloc (a, sizeof (int)) ;
(18) CodeGen deallocate 〈x〉 , free ((int ?) x) ;
D.4. CodeGen
This section defines the code-generation function CodeGen by using Tables D.11–D.14.
The top part of Table D.11 explains how a numerical expression e in the UserCha language is translated into an algebraic
expression a. The lower part of the table explains how a boolean expression B in the UserCha language is translated into a
boolean expression b.
Table D.12 presents the definition of CodeGen, a function that converts a UserCha expression into a Code expression. Line 1
shows that when the UserCha expression is of the form (snap, snap) only the first occurrence of snap is translated into Code
by means of the function J KCodeSnapIn (cf. Table D.13). Lines 2–3, on the other hand, show the normal case where a UserCha
expression of the form (snap1, snap2) is translated into Code by converting both snap1 and snap2 appropriately.
The rest of Table D.12 is explained as follows. Lines 4–5 define the code generation for spatial composition (∗). Lines 6–7
define the code generation for sequential composition (;). In both cases, the same Code expression is generated. The reason
for this is that parallel execution is not expressible in standard C code and hence also not in Code. The three control structures
in lines 8–13 are self explanatory and so is the assignment statement in line 14. Dynamic allocation is handled in lines 15–17
and dynamic deallocation in line 18.
Recall from line 2 in Table D.12 that the function J KCodeSnapIn is used to convert the first snap expression into Code while
the function J KCodeSnapOut is used to convert the second snap expression into Code. The definitions of J KCodeSnapIn and J KCodeSnapOut are
presented in Table D.13. They rely on the functions J KCodeeIn and J KCodeeOut , respectively, which in turn, are defined in Table D.14.
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Table D.13
Generating code (Part III)J KCodeSnapIn :: SnapIn → Code
(1)
q
Snap1 ∗ Snap2
yCode
SnapIn ,
q
Snap1
yCode
SnapIn
(2)
q
Snap2
yCode
SnapIn
(3) Jx@pKCodeSnapIn , (JxKCodeeIn p)J KCodeSnapOut :: SnapOut → Code
(4)
q
Snap1 ∗ Snap2
yCode
SnapOut ,
q
Snap1
yCode
SnapOut
(5)
q
Snap2
yCode
SnapOut
(6) Je@pKCodeSnapOut , (JeKCodeeOut p)
Table D.14
Generating code (Part IV)J KCodeeIn :: Var → Place → Code
(1) JzKCodeeIn e1 , z = ?(int ?) (qe1yae ) ;
(2) JzKCodeeIn e1.e2 , z = ((?(int ?) (qe1yae ))  (qe2yae ))&1;J KCodeeOut :: e → Place → Code
(3) JeKCodeeOut e1 , ?(int ?) (qe1yae ) = (JeKae ) ;
(4) J1KCodeeOut e1.e2 , ?(int ?) (qe1yae ) = ((?(int ?) (qe1yae )) | (1 (qe2yae ))) ;
(5) J0KCodeeOut e1.e2 , ?(int ?) (qe1yae ) = ((?(int ?) (qe1yae ))
(6) &
(
xFFFFFFFF − (1 (qe2yae )))) ;
(7) JeKCodeeOut e1.e2 , if (JeKae == 0)
(8) then
(J0KCodeeOut e1.e2)
(9) else
(J1KCodeeOut e1.e2)
Lines 1 and 3 in Table D.14 correspond to the case where the path e1 is used in a UserCha expression. Line 1 generates
Code in which e1 is used to retrieve data from memory. Line 3 uses e1 in order to store data in memory.
Line 2 is similar to line 1 except that the path is equal to e1.e2. The implication is that bits have to be retrieved from a
word in memory, hence the need to use bit shifting () and bit masking (&) in line 2.
Lines 4–9 are similar to line 3 except that the path is equal to e1.e2. Therefore, bit values are assigned to specific bits in a
particular word in memory. Hence the need to use bit shifting, masking, etc. The C code xFFFFFFFF represents the bit string
11 . . . 1 of length 32.
D.5. The complete code generation of EASYMAP
As explained in SectionD.1, the complete generation of code is slightlymore involved than the function CodeGen, described
previously. Table D.15 presents the complete generation of code and is explained in this section.
Lines 1–3 in Table D.15 define the domains of global variables, local variables, and argument variables. A global variable
is a variable that is accessible to all the ADT operations of the ADT under study. A local variable is a variable that is defined
locally in an ADT operation. An argument variable represents an argument of an ADT operation.
The complete generation of code is represented by function TotCodeGen in line 4. Given a list of ADT operations and
corresponding implementations in UserCha code, a list of Code expressions is generated, representing the implementations
of each ADT operation. The definition of TotCodeGen, presented in lines 16-25, is explained later.
Lines 5–7 are explained as follows. Function GetArguments (line 5) extracts all argument variables from an ADT operation.
Function GetGlobalVars (line 6) extracts all global variables from the ADT under study. The list of UserCha expressions that is
passed as argument to GetGlobalVars represents the implementations of the ADT operations of the ADT under study. GetLocalVars
(line 7) accepts a UserCha expression, a list of all global variables of the ADT under study, and a list of all argument variables.
The list of argument variables contains all the arguments of the ADT operation under study. The implementation of the ADT
operation is expressed by the UserCha expression, i.e. the first argument of GetLocalVars. The result of applying GetLocalVars is
a list of all local variables that are used in implementing the ADT operation under study.
Lines 8–10 are explained as follows. Function filterSecond accepts a list of doublets of the form (a, b) and returns a list of
elements b. Function CodeGenA translates a UserCha expression into a Code expression. CodeGenA corresponds to the previously
defined function CodeGen in Section D.4. CodeGenB, on the other hand, takes the Code expression (generated by CodeGenA) and a
list of the local variables of the ADT operation under study, and generates a transformed Code expression. The implementation
of CodeGenB is shown in lines 11–15: each local variable var is declared locally as int var;.
The implementation of TotCodeGen, depicted in lines 16-25, is explained as follows. First, if the list of UserCha expressions
is empty, then a corresponding empty list of Code expressions is generated (cf. lines 16–17). If, on the other hand, the list is
nonempty, then lines 19–25 are executed. In line 20 all global variables are collected.7 In line 21, all arguments of the ADT
7 A more efficient implementation of TotCodeGen can be obtained by calculating all global variables once, outside the definition of TotCodeGen.
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Table D.15
The complete generation of code
(1) GlobalVars , Var?
(2) LocalVars , Var?
(3) ArgumentVars , Var?
(4) TotCodeGen ::
(
ADToperation× ChaU
)? → Code?
(5) GetArguments :: ADToperation → ArgumentVars
(6) GetGlobalVars ::
(
ChaU
)? → GlobalVars
(7) GetLocalVars :: ChaU → GlobalVars → ArgumentVars → LocalVars
(8) filterSecond :: (X × Y)? → Y?
(9) CodeGenA :: ChaU → Code
(10) CodeGenB :: Code → LocalVars → Code
Definition of CodeGenB:
(11) (CodeGenB code nil)
(12) , code
(13) (CodeGenB code [var | rest])
(14) , int var;
(15) (CodeGenB code rest)
Definition of TotCodeGen:
(16) (TotCodeGen nil)
(17) , nil
(18)
(
TotCodeGen
[(
adtoper, chaU
)
| rest
])
(19) , let
(20) globals = (GetGlobalVars (filterSecond[(
adtoper, chaU
)
| rest
]))
(21) arguments = (GetArguments adtoper)
(22) code =
(
CodeGenA chaU
)
(23) locals =
(
GetLocalVars chaU globals
arguments)
(24) in
(25) [(CodeGenB code locals) | (TotCodeGen rest)]
operation under study are collected. In line 22, the Code expression code is obtained by translating chaU . In line 23, all local
variables in chaU are collected. Finally, in line 25, CodeGenB is applied to code and TotCodeGen is applied to the rest of the list.
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